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PREFACE 

The Military Law Review is designed to provide a medium f o r  
those interested in the field of military law to share the product 
of their experience and research with their fellow lawyers. Arti- 
cles should he of direct concern and import in this area of schalar- 
ship, and preference wiil be given to those articles having lasting 
value as reference material for the military lawyer. 

The Military Law Review does not purport to promulgate De- 
partment of the Army policy or to he in any sense directory. The 
opinion8 reflected in each article a re  those of the author and do 
not necessarily reflect the  views of The Judge Advocate General or 
the Department of the Army. 

Articlea, comments, and notes should he submitted in duplicate, 
triple spaced, to the Editor, Military Law Review, The Judge 
Advocate General's School, U S  Army, Charlottesville. Virginia. 
Footnotes should he triple spaced, set out on pages separate from 
the text and follow the manner of citation in the Harvard Blue 
Book. 

This Review may be cited as 23 MIL. L. REV. (number of page) 
(1964) (DA Pam 21-100-23, 1 January 1964). 

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, United States 
Government Printing Office, Washington 26,  D.C., Price: 5.76 
(single copy). Subscription price: $2.50 a year;  $.I6 additional 
for foreign mailing. 





JOHN LAWRENCE 
Judge Advocate General 

1777-1782 

On 10 April 1177 Colonel John Lawrence succeeded Colonel Wil- 
liam Tudor as Judge Advocate General of the Army. Colonel 
Lawrence was barn in Cornwall, England, in 1750. In 1767 he 
left England. After his arrival in New York, in this same year, he 
began the study of law in the office of Lieutenant Governor Colden. 
In 1772 he was admitted to the New York City Bar where he 
quickly attained eminence. 
In 1116 he married Elizabeth &lacDougall, daughter of Major 

General Alexander &lacDougall of the Continental Army. In 
August of this Same year he was commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant 
in the 4th New York Regiment of the Continental Army. During 
the War of Independence he served both as aide-de-camp to Gen- 
eral Washington and as a staff officer on General Washington's 
staff, prior to his appointment as Judge Advocate General. 

Colonel Lawrence prosecuted some of the most important mili- 
tary trials of the Revolutionary War. In the summer of 1778 he 
was judge advocate of the general court-martial of Major Gen- 
eral Charles Lee for misbehavior before the enemy and disrespect 
to General Washington a t  the battle of Xonmouth Courthouse. 
In the fallowing year he conducted the presecution in the court- 
martial of Major General Benedict Arnold for misconduct. The 
reprimand received from General Washington as the result of 
this court-martial so embittered Arnold that it led to his betrayal 
of the American CBUBI.  

I n  September 1780 he was recorder of the board of officers 
(precursor of the modern military commission) which investi- 
gated the case of Major John Andre, Adjutant General of the 
British Army. This commission recommended Major Andre's exe- 
cution for spying and conspiring with Arnold for the surrender 
of West Paint. 

On 3 July 1782 Colonel Lawrence resigned his position and 
entered the practice of law in New York City, He distinguished 
himself in this field and was considered a leading authority on 
admiralty law. A public spirited citizen, he served as a vestryman 
*GO l $ l ,B  



of Trinity Church of New York City, Trustee of Columbia College 
(now Columbia University), Reagent of the University of the 
State of New York, and a director of the Bank of the United 
States. 

During the period 1785-1787 he was a delegate to Congress 
under the Articles of Confederation, However in 1788 he was 
superseded in this office as a consequence af his spirited advocacy 
of the adoption of the Federal Constitution. In 1789 while a mem- 
ber of the state legislature he was elected the first representative 
from New York City in the First United States Congress and he 
also served in the Second United States Congress. In 1794 he 
became one of the first of the judges that  were appointed for  the 
United States District Court of New York. In 1796 he resigned 
from the bench as a result of his being chosen United States Sena- 
tor from New York. In 1798 he served as President pro tempore 
of the United States Senate. 

Colonel Lawrence was a close personal friend of General Wash- 
ington and Alexander Hamilton. In November of 1810 he died 
in New York City. 
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PRETRIAL RIGHT TO COUNSEL" 
BY MAJOR JOHN F. CHRLBTBNSEN" 

I. FEDERAL PROSECUTIONS-PRIOR TO APPEARANCE 
BEFORE COMMISSIONER 

A. BEFORE ARREST 

A person who expects to be charged with a crime, or who has 
been indicted but not yet arrested, has complete freedom to seek 
the advice of a lawyer. The lawyer, in addition to advising him 
of his rights, may properly advise his client to remain silent after 
his arrest.' Thus even though the right to consult with counsel 
prior to appearance before the magistrate has not generally been 
recognized, there are  a certain number of cases where prosecuting 
officials a r e  powerless to prevent the accused from receiving ad- 
vice from his counsel. 

B. PROMPT APPEARANCE REQUIREMENT 

If a person is lawfully arrested with or without a warrant he 
must be taken without unnecessary delay before the nearest avail- 
able United States commissioner? Appearance before the com- 
missioner may be delayed for routine administrative procedures 
such as booking and fingerprinting, but may not be fur ther  de- 
layed to permit interrogation by the police.' The police certainly 
have no duty to delay the ordinary administrative steps because 
the accused asks to have an opportunity to call hia counsel to the 
police station. His rights are  protected by prompt appearance be- 

* This artieic warn adapted from a theiis prenented b The Judge Adroeate 
GeneraI'm School, U.S. Army, Charlotteidlie,  Virpinia, while the author was 
a member of the Eleventh Career Course. The opinion# and eenelvaioni 
presented herein 818 those of the author and do not neeniarliy repmient  the 
views of The Judge Advoeate General's School or any other governrnsntai 
.gBnq.. 

**JAGC. US. Army; OWce of the Chief of Leg ids t iw  L i s i i o n - 3 W ~ e  of 
t h e  SecretPry of the Army;  LL.B.. 1860. Uni re rd tp  of San Franeileo; 
Member of the BPT of the State of California and of the United S t l t e s  
Supreme Court, the United Stltea Court of AppeaI~(, Ninth Circuit, the United 
States District Court. Northern Diatriet of Caiiiornia. and the United States 
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fore Che magistrate. The lawyer who accompanies the accused 
to the police station may be prevented, despite the accused's abjec- 
tion, from being present during the simple administrative proce- 
dures' even though incriminating statements made during this 
period have been held admissible a t  the trial.& The justification far 
exclusion of counsel a t  this time is that  the arrest and subsequent 
administrative actions are  in  no way proceedings against the 
accused. He is not entitled to impose upon the government the 
burden of assuring that he has a continuous chaperone. 

There are  situations where the appearance before the commis- 
sioner is delayed beyond the time required far normal administra- 
tive procedures. The delay need not necessarily result in an illegal 
detention if no commissioner is immediately available' nor if the 
police are merely verifying a story volunteered by the accused.' 
The delay will result in illegal detention if the police deliberately 
delay in order to interrogate the accused.' 

If the limitation on police detention imposed by Rule 5a is 
strictly observed, there is little opportunity for interrogation of 
a suspect before he is warned of his rights by a commissioner. 
However, in addition to interrogating a 8uspect during the judi- 
cially sanctioned delays after arrest,' the police commonly question 
individuals without making an "official" arrest.1° A person who 
accompanies a police officer upon request and voluntarily submits 
to questioning is not under arrest." On the other hand, a person 
who has been detained for questioning against his will is under 
arrest, no matter what it might be called.12 In the absence of 
statutela the police are  not authorized to detain a person for  
interrogation without arrest. In Culombe v .  Connecticut," Mr. 

4 Cf. notes 30-32 infm and text aeeompanymg. 
I See Heideman V. United States, 259 F.2d 943 (D.C. Cir. 1958).  c w t .  

denied, 368 U.S. 858 (1968). 
6 Porter V. United States, 258 F. 2d 686 (D.C. Cir. 1958).  c w 1 .  denied, 360 

U.S. 806 ( 1 9 6 9 ) .  
7 Mallom 7.  Unrted States, 354 U.S. 449, 455 (1957) (dictum) : Goldsmith 

Y. United States, 177 F.2d 335, 343 (D.C. Cir. 1960) (dletum), o w l  d r d c d ,  
Carter Y. United Statea, 364 U.S. 863 (1860). 

8 Maliory V. United States, 354 U.S. 449 (1967).  
9 See esies cited, ~upra, notes 6, 7. 
10". , . Arrests 'on w~pic ion'  where there i i  no spemfie charge, ~iieill 

without bookmg, and roundups of auapleioun characters 01 individuals with 
prior arreet records are very common. . . ." TAPPAN, CRIME, JUSTICE AND 
CORRECTIONS 283 (1960). 

11 Williamsv. United Statea, 189 F.2d 698 (D.C. Cir. 1951). 
1 Compare Bennett 7.  UnitPd Statal, 104 F.2d 209 (D.C. Cii. 1939).  See 

d . 0  DGYLIN, TBE CRlMlNUl PROBECUTION rN ENDLA.*MI. 68 (1960). 
lii There is no federal statute authoridng detention for iaseatigntion. 
 sei u s  671 (1861). 

1 A M  68141  
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Justice Franldurter  wrote: ". , . In  the United States 'interroga- 
tion' has become B police technique, and detention for  purposes of 
interrogation is a common, although generally unlawful, practice. 
, , Although Cdombe was a state prosecution, the opinion 
ranges widely and cover8 federal criminal practice. Mr. Justice 
Douglas believes that  federal officers violate the prompt appear- 
ance rule: "While the McNabb rule is ideal, it  is, I fear, not 
greatly respected in practice. Detention of suspects for secret 
interrogations continues both a t  the federal and the state level."" 

C. CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS APART FROM 
INTERROGATION 

1. Habeas Corpus. 
Assuming there is detention without interrogation, does the 

accused have the right to call a lawyer and then to speak to him 
when he arrives a t  the jail? This involves one aspect of the prob- 
lem of whether the accused can be held incommunicado." The 
United States Constitution provides, "The privilege of the Writ af 
Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended. , . ."18 Habeas corpus is 
the procedure by which an accused tests whether his arrest and 
detention is based upon probable cause as required by the Fourth 
Amendment. An accused who is held incommunicado cannot assert 
his right to habeas corpus--as to him the privilege of the writ is 
for all practical purposes suspended while he is  so held, The right 
tn test the legality of the detention being B constitutional gum- 
antee which is violated by delay, the accused must be permitted to 
institute habeas corpus proceedings at  the earliest moment prac- 
ticable after arrest. In order effectively to sue for a writ,  he must 
be allowed to see his counsel a t  the police station. The right to  
counsel for this purpose must not be thwarted by invoking what 
a t  another time would be a reasonable limitation on the right to 
have visitors. 

While the protection of the Writ of Habeas Corpus carries with 
it the right to the assistance of counsel at  the first opportunity 
af ter  arrest  or detention, there is the problem of finding an effec- 
tive remedy. There is  no reported case holding that  charges must 
be dismissed because of denial of the right effectively to test the 

I s Id . ,  at 57273, authorities cited at 573, n.5. See also, Fa&, Safsguarda 
3% the Low of Ameat, 62 Nw. U. L. RN. 16, 20 (1951); Plaseowe, A Modem 
Law of A w e ~ t ,  39 MINN. L. RE". 473 (1865) i Wsite,  The Law 01 Ameat, 24 
Tm. L. REV. 279. 298 (1945). 

16 DOWL*S. TBE RIOBT OF TAD PE(IPLE, 156 (1958). 
17 "Incammumeado" 81- InvoIves the coercive &eat of interrogation with- 

out the ivpport of C O Y I I ~ O I .  See eases cited infm, note 20. 
18 Art. I, B 9, Clause 2. 

*Go 0 1 4 8  a 
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legality of the detention. A civil cause of action fo r  money dam- 
ages would seem to be available but this remedy has generally 
proved ineffective.10 

The incursion of individual civil liberties encompassed by the 
phrase "being held incommunicado" has not been directly con- 
demned, but has increasingly come under fire by the Supreme 
Court in the collateral matter of whether the accused's confession 
meets due process standards of the Fourteenth 
Denial of counsel has been treated as one factor tending to show 
coercion. No case has yet held that  being held incommunicado is 
alone sufficiently coercive to  render a statement inadmissible. 

2. Trial Preparation. 
The Sixth Amendment gqarantee of assistance af eaunsel for  

the defense of a criminal charge has been held to  include a reason- 
able opportunity to  consult with counsel and prepare for  trial.21 
No point in the pretrial proceedings has been specified as the time 
when counsel may first consult with the accused in order to begin 
his trial preparation. Logically, preparation for  trial might begin 
immediately after arrest. If the accused is merely waiting in a 
detention cell there is no reason to say that  he is not available for  
consultation. To deny him the assistance of counsel to prepare 
his defense while police investigation continues must be held to 
violate the Sixth Amendment. In most cases demonstrable preju- 
dice to the accused's ability to prepare for  trial will not be shown 
by denial of the assistance of counsel f a r  a short time a t  this early 
stage. I t  is unlikely that the Supreme Court will reverse in this 
situation without testing for  prejudice.12 

D. CONSTITUTlONAL BASIS--INTERROGATION 
CONSIDERED 

1. Police Questioning Generally. 
Wholly apart  from the right to the assistance of counsel on 

general grounds, the right may arise because the suspect is per- 
sonally involved in the investigative process. In the course of an 

19 See Foole, Tort R m d i s s  107 Paiiro Violation a t  lNiivdvol Righte,  1 
MINN. L. Rm. 493 (1956).  

PO See *.I. Fibs Y. Alabama, 552 U.S. 191 (1967); Turner V. Pennsyivanil, 
888 U.S: 62 il84sl; Harris V. South Carolina. 358 U.S. 65 (19491. 

11 SOB Chandler V. FretPg, 348 U.S. S, 10 (1954); Powell s. Alabama, 281 
US. 46 (18321. See d s o  Crwker Y.  Cslifarnis, S67 U.S. 455, 441 (1958) 
(dissenting opinionl. 

9nCi. Hamilton s. Alabama, 308 U.S. 62 (19611. Compare Croaker s. 
Cdifomia, 557 U S  455 (18581. 
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investigation he may be requested or told to  perform a variety 
of acts. For  example he may be asked to  answer questions, re- 
quested to  provide bodily fluids or told to appear in a line up for 
identification. In any of these situations the advice of counsel 
may be critically needed. The effect of police questioning upon 
the right to assistance of counsel will be considered as the most 
common example. 

For  purposes of analysis, police questioning can be separated 
into interviews and interrogatiana.23 The AT?W Field Manual on 
Crimiml Investigation defines the terms a s  follows: 

(1) Intwview. In the interview. the investigator, in general, limits hi8 
questioning to permit the person interviewed to tell in hie own way hie 
knoaledge of the matter  of which h e  is being interviewed.. . , In general, 
meh method is most frequently appropriate when questioning tom- 
piainants, witne8ses, Yietims and aueh who are themselves without 
culpability 88 to an offense under investigation and whose attitudes are 
those of free and willing emperation. 

(2) I n t e n a o d o n .  In interrogation the inveatigator engages m a process 
of extractive questionmg. T h a t  is, the inwrt igator ,  much mare BO than 
in the east of the interview, controls the responses of the peimn being 
questioned by the form and content of the questions asked. Thus, the 
investigator minutely governs the m u m  of information being obtained 
through asking questions in detail and requesting specific, pertinent 
r e s p o n ~ ~ s .  Such questioning technique is mare ususliy sppiied to persona 
aunpeeted or accused of an offense or to unwilling witnesses.*( 

The police have the right to interview anyone so long as no re- 
straint is imposed.26 However, there is no requirement for  either 
the innocent or the guilty to give any answers. In regard to the 
'I . , citizen's duty" to reveal offenses, Chief Justice Marshall said: 

I t  may be the duty of B citizen D i e e ~ s e  every offender, and to prwlnim 
over? offense which e m e n  to his  knowledge, but the law which would 
punish him in ever? esse for not performing this duty too harsh for 
m.n.10 

i e M a r b u r i v .  Braaka, 20 U.S. 656, 576-76 (1822). Miapriaon of B felony 
ie an offense provided in 18 U.S.C. $ 4, but  mere silenes af ter  knowledge of 
the crime ia not  sufficient +A establish the "eoncealment" element of the mime. 
Bratton 7.  United Statea, 73 F.2d 796. 798 (10th Cir. 1934). 
*GO l l Y B  5 
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Since the person being interviewed can refuse to answer any 
questions and is under no sort of restraint, it  follows that  he can 
muse counsel to be present simply by refusing to  have it any 
other way. Of courae if he is guilty there is a strong psychological 
compulsion to seek to avoid an inference of guilt which might 
arise from silence. "[Alnyone who is innocent must recognize a 
strong moral duty to assist the police by giving ail the informa- 
tion in his power, and anyone who is guilty must accept the same 
duty if he wishes to  be thought innocent."2' 

2. Sixth Amendment. 
A period of questioning is an "interview" or an "interrogation" 

depending upon the state of mind of the questioner. If he suspects 
the subject, he conducts an interrogation to extract a confession, 
otherwise he interviews him. The distinction betw6.n interview 
and interrogation is significant because interrogation is essen- 
tially a proceeding against the accused. If the interrogation stage 
has been reached, the situation could well be considered to be a 
"step in the proceedings against him" included within the ambit 
of the Sixth Amendment guarantee of counsel.gd The Supreme 
Court has not held that the Sixth Amendment guarantee of coun- 
sel applies to the interrogation stage of the proceedings, but a 
minority of the Court believe that  it daes.a8 If the Sixth Amend- 
ment is applied, then it follows that the accused has the right to 
consult counsel before an interrogation can proceed. Application 
of the Sixth Amendment would not seem to require counsel's 
presence throughout the interrogation but the question is open 
h doubt. Counsel may be excluded from a grand jury hearing,so 
a COTOII~P'B  inquest,31 or an administrative investigation.81 How- 
ever, it  may not be caneluded that  counsel can be excluded from 
all interrogations, particularly if failure to answer will subject 
the witness to  prosecution far  There is the possibility 

27 DEVLIA, TXE CRIMINAL PROSECUTIOX IN EFOL*ND 27 (1960) 
28 Cf. Powell Y. Alabama, 287 U.S. 54, 68 (1932) (dictum). But est United 

States v Killough, 193 F. Supp. 801, 917-820 (D C. 1861), r m ' d  on a t h w  
nrounde, 311 F.2d 241 (D C. Cir. 1962). 

99 See Culambe V. Connectmt ,  367 U.S. 571,637 (1861) (concurring opinion 
by Douglas, J.1. 

80 In TO Black, 47 F.2d 542 (2d Clr. 1931); r t .  In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330, 
333 (1867) (dictum) (state agency). 

SI See United States V. Killough, 193 F. Supp. 905, 920, n. I S ,  49 (D.C. 
1961).  redd on othsr n 7 o u d .  316 F.2d 241 (D.C. Clr. 1862). 

sac/. Anonymous Y. Baker. 360 U.S. 287 (1959); In re Graban, 352 U.S. 
630 (1867). 

a8 C/. In re Groban, 362 U.S. 330, 337 (1857) (dhsentmg opinion). But cf.  
Anonymous V. Baker, 360 U.S. 287 (1858) (state investigation). 
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of creating a procedure between the extremes of exclusion of 
counsel and his participation as his client's advocate." 

3. Denial o f  Due Process. 
In Federal prosecutions the courts have excluded coerced con- 

fessions more by relying upon rules of evidence than upon any 
constitutional provision.a1 The Supreme Court's minimal standard 
for  voluntariness of confessions is imposed upon the states through 
the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.36 A holding 
that  state action has violated the due process clause of the Faur- 
teenth Amendment justifies a conclusion that  similar federal 
action would offend against Fifth Amendment due process. A 
federal due process violation might be more specifically eon- 
demned by another section of the Bill of Rights. Denial of the 
assistance of counsel is a good example of conduct proscribed by 
both the Fif th  and Sixth Amendments. Although in federal prose- 
cutions the courts are  apt to speak of denial of the assistance of 
counsel solely in terms of a Sixth Amendment violation, it may 
be helpful to view the problem from the fundamental fairness 
aspect of due process. 

Due process logically applies to exclude coerced confessions and 
more generally to prevent any pretrial unfairness from tainting 
the trial. In Crooker 8 .  Calif~rnia,~'  the Court distinguished be- 
tween denial of counsel as a factor affecting voluntariness of a 
confession and the denial a s  prejudicial to the fundamental fair- 
ness of the subsequent tria1.88 No indication was given a s  to when 
the trial might be so infected other than by the improper admis- 
sion of an involuntary confession. The court said: 

, . . [S l t s te  refusal of B request to engage counsel violates due pmeess 
not only if the accused is deprived of counnel a t  the tr ial  on the menta 
. . . but slso if he i8  deprived of muniel for  any par t  af the pretrial  
woceedmgs, provided tha t  he i~ so prejudiced thereby 88 to infect his 
subsequent tr ial  with an abnenee of tha t  fundamental  fairness essential 
to the ~ e i ~  m n e e ~ t  of iustlce.39 . .  

a 4  See Haley V. Ohio, 332 U.S. 596 (1948). wherein Justice Dough8 wrote 
a malarity opinion in which the absence of counsel WBB s h o w  to be an 
important factor in holding a confession ta be coerced. However, certain 
language indicates t h a t  the  lawyer was seen more BP B referee than as an 
advocate. The court  said 'I. . . No l a w e r  ataad mard to make sum t h a t  t h e  
pohee went IO far  and na farther,  to & to It t<at they atopped short  of the 
point where he became the  victim of eoercmn. . . ." 332 U S  a t  600. See a im 
Reek V. Pate, 367 U.S. 433, 444 (1061) (coneurnng opin~on by Douglas, J.). 

35 See Wilson 7.  United States, 182 U.S. 613 (1895) i Davis Y. Unlted States, 
3 2  F.2d 860 (9th Cir. 1939).  

sa Note 20 mpim. 
87 357 U.S. 433 (1968). 
88 Compare Reeca Y. Georgia, 360 U.S. 86 (1965).  

Crmker  V. Californw 357 U.S. 455 (19681 (dictuml.  
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The court found there was no prejudice because the confession 
was voluntary and the accused knew of his right to keep silent. 

The holding in Crooker has been construed to mean that  preju- 
dice is shown only if it  is established that  the suspect did not know 
of his right to remain silent in  the face of questioning.40 Under 
this interpretation, the suspect has no constitutional right to  the 
advice of a lawyer if he is aware of his right to refuse to answer 
questions. Moreover, his very request for  counsel is an indication 
that he is aware of his rights and therefore not entitled to coun- 
sel." The Cicenia'z case supports this view because the accusea 
had consulted counsel before the interrogation. Refusing his re- 
quests to see his lawyer might not be prejudicial because he was 
presumably advised of his rights before he surrendered. 

If the Crooker case requires only that the suspect be aware of 
his righta, then the lawyer can properly be excluded from the in- 
terrogation. I t  might be possible for  the police to satisfy the 
requirement by giving a proper warning themselves. In either 
event the burden is upon the government to  establish that  the 
accused knew of his right to remain silent.I8 

A note of caution is required in regard to the foregoing restric- 
tive interpretation of Crooker and Cicenia. Firstly, there Is the  
statement in Cicenia: 

We share the strong distaete expressed by the two lower eourta over the 
episode diselased by this reeord. . , , Were this B federal pronecution we 
would have little difficulty in dealing with what occurred vnder our 
genemi s ~ p e m i s o ~ y  power over the administration of justies in the 
federal eonrta. See MeNabb Y .  Unrted States. 318 U.S. 382.44 

Presumably exercise of the supervisory power would require 
prompt appearance before the commissioner who would allow the 
attorney to see the client upon request. Secondly, the position of 
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the four dissenters cannot be ignored as they may well now repre- 
sent the majority opinion." Justice Douglas wrote: "The de- 
mands of our civilization expressed in the Due Process Clause 
require that the accused who wants a counsel should have one a t  
any time after the moment of arrest."" The dissent does not 
clearly state whether the suspect is  entitled to the presence of 
counsel throughout the interrogation." Thirdly, turning the 
majority opinion in Cmokev and Cicenia solely on the issue of 
knowledge of the right not to answer questions may be too narrow 
a construction of the broad language used. In any factual situa- 
tion the majority opinions could be applied to condemn a denial 
to counsel merely by finding prejudice. Crooker might end by 
being restricted to i ts  peculiar facts without being expressly 
overruled." 

4. P&ilege Against Self-lnc7irnlnation. 
A final possible basis for a suspect's right to counsel before or 

during interrogation is the privilege against self-incrimina- 
tion under the Fif th  Amendment. The argument is that  
only a defense counsel can properly advise the suspect of his 
rights because he is entitled to more than information. I t  is urged 
that he is entitled to the assistance of counsel particularly upon 
the question of whether he should make any statement.'@ 
In  theory this requirement would be satisfied even if the lawyer 
were excluded from the interrogation room. 

E. EFFECT OF RECOGNITION 

There is ample constitutional basis to hold that any person con- 
fronted by the police has a right to consult retained counsel. The 
right is strengthened, rather than diminished, if that  person is 
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arrested or detained. The right is still further reinforced if the 
arrested suspect is  subjected to  interrogation. It must be con- 
ceded, however, that  there are  no decided case.! holding directly 
that  the police must afford an opportunity to consult with counsel 
prior to appearance before a commissioner. The issue is usually 
avoided o r  treated ambiguously.6o Even the Crookev case may be 
explained on the basis that  the Court recognized the right to 
counsel but refused to adopt a rule which would nullify the trial 
proceedings without testing for  prejudice. 

The factor which has limited the development of a fully recop 
nized right to counsel in the pretrial area is concern about the 
effect this may have upon present police practices. The police 
practice mast serioualy in danger is that of interrogation of BUS- 
pects. The fear expressed is that interrogation is necessary for  
the solution of so many crimes and that  any impairment of the 
practice would constitute a direct and immediate danger to the 
general public safety. Thus the court in Crooker rejected the 
argument that  every denial of a request t o  consult with counsel 
requires reversal of the conviction. The court said that  the de- 
fendant's argument would have a "devastating effect on the 
enforcement of criminal law, for  it would preclude police ques- 
tioning-fair as well as unfair-until the accused was afforded 
opportunity to  call his a t t~ rney . "~ l  The reason advice of counsel 
is believed effectively to preclude police questioning is because 
counsel will go beyond a mere recitation of the right not to  answer 
questions and will advise his client to keep his mouth shut.62 

Broad predictions of intolerable breakdown of the administra- 
tion of criminal justice if there is any alteration in the present 
police practice should be carefully tested far  accuracy before they 
are  finally accepted. The gloomy prophecies invariably come from 
police and prosecutors. To rely solely upon the police view vio- 
lates the basic proposition that no man should judge his own 
cause. Objective studies are  badly needed to determine the factual 
validity of the police claim that  present practices are absolutely 
"eCeSS@.lY.- 

10 The charge of ambiguity has also been made in connection with the 
related problem of the right of polm to detain and question without forms1 
arrest. Rsmingtan, mpra note 25 at 15-16. 

II  Croaker Y. California, 357 U S  433, 441 i195S).  See also Cieenia V. 
LaCay, 351 U.S. 504, 509 i1958) ;  Jmtiee Frankfurter's lengthy dinevasion 
in Culombe V. Connecticut. 867 U.S. 571 i 1 9 6 1 ) .  

6% In an often quoted coneuming Opinion Justice Jackson aald that any 
lawyer "worth his salt" will tell his ellent ta m y  nothing ta the pollee. Watta 
v. Indiana, 338 U.S. 49, 59 (1949). 

63 See Weisberg, "ma no& 40 a i  16612 ,  for B diieussion of l e ~ e r a l  areas 
reeonmended far research. 
10 *oo 1186'8 
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The police probably have overstated their case. Informing a 
suspect of his rights before questioning is a limitation upon the 
conduct of the interrogation which has generally been opposed by 
the paiice,64 but military criminal investigators have effectively 
operated under a system of giving preliminary warnings.s6 Mili- 
tary investigators generally feel that  while warning is a nuisance 
to them, it is very seldom the key factor which persuades an 
individual not to answer questions. It is worthy of note that  the 
legislation proposed by the Department of Justice to repeal the 
MoNebb-MaUory rule contains, a s  a rather obvious sop to the 
opposition, a requirement for  preiiminary warning." I t  actually 
appears that  the Washington, D.C., police department is having 
f a r  better 8uccess working with the rule than they had expected.61 

Cases are  often reported in which the facts reveal that  the 
accused made a completely voluntary statement after consulta- 
tion with his lawyer.18 I t  is likely that  even if advice of counsel 
were required before every interrogation, the police will obtain 
about the same number of confessions as they do without grant- 
ing that  protection. Truly voluntary confessions are usually moti- 
vated by reasons too powerful to be overcome by advice of counsel 
to remain silent.6P If counsei's presence s t  the police station will 
prevent coercive tactics by which confessions are  now obtained, 
this is an argument for granting the right, not far  withholding it. 
If the lawyer is permitted to partieipste in the proeeedins as an 
advocate 80 as  to interpose himself between the police and his 
client no confession can be expected. On the other hand, even if 
the right to counsel a t  interrogation is recognized, few suspects 
will benefit unless provision is made for  appointed counsel.6o 

U s e e  tantimony of Police Chief Murray of Washington, D. C., before the 
1867 House Committee hearings quoted in U'eiaberg, supra note 40 at 174. 

6 1  UCMJ, Art. 3 1 ( b ) .  
66 See Hogan and Snee. The .W&'fobb-.Wallo7y Rule: I t a  Riae, Rationale and 

Rwcua, 47 Gm. L. J. 1, 38 (1968) (dibeYBBmg H.R. 11477, 86th Cang., 2d 
Seas. (1558). the Willia-Keating Bill). United States Attorney David C. 
Acheson's proposal ia reported in The Sunday Star (Washington, D. C.), 
March 3,  1663, p. A-7. mi. 1. 

17 See Weiaberg, "pya note 40 at 167-168. 
68 See, e.&, Jackaon V. United States, 286 F.2d 671 (D.C. Cir. 1960); United 

Stetes v. Melville, 8 USCMA 697, 26 CMR 101 (1968); C/. People V. D ~ B i s d ,  
7 N.Y.2d 644,166 N.E.2d 826 (1560). 

19 See Wsiaherg, note 40 11upie at 16&169, and authoritim cited therein 
concerning the prgeholagieal presiure to confess. 

opinion). The Federal rules do not now require counsel to be appmted 
before ama~gnment. See FED. R. C~mhr. P. 44. 

(Osee Cvlombe Y. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 571, 641 (1961) (eoncurring 
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11. FEDERAL P R O S E C V T I O N S A F T E R  
ISIYIAL APPEARASCE61 

A. PRELIMINARY WARNING 

After arrest the suspect is produced before the United States 
Commissioner without unnecessary delay.62 The Federal Rdea  of 
Criminal Procedure provide : 
Rule 5 .  Proceedings Before Commissmn~r  

(b) STATEPERT BY THE COMMISSIONER. The commissioner 
shaii inform the defendant of the eompisint againer him, of his r ight to 
retain eouniei and of his r ight to have a preliminary e x a m i n s t m  He 
shall ais0 inform the defendant fhs t  he is not required to make B atste- 
ment and tha t  any statement made by him may be wed against  him. 
The commiimner  shall a 1 i w  the defendant ressonsbie t ime and oppor- 
tunity to consult counsel and shall admit the defendant to bad eti provided 
in these rules. 

The proposed amendment to the Rules adds that  the defendant shall 
be advised "of his right to request the assignment of counsel," and 
Rule 44 is ta be amended to provide for assignment of counsel by 
the commissioner for the person who is unable to obtain c~unse l . ' ~  
Under current practice counsel is not assigned to an indigent de- 
fendant prior to his arraignment in court.b' 

If a preliminary examination is requested, a reasonable delay 
mu3t be granted so that  retained counsel may be present to assist 
the accused." Delay is also granted a t  the request of the United 
States Attorney 80 he may gather the evidence to show probable 
cause. One to two weeks is the usual period of delay." If the de- 
fendant does not or cannot take advantage of his right to retain 
counsel, he is fa i r  game for police interrogators. The man who 

6 1  The ~ r m  "mitial appearance" i s  u e d  to separate the hearing granted 
by Rule 5 into t r a  parts,  f irst  the appearance whem warning i8 dven and 
secondly the probable cause hearing. The term is also "sed to avoid eDnfYsiDn 
which might mise  from the use of "arraignment." See Goidamith V. United 
Statea, 277 F.2d 335, 338, n. la (D.C. Ci r , )>  tert. dmzad sub nom., Carter Y. 
United States,  364 U.S. 863 (1960). 

11 Fm. R. CRIM. P. Sa. 
65 Preliminary Draf t  of Propoled Amendments to Rules of Criminal Pro- 

64 Fm. R. Cnln. P. 44;  Note, Ths Revcamtation of Indigent Cnmmwl 
cedure for the United State8 District Courts (1962). 5b. 44. 

Da,endanta m the Fednal Ds t r io t  Caurta, 76 HARY. L. RFV. 579 (1963). 

OrReid. Pmcardinga Bejors the Commieeionrr in F e d a d  Climiwl Piocedura. 
1 s  u. Pmr. L. RE". 489.527-28 (1953). 

I 6  T m  INDIANA STATE BUI ASWIATION, F E D E W  COmT PLE*DINO AND 
PWLOTICE. s35 (leso). See Orfieid. mwa note 85 a t  528. 

11 *oo 8864s 

8s see gener.aiiy MORELAND, n m m  CRIMINAL PROCBIITRE, 176 (1959) i 
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exercises his right to retain counsel is not assured the assistance 
of counsel a t  a subsequent interrogation. 

B. INTERROGATION AFTER CONSULTATION WITH 
COUNSEL 

Two cases arising in  the District of Columbia have held that a 
confession which is obtained during a period of illegal detention 
is  admissible if it is freely affirmed by the defendant after a com- 
plete warning by the cornmis~ioner .~~ In  each ease, counsel was 
requested by the defendant in the commissioner's hearing. In  
Goldsmith, counsel was appointed only for the appearance before 
the commissioner. He conferred with the defendant for  about 16 
minutes, but did not attempt to accompany him to the police sta- 
tion even though the municipal judge had signed an order per- 
mitting further police interrogation and continued investigation.Bs 
In Jackson, defendant discussed his case with retained counsel who 
told him to say nothing to the police.6Q Despite this advice the de- 
fendant subsequently consented to .a police interview.1° 

In  neither Goldsmith nor Jackson did the defendant ask the 
police officer for  permission to consult with counsel before he 
affirmed the prior statement. The advice of counsel was treated as 
evidence of the "independence" of the "second" confession from 
the invalid predecessor. The court approved with no discussion 
interrogation without counsel being present. 

C. INTERROGATION BEFORE CONSULTATION 
COUNSEL 

WITH 

United States v .  Killough" discusses the right to the assistance 
of counsel a t  a police interrogation occurring after an abbreviated 
preliminary hearing. Killough's initial confession, made during 
illegal detention prior to the appearance before the magistrate, 
was inadmissible. In confinement pending continuation of the pre- 
-~ 

67 See Jsckaon Y. United States, 235 F.2d 675 (D.C. Cir. 1860),  c w t .  denied, 
a66 U.S. 841; Goldsmith V. United Statea. 271 F.2d 336 (D.C. Cm,), G e t .  
denied nrrb nom., Carter V. Unitad States, 364 U.S. 363 (1860).  Judge Fahy 
dissented in both Jaokaon and Galdemith upon the ground that the affirmation 
wm not independent of the ariginnl atsternent. United States Court of 
Military Appeals opinions support Judge Fahy's position. See United Staten 
7. Powell. 13 USCMA 384, 32 CMR 364 (1962); United States Y. Sperm, 3 
USCMA 110. 26 CMR 334 (1057). 

$0 See Goldsmith V. United States, 217 F.2d 335, 339, 346 (D.C. Cir.) ,  c a d .  
dmiad, Carter V. United Statas, 364 U S  863 (1860).  

60 See Jneksan Y. United States, a35 F.2d 615,617, note 7 (D.C. Cir. 1960).  
711 See I d . .  a t  677.818. 
7) 183 F .  Supp. 806 (D.C. l861) ,  n v ' d  on other giaunds. 315 F.Zd 241 (D.C. 

Clr. 1962). 
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liminary examination, Killough consented to see the same ofleer 
to whom he had previously confessed. They spoke in the rotunda 
of the jail. The officer knew Killough had stated he intended ta 
retain counsel. When asked. Killough said he did not have counsel 
but a friend was getting one for  him. After conversation about 
non-incriminating matters, the officer asked if the statement pre- 
viously made was correct.7z Killough repeated his earlier confes- 
sion without fur ther  prodding. The trial court found that the 
confession was not the result of interrogation. The court held that 
a spontaneous post-commitment confession is admissible evidence, 
even though the defendant had not had an opportunity to consult 
with counsel.73 

The Court of Appeals for the 3istrict of Columbia sitting en 
bane reversed the District Court.?' The court decided five to four 
that  the illegally obtained confession tainted the second confes- 
sion and reversed without reaching the denial of counsel question. 
The Goldsmith and Jackson cases were distinguished on the g r o m d  
that  in those cases the accused had the advice of counsel before the 
affirming statement was made. Judge Burger, dissenting, said 
that  the majority holding ". , . means in effect, that  statements 
made either before  w after the hearing are to be excluded unless 
the statements are made with the defendant's lawyer a t  his elbow." 
This overstates the majority position. Nothing in the majority 
holding changes the rule permitting questions during a period of 
legal detention prior to the commissioner's hearing. The holding 
doesn't deal with the propriety of a past-commitment interroga- 
tion if there is no prior illegally obtained statement. Finally, the 
holding does not decide that the defendant must have his "lawyer 
a t  his elbow" to validate the second confession: to the contrary, 
the clear implication is that  prior consultation with counsel is all 
that  is required. 

From these ca8es it appears that  the rules regarding the right 
to the assistance of counsel a t  interrogation after the appearance 
before the magistrate are: (1) An interrogation must be delayed 
until the accused consults with counsel if he so requests: (2) After 
the accused has consulted with his lawyer an interrogation may 

72 See Id., a t  917, note 38. 
73 Also discussed was defendant's argument tha t  Rule 5 ( b j  wa.8 meant to 

pmvide the aeiistanee of couniel 88 quickly PS posuble and "to provide for  
B hiatus m the prmesr until eonsnlmtim with e~unie l  had taken place." This 
argument was rejected. The court  relied in par t  upon the fac t  tha t  the right 
h only to v s t w x  counsel: m e e  eonadtation with e~unsel i s  not demanded in 
ail eases, no hiatun for tha t  purpose need be given in any CPBL IS3 F. SYPD. 
a t  814. The proposed smendmmt to Rule S ( b j  provides f a r  appointment of 
counsel for indigent. and will give defendant's argument p e s t e r  weight. 

74 KIllovgh V. United States, 316 F.2d 241 (D.C. Cir. 1962) .  
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proceed in the lawyer's absence; and (5) A statement which is 
not the product of interrogation but is volunteered is admissible 
despite a prior request for the aid of counsel. 

111. FEDERAL AND MILITARY PRETRIAL PROCEDURE 
COMPARED 

A. DETENTION A N D  APPREHENSION 76 

16 "Apprehension" i s  the military term synonymous a i t h  civilian arrest .  
UCMJ,  Art.  ? ( a ) :  MANUAL FOR C o u m s - M m r r u ,  U X ~ T E D  STATES, 1951 
[hereinafter cited as MCM. 19511, para.  180. In miii tsry usage "arrest" 18 
reatraint of a person to specified limits (nnualiy quarters) which may be 
used ~n lieu of confinement. UCMJ, Art.  9 ;  MCM, 1911. para. 29a. 

I8"DETENTION FOR QUESTIONING 
8. Military Personnel. When a perion subject to mili tary law i 8  

suspected of committing, has committed, or is about to commit an oaenre 
under the Article of the UCMJ,  he may be questioned 8s to his identity and 
in respect to the matter of which he i s  auspeeted. Any military perion 
subiect to the UCMJ who fails  t o  identify himself 01 to explain hie actions 
to  the satisfaction of the mili tary police may be apprehended and fur ther  
questioned and investigated. , . . The period of detention for  pueationing will 
not be prolonged beyond t h a t  t ime necea~ary to confirm or refute the ~urp ie ian .  . . .I' C N ~ D   STATE^ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, F m m  hlANUAL No, 19-16, 
TBE MILITARY PoLICEHAh-, para.  5% (1959). 
I, r l : i  

' " Y  

78 UCMJ, Art.  7 0 ) ;  MCM, 1951. para.  19a. 
I S  ' 'TEMPORARY DETENTION 

Temporary detention IS an interim status between the time B person is 
taken inta custody by military police and his release or the filing of charges 
against  him within 24 hours. This detention IS "sed in m p e c t  to persons 
subject to mili tary law taken into custody under the reasonable behaf tha t  
the person apprehended has committed an offense." UNITED STAIW DEPART- 
MEFT OF TBE ARDIY, FlEm MAIUUI YO. 19-5, TEE MIUTU~T P~WCEMAN,  
para. 57 ( 1 8 5 9 ) ,  

Confinement is defined ai  ''physm.1 restraint,.' % . e ,  ~n pvison or a stack. 
sde.  MCM, 1861, para.  20d. Commitment IS the federal  equwdent.  

8 0 0 C M J .  Art .  @ ( e ) ;  MCM, 1951, para.  19d. 

*co EmB 15 
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listed man,= but Che man's commanding officer most often issues 
the confinement order. In any event, the immediate commander 
must be notified within 24 hours.ga No person shall be ordered into 
arrest or confinement except for probable cause.S( Arrest or con- 
finement is not mandatory but is within the discretion of the officer 
exercising the power.85 In practice many suspected offenders are  
restricted to the unit or past during investigatian.8e Thus the 
company commander has the responsibility to administer pretrial 
confinement in the military, a duty performed by the commissioner 
in federal practice. 

C. CHARGES 
When a person i s  placed in arrest or confinement immediate 

steps must be taken to inform him of the specific wrong of which 
he is accused,B7 The commanding officer, having been informed 
that  the accused is in confinement, must determine whether or not 
to prefer chargea.Ps Charges should be preferred promptly, but a 
reasonable delay is permitted if the accused is not in arrest  or 
confinement.as Delay in preferring charges does not operate auto- 
matically to release the suspect from restraint.80 Charges and 
specifications alleging crimes are signed by a person who swears 
that he has personal knowledge of, or has investigated the allega- 
tions, and that they are true in fact to the best of his knowledge 
and belief.81 In federal practice the complaint is substantially the 
same-a written statement of the essential facta of the crime made 
upon oath.g2 Any citizen may make a complaint but normally the 

~~~~ 

~ 2 U C M I , A r t n . 9 ( b ) .  I l ( o ) :  MCY.1951,para i .  21g(Z),2Odl31. Theorder  
of a oomnonding officer IS required to a r res t  OT confine an officer, CCMJ,  
Art.  Y f c ) ,  M C M  1951. para.  ZIa(1). 

BJUCMJ, Art.  110); MC41,1951,pars.2Od(S).  
**UCl lJ .  Art 9 ( d ) ;  >lCM,1961,para.  ZOd(1). 
8s UCMJ, Art.  10: Y C M ,  1961, para.  18b.  The discretion of the officer who 

orders confinement and tha t  of the commanding officer who may order his 
release is the only military equivalent of the civilian right to bail. In many 
jurisdictions the staff Judge advocate, acting f o r  the commander, m w t  
authorize rrrooosed confinement and must Deriodically renew continued 
pretrna1 c0nfin;ment. 
*I MCM, 1961. para.  20b.  E. 
87 UCMJ,  Art.  10; .MCM, 1961, para.  20d(4). Compare, "The Commissioner 

ahall inform rho defendant of the  complaint against  him. . . ." FED. R. CRIM. 
P. 5(b1 .  

8B Any person subject to  the code may prefer charges bur the responmbiiity 
to take action lies with the commanding officer. UCMJ. Art. 30; MCM, 1951, 
paras. ZSb, 31,32. 

89 MCM. 1951, para.  25. 
80MCM, 1951, para.  12. 
II  UCJIJ.  Art. SO(o).  
I* See Fm. R. CRIM. P. 3, 6s. 

' 
18 AGO 61148 
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complaint comes from the United States Attorney.9' In the mili- 
tary the  commanding officer must undertake the role performed 
in  federal practice by the United States Attorney.#' 

If Che charges are preferred the immediate commander notifies 
the accused, then forwards them with supporting documents to the 
officer exercising summary court-martial jurisdiction.ss If the 
charges are  so serious that the officer exercising wmmary  court- 
martial jurisdiction considers that  he might recommend trial by 
general court-martial, he will appoint an officer to conduct an in- 
vestigation pursuant to  the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 
Article 32. 

D. COMPARATIVE CHRONOLOGY 
The following chart shows the chronological order of comparable 

federal and military stages of procedure: 
Prdsri  i l . i i l r V  

1. Arrest 1. Apprehension 
2. Complaint 2. canfinement 
3.  Initial appearance with 3.  Charges preferred 

4. Prellmlnary examinatian 4. Accused informed of charges 
6. Commitment 5 .  Artiele 32, Investigation 

I t  must be noted that  the enumerated procedural steps do not 
correspond. The equivalent stage8 are: arrest and apprehension; 
Complaint Q6 and charges preferred; initial appearance with com- 
missioner's warning and accused informed of charges: prelimi- 
nary examination and Article 32 investigation: and commitment 
and confinement. 

The order authorizing military confinement occurs much earlier 
in the procedure than does federal commitment. However, the 
practice is not significantly different since the commissioner is per- 
mitted to commit pending the preliminary examination and mili- 
tary authorities have the duty to release promptly should the 
Article 32 investigation show no basis for  proceeding to trial. 

The notable difference in procedure i s  that  the military has 
nothing similar to appearance before a judicial affieer for advice 
of rights. The company commander i s  required to inform the at- 

88 See Orfieid, Thn Complaint in Fednal  Criminal Procedure, 46 KY. L. I. 

COmmlJILoner'S ilsming 

.... ~ 

I4Any person subject to the code (even a prisoner) may prefer charges, 
8ee UCMJ, Art.  30, but the eommanding officer la YaYally the Person t o  prefer 
charges, MCM, 1961, para. 29L. 

86 ICP, 1961, para. 32. 
94 The complaint may be made before or after Priest. Fm. R.  C R L I .  P. 3, 
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eused of the offense charged against him." Before interrogation 
he is informed by criminal investigators that he need not make 
any statement.Q' He cannot waive the requirement for an Article 
82 investigation.09 The military accused receives substantially the 
same advice as required by federal rule 5b except there is no statu- 
tory requirement that a military offender be told he has a right to 
retain counsel. The extent to which the United States Court of 
Military Appeals has required advice upon the right to retain 
counsel will be considered, infra. 

IV. MILITARY PROSECUTIONS 

A. RIGHT TO COUNSELGENERALLY 

A member of the military is as free as his civilia: counterpart 
to seek the advice of counsel before he is taken into custody. Of 
course, the foregoing statement must be qualified by noting the 
greater control exercised over military persons. It may be that  no 
pas8 will be granted for  reasons other than to prevent the aervice- 
man from seeing a lawyer. 

After apprehension a military accused cannot be held incom- 
municado.lOo He has the right ta consult retained counsel.101 How- 
ever, the issue has always been presented in connection with the 
admissibility of statements obtained from him by police interro- 
gation. 

The opportunity for criminal investigators to interview and 
interrogate military personnel is substantially greater than en- 
joyed by the civilian police. If the perpetrator of a crime is un- 
known, one or more suspects can be detained for questioning for 
as long as 24 hours. If a serious offense has occurred the com- 
manding officer might order confinement on the basis of suspicion 
rather than upon probable cause, particularly if the suspect seems 
to  be dangerous. The suspect may remain in confinement without 
charges for  five days or even weeks while the police investigation 
continues. If charges are  preferred the police need not refrain 
from further questioning. 

I t  is common practice to allow a ampect or a witness to  return 
to his unit to eat and sleep and to require him to report to the 
police station the next morning. In this instance, the person% 

$1 UCMI, A* i o .  
BBUCMJ,Ar l .310) .  
SO UCMJ, Art. 32; MCM, 1951, para. 34. 
100 See United States V. Aefaile, 12 USCMA 465, 469, 31 CMR SI, 65 (1961). 
IO1 United States Y. Gunnels. 8 USCMA 180. 2s CMR 354 (1957).  
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place of duty is, in effect, the  interview room. By virtue of the 
continuous control exercised over military personnel it is  rela- 
tively simple far criminal investigators to arrange for questioning 
periods. Although the innocent witness cannot be compelled to 
e.nswer,lo2 he has no protection against the harassment of repeated 
questioning. Ironically, a suspect is  somewhat more protected 
from abuse than an innocent witness because investigators are 
restrained by the possibility that  a confession will be excluded 
from evidence. However, the McNabb-Mallory rule does not apply 
to the militarylo~ and neither prolonged confinement 104 nor re- 
peated interrogation'Oj has alone been held to  be coercive as a 
matter of law. 

The military suspect is  a t  a double disadvantage. He cannot 
avoid police questioning, and there is no procedure to tell him of 
his right to retain counsel. The Court of Military Appeals has 
ameliorated the procedural shortcoming for  the accused who 78-  
quests advice. In United States 21. Gunnels. the Court said: 

. , , It seems to YI TO be a relatively simple mstler to advise an uniformed 
and vnknoaing accused that, while he ha8 no right to appointed military 
m u n ~ e l ,  he does have a right to obtain legal advice and B right t o  have 
his counsel present with him during an interragatian by a law enfarce- 
ment agent.106 

There are  three issues which the court necessarily decided: (1) A 
suspect has no right to appointed military counsel a t  an interroga- 
tion before charges are filed,"' (2) A suspect has the right "to 
have a lawyer of hia own selection present to aid him during the 
questioning by the police oficer,"108 (3) A suspect who requests 
legal advice has the right to be informed of his right to consult 
counsel.l's The staff judge advocate's erroneous refusal to provide 
proper information to Gunnels was held to preclude any use of B 

statement subsequently obtained from him. 

10% Mere refusal to direlose B felony ie insufficient to mnatitute the offense 
of  misprisan af B felony. MCM. 1951, PPTB. 21Sd(6l (e l .  See supra note 26. 

108 United States Y .  Moore, 4 USCMA 482, 485, 16 C P R  66, 59 (1964) ; 
Burns V.  Wilson, 346 U.S. 131, 145, n. 12 (1953). 

104 See Unitad States Y. Bwer,  331 U S  632 (1941) (Reatrietion to an air 
base for six monthal. But c t .  United States Y. Hogan, 9 USCMA 366, 26 
CMR 146 (19681. 

101 United S t a t e  Y. Moore, 4 USCMA 482. 16 CMR 56 (1954). 
106 8 USCMA 130, 135. 23 CMR 364, 359 (1957). Judge Latimer dissented 

on the ground that denial of amstance of eounael was merely m e  factor to 
be eonaidered in determining the voluntarinesa of B atatement. 

United State8 V. Gunnels, 8 U S C 4 A  130. 135, 23 CMR 364, 367 (19673 

(c:2;:::*:2E: ;;::;:i e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ " ; , : " ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ , n ~ ~ ~  )i1961) ; 
Presence of eounael in the interramtion morn will be considered, intm 

101 Ibid. 
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The rulings in Gunnels that a suspect has no right to appointed 
military counsel and that he may consult with retained counsel 
before or during an interrogation have been repeated in several 
cases.LLo The requirement that a suspect who requests iegal advice 
must be properly informed of his rights has been more trouble- 
some. Unlike Rule 5b of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, 
a military accused does not receive information as to his right ta 
counsel unless he so requests. While na "magic formula" is re- 
quired, the request must be plain enough reasonably to inform the 
interrogators that  the right i s  being asserted."' 

The ~rmrding in l'niterl States P .  Gvnnrk indicates that it is the 
duty of the staff judge advocate or one of his assistants to provide 
the required adrice w.hen i t  i s  requested of him by the accused.l'g 
In subsequent cases the Court, although critical of legal advice 
given by rl non-lawyer, refused to hold the advice must emanate 
from an attorney.1L1 I t  i s  clear the interrogator may not turn a 
request for counsel aside by Ftating that he will act as "legal coun- 
sel" for  the accused. 1: 

The convening authority can assign a military lhfi>-er to  assist 
an accused even inough assignment of counsel is not mandaturg.l:i 
I t  folloivc char nccused :an request the conrening authority to 
be more benetlcenr than required. The Court hns approved advice 
t o  an accused that "he could request individual military 
However, i t  i s  not certain that such information must be provided 
1" ever9 case. 

B. RIGHT TO COCA'SEL UL'RING 1.VTERROGATIO.V 

C m t e d  Slates o. .Wdi,ille involved the question "whether a sus- 
pect i s  entiiled to haye individually retained counsel physically 
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present during a preliminary interrogation.""' Upon request t he  
accused appeared a t  the Criminal Investigation Detachment Office 
accompanied by his retained civilian counsel. Counsel was ex- 
cluded from the ensuing interrogation, but the accused made no 
statement. Two days later the accused and counsel returned to the 
Criminal Investigation Office. While a statement was being given, 
counsel was again required to wait in the anteroom, The accused 
was permitted to  leave the office while the statement was being 
typed. He returned, read and signed the statement which was ad- 
mitted a t  the trial despite the objection of counsel who complained 
that if he had been there the accused would not have incriminated 
himself. The Court of Xilitary Appeals held the statement to have 
been properly admitted. 

The Court held that exclusion of counsel during an interroga- 
tion is not prejudicial if "the statement admitted in evidence W S B  

voluntarily obtained after the accused had sufficient opportunity 
to  consult with c ~ u n s e l . ' ' ~ ~ ~  The opinion included the following 
disclaimer : 

. . . W e  d o  not, however, wish t o  be understood ~n any manner as pluemg 
our ~pprova l  on the praetlce af excludmr the presence of mdlwdusllg 
retained camsel from an inremogation prior to the preferrsl a i  charger. 
W e  simply do not reach that issue in this case :n 

The holding of the Court, which supported an exclusion of caun- 
Bel, appears inconsistent with the subsequent denial that  they were 
approving that practice. The inconsistency is resolved if the Court 
meant that  the statement was "volunteered" rather than merely 
"voluntary." A "voluntary" statement, as that  term is used in the 
law of confessions, can result from interrogation, but a "volun- 
teered" statement is spontaneous-not extracted by interroga- 
tion.'1° 

The reported facts in United States 9. .lfelville are not clear on 
the point, but i t  i s  likeiy that Melville and his counsel returned 
to the Criminal Investigation Office expressly to  make a state- 
ment. What may have happened is that  Melville decided to supply 
a n  explanation concerning the suspected offenses. As he did so the 
investigating agents possibly pointed to inconsistencies with the 
evidence which caused him to deviate from his planned statement. 
It was the deviations from plan which were incriminatlng and 

'le See L'mted Sttaea V. Melvdle, 8 USCMA 697, 600, 2: CXR 101, 104 

IlS Ibtd.  
180 See XCM, 1951, para. 1400. 

See S USCMA 697, SW, 26 CMR 101, 104 (196s). 

(1968).  
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which would have been prevented had counsel been present. The 
Court simply refused to call such questioning an interrogation.121 
Instead the statement was treated as spontaneous. 

>fore lenient rules of admissibility apply to volunteered state- 
ments than to those obtained by This exception 
to strict application of rules of evidence i s  based upon waiver. It 
may be said that Xelville's confession was admissible a8 a spon- 
taneous statement or that he waived presence of counsel. Waiver 
is found because of a free election by an informed suspect to give 
a statement despite the exclusion of his lawyer. 

In t\%-o cases decided after Cnited States v. .Welwille, the Court 
of Xilitary Appeals applied the spantaneoua statement exception 
to the requirement that  an accused who makes an appropriate re- 
quest must be informed of his right to the assistance of 
In  United States  v .  Cadman, at an interrogation after apprehen- 
sion the aecuaed said he wanted legal advice. The agent did not 
reply to the reguest but terminated the interrogation. A day and 
a half later the agent asked the accused if he desired to make a 
statement. Holding the confession which followed admissible evi- 
dence, the Court said:  

The record of  fn61 shawl the accused % a i  not questioned at the outset 
of the aecond meeting by Agem La Rel!e. H e  ,785 merely asked if he 
denred to make a statement. If he did La Belle would Il l ten,  othernse  

e ewdence campellingly ertsblinhei that t he  
ment became he believed "the jig ua3 UP'' 

In L k i t e d  States o.  Slamski, an admission of guilt made to the 
staff judge advocate x a s  held to  be proper evidence since there 
was 7io i,bferroget!oii.'= 

The Court of 3lilitary Appeals has recognized a "volunteered 
statement" exception to the rules governing the pretrial r ight to 
counsel. By use of the exception the Court was able to leave the 
question of the right to presence of counsel during interrogation 
unanswered in United States 8 .  MeluilIe.lz' 

121 Compare United States Y. Kdlaugh. 193 F. Supp 906, 917-18 (D.C. 
19611, rev'd 0% a t h r r  grmnds. 315 F.2d 211 (D.C. Clr 1962):  Peaple Y .  
Garner, 18 Csi. Repr. 40, 367 P 2 d  680 (1961). 

122 See MCM. 1961, para. 140a: c / ,  Uniteo States V. Masiah.  307 F 2d 62 
(Id Cir. 19621 

ll3 See United States v Cadman, 1 0  USCMA 222, 27 CMR 296 ,19691. 
114 United States V. Cadman, 10 USCYA 222, 224, 27 C l I R  296, 298 11959) 
126 United Staten Y .  Slamski. 11 USCMA 74, 76, 28 CMR 298. 800 (1969). 
126 8 USCMA 5r7, 600, 26 CMR 101, 104 (19581. 
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The issue of the right to counsel in  the interrogation room re- 

mains in doubt.12' The Court of Military Appeals has, in dicta, 
approved both exclusion and presence. In  United States v .  Moore, 
the Court noted, "there exiats no constitutional prohibition against 
poiice examination in private of those in lawful custody." [Em- 
phasis supplied.]'zs But the dictum in United States 9.  Gunnels 
that  the suspect has "a right to have his counsel present with him 
diiring an has been repeated with approval.'s0 

C. WAIVER 
The Court of Military Appeals has discussed the cases after 

United States e,  Gannels'B' in terms of whether or not government 
agents denied the accused the rights accorded by the Gunnels 
opinion. The Court has applied the "denial of rightd' formula 
without distinguishing the right involved. The right to consult 
retained counsel is infringed only by affirmative governmental 
action--either misadvice a s  to the right 13* or through physical 
interference which prevents reasonable opportunity to exercise 
the right.1S8 The right to receive correct information is denied 
if the government does not act when the obligation arises or if 
the suspect is prevented from obtaining advice. The Court has 
given no indication it intends to relieve the staff judge adracate 
of the affirmative obligation to  provide information when re- 
quested; however, governmental inaction has not been recognized 
a8 error.18' 

The failure of the court to distinguish between the two distinct 
rights granted by Gunnels has led ta confusion which can be re- 
solved by application of established principles of waiver. As B 

general rule when a suspect has the right to  have counsel appointed 
to assist him, no waiver of the right will be found unless he has 
expressly declined an offer of assistance. That is, he must make B 

121 The absence of  casea ~n point indicates how few military accused 
exerc i~e  the right to retain civilian counael-at least at the early pretIis.1 
atate. 

128 United Statei Y. Moore, 4 USCMA 482, 487, 16 CMR 56. GI 11564). 
1*Q United Stater Y .  Gunnela, 8 USCMA 130,136. 23 CMR 354, 355 ( 1 9 5 7 ) .  
180 See United States V. Brown, 13 USCMA 14, 17, 32 CMR 14. 17 (1962) : 

United States V. Slamski, 11 USCMA 74, 77, 28 CMR 293. 301 11559);  Qmnn, 
The United Statra C o w l  a i  Milileiy Appeals and Mzlitary Due Pioerss,  35 
ST. JOHX'S L. REY. 225, 236-37 (1981). 

181 8 USCMA 130, 23 CMR 354 (1957). 
18sSee United States V.  Whestan, 5 USCMA 257, 26 CMR 37 (1558);  

United Stater v. Gunnels, 8 USCMA 130, 23 CYR 354 (1957) ;  United States 
V. Rase, 8 USCMA 441, 24 CMR 251 (1957). 

133 Cf. United States V. Adkins, 11 USCMA 9, 28 CMR 235 (1555) (din. 
e n t m g  opmion) (dictum). 

194 See United States V. Ksntner. 11 USOMA 201, 29 CMR 17 (1960).  
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knowing and informed election to forego his right.18' Further- 
more, federal procedure requires that the suspect be informed of 
his right to retain counsel.'a6 Waiver of this advice is not con- 
templated by tho federal rules, On the other hand if the right t o  
the assistance of retained counsel is not asserted i t  is waived."' 

1. IYaieer. of Right t o  he htformed. 

The suepect's right ta be informed of his right t o  the assist- 
ance af councel arise8 when he requests such information, I t  is the 
duty of the interrogators and of the staff judge advocate to honor 
the request.13e The situation is roughly analogous to that where 
there is a r ight to appointed counsel. In both cases the burden 
is upon the government to provide the required assistance and 
waiver IS appropriate only if  proffered aid is declined. Restricted 
application of waiver is more analogoua to the Federal rules which 
require advice in every case. The requirement that  proper informa- 
tion be furnished upon request is meaningless unless an interroga- 
tion is terminated immediately when request i s  made. The suspect 
may withdraw the request and submit to interrogation, but in that 
event the record should clearly show that he made a knowing and 
informed election to forego the right to proper advice. 

There are four military cases where the general factual situa- 
tion can be deemed to raiee an issue of Tvaiver of the right to 
advice.'sn The factual situation common to the cases may be 
summarized a8 follairs: (1) suspect requests advice, (2 )  interro- 
gation terminated, ( 3 )  suspect fails io obtain advice, (41 con- 
fession. 

In two of the ease8,140 despite his request for advice, the ac- 
cused volunteered a statement without being interrogated. In  this 
situation the accused may be said to have waived the right to ad- 
vice. Clearly the government agents are not required to stop 
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listening. They are only bound to discontinue the interrogation."' 
The statements given in these two cases were properly admitted. 

In United States v .  Adkins,"P the accused requested the advice 
of counsel when faced with a polygraph examination. The exami- 
nation was not conducted and he was told to see the staff judge 
advocate. His attempts to obtain an interview with the staff 
judge advocate were ineffective. Four days after the abortive 
polygraph examniation, he was interrogated and confessed. The 
matter of counsel was not discussed at  the interrogation, Judge 
Latimer for himself and Chief Judge Quinn held the confession 
to be admissible because "He [the accused] was never refused 
permission to obtain legal advice, nor was he misadvised. . , ." 
The court without expressly referring to the question af waiver 
also said : 

. . , And last, and perhapa mast important, while accused stated he did 
not know he could demand counsel on December 9 [the day of the mfer- 
rogatlanl, he testified he was quite aware he could request legal assist- 
ance, yet he failed even to mention such a dealre to the OS1 agents r h o  
took his statement. . . ,144 

The Court seems to be saying that  the right to information con- 
cerning counsel will be waived unless asserted specifically in con- 
nection with interrogation. Since the accused testified that  he 
knew of his right to  obtain legal advice there was an informed 
waiver. 

The result reached in L'nited States 9. Adkina is justified be- 
cause the accused judicially admitted that  he had made a knowing 
and informed waiver of his right to obtain legal assistance before 
he was interrogated. In view af his knowing waiver it was imma- 
terial that  there may have been misadvice or denial of the right in 
regard to B request for counsel for some purpose not connected 
with the interrogation. Application of waiver principles ta the 
facts clarifies what is otherwise an obscure opinion.145 

In Untted States v .  Kantner,"a at  the beginning of an interra- 
gation the accused said he would like to talk to a lawyer. The 

161 The dmtmctmn between a volunteered confession and one obtained by 

162 11 USCMA 9, 28 CMR 233 (1969).  
1 4 9  See United Statas V. A d k m ,  11 CSCMA 9. 13. 28 CMR 233. 237 il96Q). 

intermgation has been disevaaed supra, sf page 21. 

144 I b d .  
146 The Court d m  cites United States Y .  Csdman, 10 USCMA 222. 27 C M R  

299 (19591, and aaserte that Adkins also "volunteered hls statement." Thm 
mdeweieht  is completely inappropriate because Adkina confessed after ID- 
terrogatmn, while Csdman did not. Unztrd State8 Y.  Cadman $6 discussed at  
page 22 *upre. 

146 11 USCMA 201, 29 CMR 17 (1960). 
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reply to thia statement was, "This boy has been over the coals, 
before. He knows what i t  is all about,''141 A three-hour interro- 
gation followed which culminated in a written confession. Chief 
Judge Quinn writing for himself and Judge Latimer held the can- 
fession to be admissible because there was no proof of misadvice or 
denial of opportunity to talk to counsel. Judge Ferguson dissented 
because he believed the accused had been deprived of his r ight to 
consult counsel. 

I t  is submitted that Kantner's statement was sufficient to con- 
stitute a request for legal advice. His request created a right 
which was neither honored nor knowingly waived. Therefore the 
confession should not have been held admissible. Failure to con- 
sider the case from the waiver aspect led the court to an opinion 
which confllcts with the Gunnels case. The court attempted to 
distinguish Cnctrd States u ,  Gunnels 011 the ground that Gunnels 
was erroneously informed he could not consult with a lawyer. But 
the Gunnels opinion also held that an uninformed and unknowing 
accused has the rlFht to be informed of his rights and places the 
duty to inform him upon the The government did 
not fu1fi11 its obligation t o  advise Kantner properly, and there is 
no evidence that he knowingly waived his right to advice. In these 
circumstances it is immaterial to argue that he was not denied 
an opportunity to consult with counsel. The opinion has the un- 
fortunate effect of encouraging criminal investieators to ignore a 
request for advice without providing any guidance as to when 
the request must be honored. I t  will be surprising if the Kantnev 
case does not lead ta further litigation. 

2. W a i z e y  of Right to  Asszstance of Retained Counsel. 
The Court of Military Appeals has established the rule that a 

suspect has the right to the assistance of retained counsel a t  pre- 
liminary interrogation. There is no obligation on the government 
to do more than provide the accused a reasonable opportunity to 
obtain retained counsel and to consult with him. Therefore, the 
right can be waived by the failure to assert It. 

The principle that the suspect must himself act to obtain 're- 
tained counsel or be deemed to have waived his right is too d e a r  
t o  be open to question. The troublesome, and as yet unanswered 
problem, is whether a suspect who has asked for and been given an 
opportunity to  obtain retained counsel can be interrogated before 

141 Id . ,  at  204, 29 C M R  st 20. 
I t 8  See United States V. Gunnels, 8 USCMA 130, 23 CMR 364 (1957).  
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he has B chance to consult with his lawyer. The possible factual 
situations range widely. Interrogation may occur immediately 
after the accused has called his retained counsel while counsel 
comes from his home or office to the police station. At the other 
extreme, the accused might not obtain counsel despite ample op- 
portunity. I t  is submitted that  the accused who requests must be 
given reasonable opportunity to contact and consult his retained 
lawyer, and this requires termination of interrogation for a rea- 
sonable period. What is a reasonable time must be determined in 
each case. When a reasonable time has elapsed, it should be per. 
missible to renew the interrogation and to continue it over re- 
quests for further opportunity to obtain C O U L ? ~ . ~ ' ~  The right to 
the assistance of retained couns.cl would then be treated the Same 
as any other right whic': may be waived by failure to  exercise due 
diligence ta preserve it. 

D. EFFECT OF FILING CHARGES 

Since a military accused has the right to the assistance of 
retained counsel during the preliminary inrestigation,'60 he has 
the same right after he has been charged. The fact that  charges 
have been preferred has mare significance in regard to the right 
to  appointed military counsel. 

the Court of Xilitary Appeals 
said : 

In I'nited States D. 

Aa B second banis for assault on the volvntarinerr a i  these eoniemons, 
ddonae eovnsol % z % w  that the aeev~ed was not fvrnishcd w t h  eovnsel 
during the interrogation. n'hiie it ie worthy of note that he is no t  known 
to have made any request therefor, the complete answer to this contention 
IS that no n g h t  e n s t 8  to  be p a v i d e d  with appoznted milltory c o ~ m e l  
p i o r  to  the film9 of  chaigrs. , . . [Emphasis supp1md.I 182 

The inference is that  after charges are filed the accused has the 
right to appointed military counsel. However, the court has never 
directly 80 held.'j3 Doubt a s  to the Court's meaning is raised be- 
cause all of the facts in Moore occurred before filing of charges. 
I t  has never been the military practice to appoint counsel before 
the formal investigation conducted pursuant to the Uniform Code 
of Military Jzcstiee. Article 32. If a military lawyer is not re- 

I4e Ci., United Stater v. Bell, 11 USCMA 306, 29 CMR 122 (1960). 
LEO See United States Y.  Gunnela, 8 USCMA 130, 23 CMR 354 (1967). 
, 6 1 4  USCMA 482, 16 CMR 56 (1954). 
16* United Staten V. Moore, 4 USCMA 482, 486. 16 CMR 66, 60 (1954). 
ll* The emnhaamed language wan repeated in United States V. Gunnels, 8 

USCMA 130, 135, 23 CMR 354, 357 (1857). 
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quested a t  the Article 32 investigation then no appointment is 
made until the case is referred for trial.16' 

The l'niform Code o j  Yilitnr~ Jus t ice  contemplates that charges 
will be filed soon after a suspect is placed in confinement. If there 
i s  sumcient evidence of an offense available, the unit commander 
is usually directed not t o  delay filing of charges until the criminal 
investigation is completed. Because of the demand for speed, i t  
frequently happens that the accused is interrogated after charges 
hare been preferred. 

Secret interrogatmn after indictment solely far the purpose of 
obtaining incriminating evidence has been condemned as riolating 
an accused's constitutional right to the assistance of counsel a t  an 
open trial.15S Th i l e  i t  can be argued that logically the right ta 
presence of counsel should arise as soon as the crime is solved, no 
federal court has applied the rule ta  an interrogation before indict- 
ment.li6 By analogy, interrogation by military investigators should 
be permitted until the case is referred far trial. Mere filing of 
charges should not be the point a t  which 811 interrogation i8 cut  off. 

It has also been urged that the ethical requirement that the 
prosecutor deal w t h  the aecumd throush his lawyer precludes 
police interrogation in the absence of counsel after indictment.lj' 
The .IJant!al f o y  COIL? ts-.llartml recognizes the requirement,'" but 
in cantext restricts its application to  the period after charges are 
referred for trial. The Court of Xilitary Appeals has not discussed 
the prorision. Service boards of review have reached conflicting 
decisions,:6s but none has applied the provision to the period prior 
to the Article 32 investigation. The government has not been and 
should not be ethically bound to deal with the accused through 
counsel merely because charges have been preferred. 
~- 

164 See M C M  1961. para 46d. 
L6i See Spano Y Yew York, 360 U.S. 315 (1959) (concurring opinion by 

Douglas, J ,  wined by Black. J., and Brennsn, J ,  and aeparete ~ o n ~ u r r i n g  
cpinian of Stewart. J., w n e d  by Douglas, J., and Brennsn, J . ) .  Chief Juit iee 
Warren urate the majority ~ p i n l o n  holding the eonfeaaion inadmissible be- 
came  ~ n v o l ~ n t s i y :  hauever. the Chief Justice seeme committed ta L e  position 
tmken by the m n c u r m r  iustleea because he dissented nn Crooker Y. Csldornis, 
357 C.S. 433 (1958) 

166 See United Stater v Killough, 193 F. Supp. 905. 919, n. 44, (D.C 1961). 
r d d  on other ~ ~ o r n h r ,  316 F.2d 241 (D.C. Cn. 1962). 

16: See Canons of Professland Ethics of the American Bar Aanocialion, 
Canon 9. Brt oi. United States V. Msamah, 307 F.2d 62, 6 6  (2d Cir. 1962). 

15s MChl, 1961, pars. 431. 
159 Comparr ACM 12536, Fry% 25 C X R  769 (1968), with CM 398759, Grant, 

26 CMR 692 (1968). ond CM 403428, Mason. 29 CMR 599 (1960). 
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E. ENFORCEME.VT OF RIGHT 

1. CanstLtutional Basis. 
The L'nifom Code of Military Just ice  has no provision concern- 

ing the right to assistance of counsel befare the investigation con- 
ducted pursuant to  Article 32.160 The right to counsel during the 
poiice investigation stage has been found by the Court of Rlilitary 
Appeals in its concept of military due process.161 I t  is not within 
the scope of this article t o  determme the source or extent of the 
doctrine of military due process. I t  is sufficient to note that the 
United States Supreme Court and the Court of Xilitary Appeals 
both believe that military personnel are protected by "fundamen- 
tal" constitutional rights.162 Among the rights considered funda- 
mental is the right to the assistance of 

A military accused is generally granted more protection than is 
afforded hia civilian counterpart. This is true in regard to the 
pretrial right to counsel.164 However, the United States Supreme 
Court has in recent years shown an inclination greatly to expand 
the right to coumel.IaS I t  is not inconceivable that the Supreme 
Court might extend the constitutional right to assistance of counsei 
beyond that now afforded in the military. Should this occur, un- 
doubtedly the Court of Military Appeals would apply the same 
rule or extend it even further. 

2. Remedy for D a i a l .  

A statement obtained a t  an interrogation where the accused has 
requested and been denied the assistance of retained counsel is not 
admissible evidence even though voluntary.16B If the statement is 
erroneously accepted in evidence the appropriate relief is a rehear- 

l a 0  The articles providing far appalntDd counsel aye UCMJ. Arts. 27(aj, 
32(bj. 

1 B 1  See United States V. Gunnels, 8 USCMA 130, 23 CMR 354 (19671 
181 See Bvrns V. Wilron, 346 U.S. 137 (1953); United Stater 7. daeoby, 11 

USCMA 428, 29 CMR 244 (1960) i Qumn, suwia note 130; Warren, The Bill 
of Rtyhta and the Ytlitery, 3 7  N. Y. U. L. ROY. 181 (1962). 

io* See United States V. Clay, 1 USCMA 74, 1 CMR 74 (1951) ; Quim,  
suyro note 130. 

164 Compare United States V. Gunnels, 8 USCYA 130. 23 CMR 354 (19571, 
with Craoker V. Caldornia, 357 U.S. 433 (1953). See also United States V. 

Melville, 8 USCMA 697,  25 C Y R  101 (1958). 
IO1 See Gideon V. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) (leading cane); Whlte V.  

Maryland, 373 U.S. 68 (1963); Hamilton V. Alabama, 368 U.S. 62 (1961): 
Croaker V. Callforma, 367 U.S. 433 (1953) (diasenting Opinion). 

M8United States V. Gunnels. 8 USCMA 130, 23 CMR 364 (1957); United 
Statas Y. Rose, 8 USCMA 441, 24 CMR 251 (1957). 
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ing rather than dismissal of the charges.1i' Rehearing is granted 
without testing for prejudice,1e8 If no confession is obtained, 
relief will be granted only if prejudice results from denial of the 
assistance of counsel during the pretrial Similarly, 
the court requires a showing that a later challenged confession mas 
tainted by the denial of the assistance of ~0un8e l . l '~  

Y. SUM.IMARY, RECOM3IEXDATIOSS AND COSCLUSION 

A. SC.IIMARY 

Police qiieationing is today a focal paint in the conflict between 
individual liberty and the protection a i  society against criminals. 
A confession of guilt is extremely important to the police for  it 
provides the quickest and easiest means of s o l v i n ~  crime coupled 
w:+h %irtual assurance of eventual conviction 01 rhe criminal. Con- 
fessions are so important that i t  is out of the question to  abandon 
their use emrely.  Furthermore, any proposed restriction upon the 

On the ather hand, the police must be restricted. Unchecked, 
they have shown they will utilize m y  means to obtain a confession. 
They mill violate personal liberty and they will question suspects 
in a manner apt to cause an innocent man to confers."' Faced with 
the immediate need to salve a crime the police are simply incapable 
of recognizing the need for self restraint. 

It is unfair to the police to expect them t o  e x e r ~ i ~ e  self restraint 
in matters where their duty 1s to be partisan. The law must 
assume responsibility to set limit8 upon police conduct. If indi- 
vidual rights are to  be protected a t  all, clear rules must be estab- 
-~ 

taler Y .  Wheaton, 9 VSCDIA 257, 258, 26 CXR 
ed States Y Rose, 8 USCilIA 441. 21 CMR 251 (195 

Drain, 4 USCYA 616, 16 CYR 220 1 
v Cadman, 10 USCiIA 222, 27 C h l R  296 (19591,  
8 USCXA 597, 2 5  CYR 101 (1918). 

i l l  %ladern interrogation d o e l  not rely on physical force. threats or pro. 
mise$; however, false confessions can be elicited by more rvbtle methods. The 
refined technique I P  little more than the m e  of psycholagleal tr icks to convince 
the subject tha t  he ZP hopelessly implicated in the crime and t o  Imply withaul 
promises tha t  it will be betfe? for him to admit hrr guilt. Assuming the 
In te r rowtar  has done his work well, the innocent 8 s  well 8 8  the eullry are 
subjected Lo tremendous pressures to s ~ p p l y  a Sanbfactary ntrtement, %.e. ,  
one properly mcrimmatmg, consistent w x h  the police theory af the crime. 
See INBAC. LIE DETECTIOX AND CRIMINAL INTERR00ATIOF, 105-140 (2d ed. 
1 9 4 8 ) ;  UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, F ~ E L D  MAAUL No 19-20. 
M ~ I T A R R I  POLICE INYESTICAT~ONS, para.  42b(2) (1961). 
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lished and enforced. The law pertaining t o  pretrial rights is not 
clear; constitutional guarantees of personal liberty have not been 
fully enforced to restrict improper criminal investigation tactics. 
There are many areas where questionable police practices are 
neither sanctioned nor condemned. The courts are cautiously 
seeking to strike the balance. 

Assistance of counsel should be the right of every American 
whether he is detained a t  the police station, held in custody at the 
jail or is under no restraint. In particular a person should have 
the right to consult with counsel before he is subjected to police 
questioning. Where the right to counsel exists, i t  should be avail- 
able for all-the poor as \iell as the rich-which means provision 
must be made for appointed 

The right to the assistance of retained or appointed counsel while 
the suspect is in custody is certain to  be recognized and enforced 
by the federal and military courts. Considering the certainty of 
broad enforcement of tne pretrial n g h t  to counsel. immediate 
chanpes in military law are appropriate. 

Militars law does not lag behind civilian juriadietians in its con- 
cern with protecting accused persons from unfairness or unjust 
convictions. Judge Kilday, considering whether a stringent rule 
for corroboration of confessions ahould apply, has said: 

. . . I paint aut that mans of those in the militsry are now serving by 
rearan of compulsory Isus; many era a w y  from home. family, and 
friends for the  Brit time: and many ais of  an age making them rerpanr- 
ible in same Jurindietions only 8 8  juveniles. Further, military personnel 
to whom confessions m e  made m e ,  m many instances, of hlgher rank 
than the m e  eonferrmg, and certainly, if only by reason of their  dubea, 
tend t o  have great influenee under the circumdanees. A1.a. I" the mili- 
tary o m  has no c h a m  as t o  associates or neighbors but must eat, d e e p ,  
and i i w  r i c h  the persons with whom zmigned.113 

The ideas expressed by Judge Kilday are a130 cogent reasons why a 
military accused should be afforded the protection of the assistance 
of counsel to the fullest possible extent. 

An additional reason for changing the present military law is 
to establish a clear rule which can be easily and uniformly applied 
throughout the services. The great advantage of legislative or 
executive action is that an entire field can be examined far appro- 
priate changes while the courts are limited t o  the particular C B B ~  

li2 See Gideon V. Wsinwvrmht, 372 U.S. 335 (1963) ; Douglas V. Cahfarnia, 
S T 2  U S. 353 (1863); Culombe V. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 571, 641 (1861) (em. 
cvrring Opmion) 

United States V. Smith, 13 USCMA 105,  120, 32 CMR 105, 120 (1962). 
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before them. Critical examination of the pretrial right to counsel 
reveals the need to create a cohesive system. Individual rights and 
public safety can best be balanced by treatment of the entire prob- 
lem, and in that way rules can be devised which will satisfy the 
needs of the government while protecting the rights of the ac- 
cused. The recommendations which follow are proposed in the 
belief that  considered together they properly balance the interests 
of the indiridual and of society. 

B. RECOMMMENDATlOh'S 

It is recommended that the military law in regard to a suspect's 
pretrial right to assistance of counsel provide that:  (1) Before in- 
terrogation every suspect be advised of his right to consult retained 
or appointed counsel; (2 )  The accused have the right to request 
consultation with retained civilian counsel or with appointed mili- 
tary counsel before interrogation-if requested consultation is not 
provided, a statement obtained by interrogation to be inadmissible 
a t  a general court-martial; ( 3 )  The accused have no right to have 
counsel present in the interrogation room; and ( 4 )  4 statement not 
obtained by interrogation be considered admissible eren if the 
suspect's right ta the ~ ~ s i s f a n c e  of counsel has been denied. In one 
sense the foregoing constitute a single recommendation because 
they are interdependent. 

1. IniormSuspeet D f  Riyhts. 
The military rule which requires a suspect to request advice 

before he receives any information concerning his right to the 
assistance of counsel is basically unfair. The suspect who makes 
no request is presumably eren more in need of information than 
the one a h o  does. The young, inexperienced, confused and fright- 
ened suspect needs to be told of his right to consult with family, 
friends or a lawyer. If information is not provided in every case, 
then the suspect who most needs and deserves that protection does 
not get it. 

I t  is recommended that a proeedure be adapted whereby prior to 
interrogation a military suspect is informed of his right to  the 
assistance of caunsel.l14 The simplest procedure is to require the ____ 

1 9 4  Under p-esent procedure the sceued 18 flrst adviaed of h a  right to 
munsel by the Article 32 Investigatmg officer some days or weeks after 
arrent. The a d v m  gwen IS directed to the help of B lawyer st the probable 
cause hearing rather than at piellminary Interrogation. The Arrlcle 32 
mvsstlgating omcer IS appointed for  each ease and It IS impraeticai to make 
apgointrnent and canduel a probable esme hearing soon enough after appre- 
hension to assure legal eonsdtation bDfore intarrogation. 
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investigating agent to inform the suspect of his rights to counsel 
a t  the same time he is warned of his r ight to remain silent. The 
requirement could best be created by an  addition to the Uniform 
Code o j  Military J u t i c e ,  Article 31. 

The great advantage of providing far warning by the interroga- 
tor is simplicity. No additional personnel will be needed, and 
established rules a8 to when an  Article 31 warning is required can 
be followed. The rules a re  generally well understood by criminal 
investigators so very little litigation will be generated by the addi- 
tional warning. Substantially the same advice as to right to  coun- 
sel a8 is now provided by the Federal Rules of Crirninal Procedure 
6b would be given before every interrogation. Thus, a military 
suspect will receive the advice in some situations where i t  is not 
demanded by federal law.1rs On the other hand the difficulty of 
determining what constitutes "prompt appearance" will be 
avoided.1'8 If advice as to the right to counsel is not giren when 
required or if the suspect is not correctly advised, any statement 
subsequently made should not be admissible at  a general court- 
martial,"' but the evidence should be admissible a t  an  inferior 

1% Although not required by law i t  is the custom of FBI  agents to conform 
to the proposed rule, tha t  is YO warn B suspect of his r ight to remain silent 
and of his r ight to couniel before every interrogation. 

116It can he argued tha t  the mili tary should not go  beyond an equivalent 
of the federal  "prompt appearance" rule which often permits at  leait  a ehort  
interrogation of an u n w r n e d  aubieet. Fairness to the individual aside, it  is 
believed the procedure would be cumbersome and the mi l i t sw criminal in- 
vestigator aauid not beneflt by tha t   le. "Prompt appearance" would no 
doubt be strictly eonatrued by the Court  of JIi i i tsry Appeals t o  prevent delays 
f a r  interraqation. Militery persannel are traditmnally on duty 24 haurr 
a day BO tha t  B "mditary magiatrate" would be readily available and thus 
there would be no opportunity fa r  interrogation before appearance. Further- 
more, the instant proposaIs wyIiI permit mili tary mvest>gatars to cheek on a 
story volunteered by a suspect to B greater extent than  18 a l l a w d  federal  
poiice. Compare Ysllory V. Enited States,  354 U.S. 449 (1957) 

1 7 7  The admissibility of a eonfeasian obtained af te r  the suspect haa given 
an inadmissible statement is a recur~lng problem. If  the first etatement is 
inadmissible solely because of failure to advise of the right to counsel, B 

statement obtained af te r  proper advice should not be admissible m i e w  the 
prmeeutmn is able to ehow t h s t  the second statement i i  not the product 
a i  the first. Such a rnie i s  necessary to prevent deliberate violations of the 
requirement to advise. Ci. Naples Y. United State., SO7 F.2d 615 (D.C. Cir. 
1962). The independence of the second statement can be elesriy entabiiahed 
by proof t h s t  the suspect had the advies of counsel who knew of the existence 
af the inadmissible statement.  See Goldsmith V. United Stater,  277 F.2d 385 
(D.C. Cir. 1960) ;  Jackson V. United Stater,  285 F.2d 875 (D.C. Cir. 1960). 

118 This i s  similar t o  the Court's rule in regard t o  the aecuads  right t o  
arsiatanee of a qualified lawyer at depositions. See United States V. Drain, 
4 WSCPA 646, 16 CMR 220 (1968). The objection t h s t  i t  is extremely 
difficult to t ra in  young military policam~n who are often eslled upon to 
investigate traffic violations and other minor affenaes i s  thus answered. 
*oo 18148 3s 
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2. Comultatim with Retained wr Appointed Cmmel. 
I t  is recommended that the suspect he permitted to  consult caun- 

681 before interrogation. Appointed military coun~el should be 
provided when requested. Waiver of assistance of counsel before 
interrogation should be found when, after advice, the suspect 
knowingly elects to forego his right."s Interrogation conducted 
without honoring the suspect's request for assistance of coun8el 
would render a statement inadmissible evidence a t  a trial by gen- 
eral c a ~ r t - m a r t i a l . ~ ~ ~  

Affording the assistance of counsel before interrogation will 
protect the suspect's substantial rights. The influence of the higher 
rank of the interrogator ~1.111 be r 'nimized. The frightening effect 
of being isolated from family and friends will be dissipated even 
though a period of private questioning follows. The use of force, 
threata or unlawfui inducement a t  a subsequent private interraga- 
tion will be deterred by the knowledge that the suspect has coun8el 
to assist him. Finally, advice and assistance of counsel will be an 
equalizing factor 30 that the more deserving suspect-the young 
and inexperienced-will receive the same protection of the law 
as that  enjoyed by the mature individual. The possible effect 
assistance of counsel will have upon solution of crime will he can- 
sidered in connection with the recommendation that counsel be 
barred from the interrogation room. 

Affording the accused the right to have appointed military coun- 
sel has several adrantages. United States military personnel are 
on duty in the four corners of the world, but practicing civilian 
members of the American Bar are not so widely distributed. This 
obvious fact illustrates the weakness in the present rule which 
affords a military suspect only the right to the assistance of r e -  
tained counscI. There can be no justification far a military rule 
which denies a suspect a substantial right merely because the gov- 
ernment has sent him ta a remote and undesirable area, nor can a 
practice of denying the right t a  counsel to the person who cannot 
afford to retain a civilian lawyer be justified.'&' Counsel is ap- 

l i s  Wawer can ala0 be inferred if the suspect saaerta h a  right to civilian 
e o u n e l ,  but fails t o  retain B lawyer within a reasonable time. 

180 The atatement will be admissible s t  an inferior court-martial. The staff 
judae advaeate will erainate the esse to determine whether It 18 80 ~ermu8 
88 to ~equire the srniatanee a i  counsel The degree of independence granted 
criminal investigators to make the determination 18 properly B matter a i  
command decision and should not be Specified by the law. 

181 The Court of Jlllllary Appeals ha8 not been presented a case where the 
m s p d  requests coun~e l  but is physically or financially unable to retain 8 
Iawer.  Quite likely the court would find err07 in the failure to appoint 
militaiy counsel if inability to Petam coun8el is clearly Shawn. 
2 4  A 0 0  am<* 
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pointed for every accused a t  trial and upon request f a r  the investi. 
eation conducted pursuant to the Uniform Code of Mil i targ  Jwtiee,  
Article 32, without regard to physical location or financial condi- 
tion. The simplicity and equity of this procedure commends its 
application to the preliminary interrogation stage of the pro- 
ceedings. 

Army policy nuw honors an accused's recuest whenever military 
counsel is reasonably available.18P Howe-er, Since "reasonably 
available" is an elastic term the actual practice varies greatly. 
Some commands freely provide military counsel,188 others only in 
selected cases (ironically these often involve officer offenders 
who least need detailed advice concerning their rights and who 
usually have the means to retain a civilian lawyer), and still others 
refuse counsel where not required by l aw A more uniform practice 
is desirable. 

The proposed change to the Federal Riiles of Criminal Procediwe 
5b requires the United States Commissioner to appoint couneel a t  
the accused's initial appearance if request is made. The military 
must be prepared to follow the federal practice1S4 and should not 
hesitate to lead in granting a suspect procedural rights.- 

An expected criticism of the proposal to appoint counsel far  
every requesting accused is that there is an insufficient number 
of judge advocates to assume the additional burden imposed. I t  
is very difficult to assess how much additional work will be in- 
volved. Lack of counsel will be a xw.lid objection to  the admissi- 
bility of a confession only a t  a general court-martiai: therefore, 
counsel will not be needed before an interrogation concerning a 
minor offense. Experience indicates that  the demand upon military 
counsel will not be as great as might be feared.la5 Appointed 

182 The Judge Advocate General of the Army has  said:  'I. . . A i  B matter 
of palies in the mili tary,  even though B man IS not charged with an offenae, 
if he goes to the judge advocate's office and asks for  eouniel, n e  will furnish 
him with a lawyer d we have m e  available, and we usually do: i t  i i  not an 
idle thing a t  all. Of course we won't t e l l  him how to go about it if he wants 
t o  commit an offense, hut if he is already in trouble the iawyyer IS there for 
him. . . ." American Bar Association Proceedings of the Section of Criminal 
Law, 10%8 (1962) .  

181 See Comment, RiyhL of iMzlitary Personnel l o  Hcva Coz.ms1 Piesent 
Dwinp lnuaitigotion Prim to Prefwral of General Court..Martiol Chargea. 
10 SrrracusE L. REV 169, n. 14 (1958) .  

114 see ucm, ~ r t  36.  
18:In 1857 the Court  of Military A p p d n  chsnged the then emsting prac- 

tice by requiring appointment of  a military lawyer to defend an seemed a t  
an Article 32 investigation upon requeat. See Cnited States V. Tamaareraki, 
8 USCMA 266. 24 CMR 76 (1867). It wyaa found tha t  additional judge ad- 
vacates were not needed even though qualified counsel were appointed far 
most amused. 
Aaa e n B  s5 
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counsel can probably be provided with little or no increase over 
present Judge advocate strength. 

Even if additional judge advocates are required because of the 
increaded right to  appointed military counsel, denial of a substan- 
tial right cannot he justified upon the basis of lack of personnel. 
The camplaint that  additional lawyers may be needed simply is 
not a persuasive reason not 10 adopr a rule granting needed pratec- 
tion to a miiitnry accused. 

3. C o i ~ i w ~ l  Erclvdrd from Intrwogetion. 
I t  i8 recommended that after the ruspect has had an ample 

period of consultation with his lawyer. private interrogation be 
permitted The police will be alloaed to create a suitable psycho- 
logical climare for the operetian of the "compulsion to confeas," 
but of course continue TO be limited by the present rules which 
forbid conduct likely T O  produce an involuntary confession. Finally, 
private interraration should be allowed a t  any stage of the pre- 
trial proceedings up to  the time when the charges are referred 
TO tr1a.i. 

The permissible period of interrogation should be long enough 
to ~11ow the urpe t o  confeas to  burld up in the guilty mind, but 
not be coercive to the innocent-perhaps two or three hours. When 
the necessity for a break for food or rest arises, then further 
opportuniiy T O  c o n ~ u l t  counsel should be granted before the inter- 
rogation continues. The total period which should be allowed will 
be limited only by the coercive effect of prolonged or repeated 
questioning. 

I t  is believed That the procedure outlined will be substantially 
as rffeitire from the pulice standpoint as is the present practice. 
In moat inatancrs a lawyer will tell a suspect who asserts his 
innocence to make a statement and to cooperate fully with the 
po!ice.lEe The authorities will benefit by having a more eaopera- 
t ire ri tness Than might otherwise be the case. Additionally, since 
fewer innocent persons wili rely on their right to remain silent, 
even greater suspicion will fail on the person who refuses to make 
a statement. The police will be able ta  narrow and intensify their 
investigation outside the interrogation room, and the pressure on 

1 %  The i awer 's  duty t o  the suspect IS to obtain his release 88 pmckly 8 8  
poraibie Providing B trve exculpatory explsnatim IS obviously the best 
meana to that end. at lesaf in mast C P P ~ S .  The lanyer will  tend to owrndo 
other con6idmstionr such SI/ the e u ~ p e e t ' ~  possible desire ta protect t he  rod 
perpetrazor, hili feeline that he should not be a "Squealer" or concern that 
his statement may emharrasi him 

36 *oo W i l S  

___ 
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a guilty person to provide an  explanation in an  effort to appear 
innocent will be still greater. 

I t  may be assumed that the lawyer will tell a guilty accused that 
i t  is best fo r  him to remain silent.'87 Even so, i t  is likely that one 
or more of the reasons which now generate confessions will over- 
ride the advice of counsel. In particular the police will not be 
bound to accept an  exculpatory explanation a t  face value but will 
be permitted to cross-examine and to t r ap  the suspect in incon- 
si s t e n c i e 8. 

If private interrogation is permitted the solution of crime will 
not be unduiy frustrated even though the guilty su8pect consults 
counsel before he is questioned. Unfair police conduct will be 
restrained, the frightened youngster will be reassured, but proper 
interrogation will continue to  be effective. If counsel is present 
throughout all questioning the practice of interrogation will be 
finished 8s  an effective method af obtaining evidence, because 
counsel will inevitably control the proceeding and prevent the 
suspect from making any incriminating statement.'8s Counsel 
might permit the guilty suspect t o  present a prepared exculpatory 
statement but such will necessarily be designed to be misleading. 
Permitting the accused to make a statement which cannot be effec- 
tively tested by cross-examination nor subject t o  having unan- 
swered questions explored is unfair to the government. The au- 
thorities would doubtless refuse to  conduct any interrogation, 
preferring to require the suspect to exculpate himself a t  a formal 
proceeding where cross-examination is available. The result would 
be the virtual loss of interrogation as an  investigative tool as well 
as the means to  obtain incriminating evidence. Obviously this 
result should be avoided, which is possible only if private interro- 
gations a re  permitted. 

In order to confront a suspect with newly discovered evidence 
criminal investigators should be permitted to interrogate 80 long 
a s  i t  is not certain tha t  the case will be brought to trial. Until 
the charges are referred for trial the status of the subject of the 
proceedings is most accurately defined by the term "suspect." It 
is generally to the advantage of the government and of innocent 
suspects generally that the case remain under active investigation 
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f a r  as long as possible. But after the formal charge, the case ie 
merely awaiting trial, and Secret interrogatiun mlely for the pur- 
pose of obtaining additional evidence to assure conviction should 
be prohibited as a violation of the right to an open trial. 

The ethical requirement that  the prosecutor deal with the accused 
through defense c o u n d  does not apply until the case has been re- 
ferred f a r  trial.189 Under the present proposals the suspect will be 
protected by preliminary advice that he may again consult counsel 
before questioning if he wishes. Preliminary advice is sufficient 
basis to justify permitting criminal investigators to deal directly 
with the suspect. Furthermore, it is more desirable from an 
administrative standpoint that the burden to arrange fo r  consul- 
tation with his lawyer be placed upon the su8pect.1Bo 

If the suspect is informed before interrogation that he will have 
the right to further consultation after B reasonable period af 
private questioning, and the right ia subsequently afforded, the 
procedure is not improper. A procedure which permits no more 
than an opportunity for the operation of the "compulsion ta con- 
fess" or cross-examination upon an exculpatory statement without 
interference of a defense lawyer is neither distasteful nor violative 
of fundamental rights. Ig1 Private interrogation should not be 
abandoned unless experience shows continued abuse of the power. 

4, Statements Given Without Interrogation. 

I t  has previously been urged tha t  advice as to the right to coun- 
sel should be given in every case where an Article 31 warning iS 
required. While tha t  should be the usual rule, the following ex- 
ception to that rule is recommended. A statement obtained with- 
out interrogation should be admissible a t  a general court-martial 
even though there has been no proper advice or if the accused has 
requested but not consulted with counsel. I t  should not be con- 
sidered interrogation to explain to the suspect some or all of the 

me see p .  28 mpra 
190 The police nhauid a d a t  the swpecl to contact hi8 lawyer but should not 

become intermediaries. Waiver of tho right t o  consultation will apply to aub- 
sequent intirrogstiann a i  well a i  rhe initial one. See note 179 wpra. 

181 In Cieenia Y. LaGay, 351 U.S. 604 (1948). Justice Harlan viewed with 
"strong distaste" a situation where the SmpeCt had retamed e m n d  before 
hm amest, bur was denied further eonavitatm wlth his iawyer for a rcrmd 
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evidenee which tends to incriminate him, and to ask him if he 
wishes to give any explanation.'az If an explanation is made the 
police will be allowed to check out the story before advising of the 
right t o  counsel, because advice is required only preliminary to  
interrogation. It must be stressed that  efforts t o  convince the 
suspect that  it would be better for him to give an explanation or 
to attempt ta cause him t o  change his statement by cross-examina- 
tion will not be permitted. This proposal will allow the police to 
provide a suitable opportunity for  spontaneous statements, but 
would deny them the use of any coercive psycholagicai techniques. 
I t  can be expected that  in order to avoid providing counsel, the  
police in Some cases will refrain from conducting an interrogation 
perhaps for several days. If the delay is not contrived to be 
coercive, there is no objection. In  other words, the proposa1 is to  
furnish counsel before interrogations; if there is no interrogation, 
then the present law permitting the accused to request coumel is 
adequate. 

The proposal which will permit, after a warning of the right 
to remain silent, a simple request for an explanation is desirable 
because it tends to preserve the rapport between the commander 
and his men. The only serious crimes the commander should per- 
sonally investigate are military offenses which occur in his com- 
mand (for example, disobedience, assaults on superiors and war- 
time cowardice). These offenses are invariably witnessed by 
others so proof is relatively simple. Often a canfesaion is merely 
cumulative, but the mitigating matter presented may sway the 
commander in his determination of the appropriate type of court 
to impose punishment. I t  is an important aspect of the exercise 
of command that  the commander has the power to  treat miscon- 
duct with less severity than the law permits. The accused is mast 
likely to benefit from a commander's prerogative to be lenient if 
he freely provides a prompt explanation. If the accused waits 
until he has had the advice of counsel. the commander will most 
likely have already made his recommendation from the available 
facts and the matter will have passed from his hands. In m y  
event, the psychological advantage which the accused gains from 
his willingness to have had his immediate commander decide his 
fa te  will be lost if he demanda the intervention of counsel. The 
accused should have the right to  choose an alternative to assistance 
of counsel if that  alternative may he more beneficial to  him. 

l e2  This recommendation principally constitutes recognition and candida-  
tion of present la- rather than B pmponal for change. 

*GO BBWB 89 
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C. CONCLLWON 
There are  indications that  the United States Supreme Court may 

limit police questioning to neutral interviews to  elicit facts- 
interrogation of suspects would be completely banned.1e3 If such 
a rule is adopted, the police may be seriously hampered in their 
efforts to solve crimes. Investigators wili be required to make fine 
distinctions as to the precise nature of their inquiry upon pain of 
having a confession held inadmissible. The foregoing recom- 
mendations attempt to forestall this trend by providing an accept. 
able alternative. Although considerable additional protection is 
granted persons suspected of crime, the paver  of the poiice to 
interrogate is retained and a simple, almost mechanical procedure 
is created. 

The pretrial right to counsel is a matter of increasing concern 
Those interwted in military justice should be alert to the im- 
mediate need for  re-examination of this area in military practice. 
The advantage of putting one's own house in order constitutes the 
enmpelling reason t o  recognize every suspect's right to assistance 
of counsel before he is interrogated. If this basic ripht fo r  rich 
and poor alike is self-enforced, i t  can be hoped that  essential police 
functions can be nreserved. 

~~ 

IS8 See Croaker Y .  California, 367 U.S. 433 (1969) (dissenting opinion) : 
Sprno V. New York, 300 D.S. 316 (1969) (eancurrlng opinion of Doudas, J ) .  

IS4 The Ford Foundation has made B grant to the American Law Institute 
to prepare a model code of procedure for the handling of prisonern before 
arraignment. One of the question8 to be considered is Whether the svspeet 
ehavid have the riqht to SPB his lawyer immedisteiy after arrest The Yew 
York Times, April 22, 1963, p. 30, mi. 1. 



THE EMPLOYMENT OF PRISONERS OF WAR* 
BY COLOKEL HOWARD S. LEVIE * *  

I. INTRODUCTION 

From the days when the Romans first came to appreciate the 
economic value of prisoners of war as a source of labor, and began 
to w e  them as slaves instead of killing them on the field of battle.1 
until the drafting and adoption by a comparatively large number 
of members of the then family of sovereign states of the Second 
Hague Convention of 1899,s no attempt to regulate internationally 
the use made of prisoner-of-war labor by the Detaining Powers 
had been  successful.^ The Regulations attached to that  Convention 
dealt with the subject in a single article: as did those attached 

* Reprmted by permiasion from the April 1963 mme of the A\IERICAN 
JOURUAL OF IITERXAT~OXAL LAW.. The  pinions expressed herem are those 
of the avthor and are not meensaniy thoae of The Judge Advocate General's 
School or any other governmental agency. 

JAGC, 0,s.  Army (Ret.);  A s s m a t e  Professor of Law, S a m t  LOUIE 
Universiry Schaal of Law; LL.B., 1930, Cornel1 Law School. LL.Y.,  1857, 
George Washingtan Laa School: Member of the Bars of Kew Yark, Dlstriet 
of Columbia, 0,s. Conrr a i  l d i t a r y  Appeals, and the U.S. Supreme Court. 

1 Ds\ms, The Priaonsr of Wa7, 1 A.J.I.L. 521, 523 (1913).  
232 Stat.  1803. T.S. Xo, 403. 
S The Detaining Power is  the state w h x h  haldr captured members af the 

enemy armed farces m B pnmner-of-war Status. The Power in whose armed 
forces they r e r e  s e r ~ l n ~  a t  the f m e  of capture in known as the "Power upan 
which they depend." 

4 P a r t  of Art.  76 oi Professor Francis Lieher's famous General Orders 
No. l o o ,  April 21, 1363. ' 'Instructions for  the Government of the Armies 
of t h i  United States m the Field," had dealt with this subjset  unilaterally;  
and praviiiana with respect thereto had like .me heen Included in Art.  25 
of the Deeisration drafted a t  the Brussela Conference of 1874 (2  U.S. 
FORE~CN RELATIOIS 1011 (1816) ;  1 A.J.1.L. SLPI. 96 ( 1 9 0 7 ) ) .  and ~n Arta. 
71 and 72 a t  the "Oxford hlanuai" drafted by the lnatl tute a t  International 
Law ~n 1380 (Annuaire de i'lnstitut de Droit  International,  1831.1882). 
While these efforts unqueetmnably mRuenced in m a t a r d  degree the deelaions 
subsequently reached a t  the iniernetlonal lovel, none of them canaiitvted 

6 Art  6 thereof reads: 
"The State may u t h e  the labour of Prisoners of war accordmg to their  

rank and apti tude.  T h e n  tasks shall not be exceoaiw, and shall have nothing 
to do with mili tary opemtions. 
"Prisoners may he authorized to work for the publie service, fa r  p'ivate 

PBPBO~S.  or on their  o m  aecovnt 
"Work done for  the State shall be paid for according io the tarlffa in force 

for soldiera of the national army employed on similar tasks. 
*GO 6lUB 4 1  

aCtYai internstlonsl legidation. 
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t o  the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907 which, with relatively 
minor changes, merely repeated the provisions of its illustrious 
predecessor. A somewhat more extensive elaboration of the sub- 
ject was included in the 1929 Geneva Convention relative ta the 
Treatment of Prisoners of War’ (hereinafter referred t o  as the 
1929 Conventionl. And, although still f a r  from perfect, the pro- 
visions concerning prisoner-of-war labor contained in the 1949 
Geneva Convention relati\,e to the Treatment of Pnsoners of 
War8 (hereinafter referred t o  as the 1949 Convention) constitute 
an enlightened attempt t o  legislate a fairly comprehensive code 
governing the major problems involved in the employment of 
prisoners of war by the Detaining Power.@ The purpose of this 
study is to analyze the provisions of that code and to  Surgest not 
only how the draftsmen intended them to be interpreted. but also 
how i t  can be expected that they will actually be implemented by 
Detaining Powern in any future war.’O 

While there are very obvious difference8 between the employ- 
ment of workers available through a free labor market and the 
e m p i a p e n t  of prisoners of war. even a casual and cursory study 
will quickly disclose a remarkable number of similarities. The 
labor union which is engaged in negotiating a contract for its 
members is vitally interested in :  (1)  the conditions under which 
they will work, including safety provisions: ( 2 )  their workinp. 
hours and the holidays and vacations to  which they will be en- 
titled; ( 3 )  the compensation and other monetary benefits which 
they will receive; and (41 the grievance procedures which will 
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be available t o  them. (Of course, in each industry there will also 
be numerous items peculiar to that  industry.) Because of the 
uniqueness of prisoner-of-war status, the 1949 Diplomatic Confer- 
ence which drafted the latest prisoner-of-war convention felt it  
necessary, in negotiating far the benefit of future prisoners of 
war, to continue to cover certain items in addition to those listed 
above, such as the categories of prisoners of war who may be 
compelled to work (a problem which does not normally exist for 
labor unions in a free civilian society, although it may come into 
existence in a total war economy) ; and, collaterai to that, the 
specific industries in which they may or may not be employed. 
Inasmuch a s  these latter problems lie at the threshold of the 
utilization of prisoner-of-war labor, they will be considered before 
those enumerated above. 

Before proceeding to a detailed analysis of the labar provisions 
of the 1949 Convention, and how one may anticipate that  they mill 
operate in time of war, it  seems bath pertinent and appropriate 
to survey briefiy the history of, and the problems encountered in, 
the utilization of prisoner-of-war labar during the past century. 
That period is selected because its earliest date represents the 
point a t  which cartels far the exchange of prisoners of war had 
ceased to have any considerable importance and yet belligerents 
were apparently still unaware of the tremendous potentiality of 
the economic asset whiui was in their hands at  a time of urgent 
need. 

11. HISTORY OF PRISONER EMPLOYMENT 

A. THE EARLY YEARS 
The American Civil War (1861-1865) v a s  the first major con- 

flict involving large masses of troops and large numbers of pris- 
oners of war in which exchanges were the exception rather than 
the rule." As a result, both aides found themselves encumbered 
with great masses of prisoners of war;  but neither side made any 
substantial use of this potential pool of manpower, although both 
suffered from labor shortages.'2 This was so, despite the state- 

I1 A general eartei governing the exchange of prmoners of war was entered 
into in 1862 (the Dix-Hill Cartel, July 22, 1562, War of the Rebellmn, Series 
11, Val. IV, I. 226 (18991 1 ,  but I t  war not observed to any great degree by 
either side. LEWIS ABD MEWHA, H ~ ~ T O R Y  OF PRISONER OF WAR UTILI%ATLON 
BY TEE U K ~ T E D  STATES ARIT, 17761945, PP. 29-30 (19651, [heremafter 
citod as L E W I ~ ,  HISTORY]. 

LEWIS, HISTORI 27, 41. For a vivid fietianal, but factuslly accurate, 
Picture of this r a i t e  of manpower ~n the South, with its resulting evils to 
the prisonera of war themselves, see KABTOR. AXDERBOXVILLE (1866). 
*GO 186,* I S  
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ment in Lieber's Code18 that prisoners of war "may be required 
to work for the benefit of the captor's government, according to  
their rank and condition," and despite the valiant efforts of the 
Quartermaster General of the Union Army, who sought unsuc- 
cessfully, although folly supported by Professor Lieber, to over- 
come the official reluctance to  use prisoner-of-war labor. The 
policy of the Federal Gowrnment was th: t primners of war would 
be compelled ta work "only as an instrument of reprisal against 
some act of the enemy." 

In 1874 an international conference, which included eminent 
representatives from most of the leading European nations, met 
in Brussels a t  the invitation of the Tsar of Russia "in order t o  
deliberate on the draft  of an international agreement respecting 
the laws and c u t o m s  of rvar." 1% This conference prepared a text 
which, while never ratified, constituted a major step forward in 
the effort to set down in definitive manner those rules of land 
warfare which could be considered to be a part  of the law of 
nations. I t  included, in its Article 25, a provision concerning 
prisoner-of-war labor which adopted, but considerably amplified, 
Lieber's single sentence an the subject quoted above. This article 
was subsequently adopted almost verbatim by the Institute of 
International Law when it  drafted Articles 11 and 72 of its "Ox- 
ford Manual" in 1880;16 and it furnished much of the material 
f a r  Article 6 of the Regulations attached to the Second Hague 
Convention of 1899 and the same article of the Regulations at- 
tached to the Fourth Hague Convention of 1901. 

Despite all of these efforts, the actual utilization of prisoner-of- 
war labor remained negligible during the numerous major con- 
flicts which preceded World War I. This last was the firsr modern 
war in which there was total economic mobilization by the bellig- 
erents; and there were more men held a s  prisoners of war and 
for longer periods of time than during any previous conflict. 
Nevertheless, i t  was not until 1916 that the British War Office 
could overcome opposition in the United Kingdom to the use of 
prisoner-of-war labor,ll and after the entry of the United States 
into the war, prisoners of war held in this country were not use- 
fully employed until the investigation of an attempted mas8 escape 

11 see note 4 Bupra. 
1 ' t E W I S ,  HISTURI 37, 3e-39. 
*b Preamble, Deelaratron of BIYSI~S, on. cit .  supra note 4. 
16 o p .  eil. mp7a note 4. 
ilBelReld, T h b  T7ratmmt a t  Pnavnsrs of W@r 9 TRAXSACT. GRm. SOC'Y 

181 (1924).  
44 *co 111148 
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resulted in a recommendation fo r  a program of compulsory 
prisoner-of-war labor, primarily a8 a means of reducing disci- 
plinary problems.'P When the belligerents eventually did find i t  
essential to make use of the tremendous prisoner-of-war man- 
power pwls which were available to  them, the provisions of the 
Regulations attached to the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907 
proved inadequate to solve the numerou8 problems which arose, 
thereby necessitating the negotiation of a series of bilateral and 
multilateral agreements between the various belligerents during 
the course of the hostilities.1n Even BO, the Repart of the "Cam. 
mission on the Responsibility of the Authors of the War and an 
Enforcement of Penalties," created by the Preliminary Peace Can- 
ference in January, 1919. listed the "employment of prisoners 
of war on unauthorized works" as one of the offenses which had 
been committed by the Central Powers during the war.20 

B. WORLD WAR I 1  

The inadequacies in this and other areas of the Fourth Hague 
Convention of 1907, revealed by the events which had occurred 
during the course of World War I, led to the drafting and ratifica- 
tion of the 1929 Canvention.el I t  was this Convention which gov- 
erned many of the belligerents during the course of World War 
II;zz but once again international legislation based on the experi- 

18 LEWIS, H r s ~ o ~ r  57. This wan not  the ease in France, where the American 
Expeditionary Force had s tar ted planning fa r  priaoner-af-war utilization 
even before any were captured, the established policy there being tha t  ail 
except offieera would be eompeiled to work. Id. a t  69-62. 

10 See. e+, the Final Act of the Conference of CopenhaZen, executed by 

-- 

Austria-Hungary, Germany, Rumania, and Rvsma on Nav. 2, 1817 (photo- 
i tatie copy on file in The Army Library, Washington, D. C. ) :  the AgTeement 
between the British and Turkish Gavernmenta respecting Prisoners of War 
and Civiiianr, executed a t  B ~ r n  on Dec. 28, 1917 (111 BRIT. AND FOR. STATE 
PAPERS 5 6 7 ) ;  the Agreement between Francs and Germany concerning 
Priioner?i of War. ereevted at Bern on April 26, 1918 (id. a t  713) ~ and the 
Agreement with Germany Concerning Prinonerri of W s r ,  Sani tary Peraonnel, 
and Civilians. executed a t  Bern an Nau. 11. 1818. r lS l8 l  FOREIDX REL. U.S.. 
Supp. 2, p. 103; 13 A.J.I.L. SYPP, 1 (19191,' Thi i i a t t e r  kgreement  cantamed 
a seetian of eleven articles 141-51) relating to prironer-&war labor. 
2014 A.J.I.L. 9 5 ,  116 (1920);  HISTORY ow T H ~  UNITED NATIONS WUI 

CRIMES COMMLSSlON 35 (1948).  
81 OP. mt. si~pla note 7. The "Find Report of the  Treatment  of Prisoners 

of War Committee," puhlrahed In 30 INT'L. L. AS=. REPORTS 236 (1921) 
[hereinafter cited as FXAL REPORT], had contained a set  of "Proposed Inter-  
nations1 Regvlstians ior the Treatment  of Pnsonera of War." 

12 As the U.S.S.R. was not B party ta thia Convention, i t  eonaidered tha t  
its relations with Germany and the la t ter% allies on pnsoner-of-war matters  
were governed by the Fourth Hague Conwntlan of 1807. I REPORT OP THE 
I ~ r r a r m ~ o ~ u .  CDMMITEB OP THB Reo CROSS ON ITB ACTNIT~ES DURINO TBB 
*GO e616 46 
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ence gained during a previous conflict proved inadequate to con- 
trol the more serious and conmlicated situations which occurred 
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Convention, had committed itself to  apply its provisions, those 
relating to prisoner-of-war labor were among the many which 
were assiduously violated." 

Like the other belligerents, the United States found an urgent 
need for prisoner-of-war labor, both within its home territory 
and in the rear  areas of the embattled continents. One study even 
goes 80 f a r  as to assert that  the use of Italian prisoners of war 
in the Mediterranean theater was the only thing which made it 
possible for the United States to sustain simultaneously both the 
Italian campaign and the invasion of Southern France, thereby 
hastening the downfall of Germany.2' Similarly, it  was found 
that  in the United States the use of prisoners of war for work 
a t  military installations, and in  agriculture and other authorized 
industries, served to release both Army service troops and civilians 
fo r  other types of work which were more directly related to the 
war effort.l' 

While the benefits of prisoner-of-war labor to the Detaining 
Power are patent, benefits flowing to the prisoners of war them- 
selves as a result of their use in this manner are no less apparent. 
The reciprocal benefits resulting from the proper use of prisoner- 
of-war labor is well summarized in the following statement: 

The work done by the PW has a high ?due  for  the Detaining Power, 
s ince i t  makes a substantial  contribution t o  Its e e ~ n ~ m i e  resources. The 
PW's home country has to reckon tha t  the work 30 done increases the 
war potential of Its enemy, maybe indirectly; and yet st the same time 
it i s  to I ta  OW" profit tha t  Ita nationals should return home at  the end af 
hosnhties in the beit  possible state of heaith Work under norms1 eandi. 
tions is a valuable antidote to the tr iais of captivity and helpa P W  t o  
preserve their bodily heaith and morale.*e 

R w m m  priaaners of war captured early ~n the war, deplored the  fac t  tha t  
a t  tha t  t ime the Germans "did not value the mass of humanity BQ we value 
it today, as raw material ,  88 labor." 

16''The p ~ i i e y  of the Japanese Government was t o  use prisoners of war 
and civilian internees ta do work directly related to war ~perat ims."  Judg- 
ment af the I n t e r n s t m a 1  Military Tribunal fa r  the  Far East  1082 (mimeo., 
19481. 

27 LEWIS, nrsrmr 199. 
Z i  FAIRCHILD AND GROSSXAN, THE ARMY AND IrousrRlaL MANPOWER 194 

(19591. 
IS 1 ICRC REPORT 327. See slro PICTET, COMMENTUlT ON THE GEIEVA Car. 

YEFT~OB RELATIYE TO THE TREATMEIT OF P~mmms OF WAR [hereinafter 
referred t o  SI PICTET, COMMEVTARYI 260 (1960; FLORY, PRISOYERS or WAR 
7 1  ( 1 9 4 2 ) :  Girard-Claudon, Len prisonniera de guerre en face de l'evolutian 
de la gllerre 151 (unpublished t h e m  a t  Univeraite de Dijon, 1949): Fall- 
C X E N ~ E L D ,  P R I S O X ~ S  OP WAR 47 (194%). Art.  49 of the 1949 Convention 
apecifiealiy atatea tha t  the uti l izstim of misonei -of -wr  labor is "with a 
Y E W  pmficvlariy to m s i n t a m n g  them in a good state of physics1 and mental 
hedth." 
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During the close reappraisal of the 1929 Convention which fol- 
lowed World War 11, the provisions thereof dealing with the labor 
of prisoners of war were not overlooked: the Diplomatic Con. 
ference which met in Geneva in 1949 redrafted many of those 
provisions of the 1929 Convention in an effort to plug the loop- 
hales which the events of World War I1 had revealed. I t  is the 
1949 Convention resulting from this work which will be used in 
the review and analysis of the rights and obligations of belliger- 
ents and prisoners of war in any future confiict insofar a s  pris- 
oner-of-war labor is concerned. 

111. CATEGORIES O F  PRISONERS OF WAR WHO 
MAY BE COMPELLED TO WORK 

In general, Article 49 of the 1949 Convention provides that  all 
prisoners of war, except commissioned officers, may be compelled 
to work. However, this statement requires considerable elabora- 
tion and is subject to a number of limitations. 

The Detaining Power is specifically limited in that  it may com- 
pel only those prisoners of war to work who are physically fit, 
and the work must be of a nature to maintain them "in a good 
state of physical and mental health." In determining physical 
fitness, it is prescribed that  the Detaining Power must take into 
account the age, sex, and physical aptitude of each individual 
prisoner of war. It may be assumed that these qualities are to 
be considered not only in determining whether a prisoner of war 
should be campelled to work but also in determining the type of 
work to which the particular prisoner of war should be assigned. 
For example, women (and It must be accepted that  in  any future 
major war there will be many female primners of war)  should 
not be given tasks requiring the lifting and moving of heavy loads; 
frequently, men who are physically fit to work may not have 
the physical aptitude for certain jobs by reason of their size, 
weight, strength, age, lack of experience, et cetera.'O I t  would 
appear that the provisions of Article 49 of the 1949 Convention 

80 During World War I1 the Nazi use as miners of prisoners a i  war who did 
not have the necessary phyrieal aptitvde for thia type of work and who were 
inexperienced ,,as B connfant source of trouble The I.G. F o d m  Cmsr IC. S. 
V. Krauch), 8 Trials 1187. The ICRC Delegate in Berlin findlu proposed to 
the German High Command that prisoners of war over 45 years of age be 
exempted from working as miners, but thia prop0sa.l wali rejected by the 
Gennani on the ground that the 1929 Convention made no reference to a s  
a8 a e n t e r m  of physical qualification for c ~ m p ~ 1 s o r y  labor. 1 ICRC REWM 
829-331. This gitustion has now been reetifled. 

I S  A 0 0  18148  
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require the Detaining Power, within reasonable limits, to assure 
the assignment of the proper man to  the job. 

Moreover, under the provisions of Articles 31 and 55 of the 1949 
Convention, the determination of physical fitness must not only be 
made by medically qualified personnel and at regular monthly 
intervals, but also whenever the prisoner of war considers himself 
physically incapable of working. It should be noted that  the first 
of the cited articles is a general one which requires the Detaining 
Power to conduct thorough medical inspections, monthly a t  a 
minimum, primarily in order to supervise the general state of 
health of the prisoners of war and to detect contagious diseases: 
while the second, which calls f a r  a medical examination a t  least 
monthly, is intended to verify the physical fitness of the prisoner 
of war for work, and particularly f a r  the work to  which he is 
assigned.81 I t  is evident that  one medical examination directed 
simultaneously towards both objectives would meet the obligations 
thus imposed upon the Detaining Power.8z 

The provisions of Article 55 which authorizes a prisoner of war 
to appear before a medical board whenever he considers himself 
incapable af working has grave potentialities. I t  can be expected 
that  well-organized prisoners of war, intent upon creating a s  
m n y  difficulties as possible for  the Detaining Power, will be di- 
rected by their anonymous leaders to report themselves en masse  
and a t  frequent intervals as being incapable of working and to 
request that  they be permitted to  cppear before the medical au- 
thorities of the camp. Is the Detaining Power to  be helpless, if 
thousands of prisoners of war, many more than can be examined 
by available medical personnel, all elect a t  the same time to claim 

81 The procedures followed in the United States during World War  I1 were 
a i  follows: ''Prisonerr of war . . . %re given B complete physical examination 
w o n  their first arrival a t  B prisoner of war camp. At leai t  once a month 
thereaf ter ,  they are inspected by a medical officer. Prisoners are elsaiified 
by the attending medical officer according t o  their  ability to bock, as follows: 
(8 )  heavy work; ( h )  light work; (e )  sick, or otherwise incapacitated--no 
work. Employable prisoners perform work only when the ]ah is commensurate 
wulth their Ohvsicai condition." MaeKmnht. The Emolaumenf o l  P~&sanara 
of War in ihe-L'nfted States, 50 INI'L. L&VR REV. d7 b u l y ,  1844). Major 
McKnight'e statement was based, a t  least in par t ,  npon the U. S. W a r  
Department'a Prisoner of War Circular No. 1, Rsmlat iona Governing 
Prisonera of War  g 87 (Sept., 1943), which was, in turn,  taken from Art .  
4s of the 1918 U. S.-German Agreement, 01). At. 8uwa note 18. 

81 Art .  31 apeaka of "medical inspections.'. while Art .  56 uses the term 
"medical examinstima." ( A  i i m i a r  varmtlon is found in the French v e m m  
of the 1949 Convention.) I t  does not appear t ha t  any substantive diflerenee 
WPB intended by the  draf tsmen,  par t ieuis i ly  inasmuch as Art .  31 caneiderahly 
smplifien the term "mspection." making i t  clear tha t  much more than a 
mere viius1 inspection was intended. 

A.30 Idl'B 49 
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sudden physical unfitness and tc demand physical examinations? 
Where the Detaining Power h u  good mounds far believing that  
such i s  the situation, and this will normally be quite apparent, 
i t  would undoubtedly be justified in compelling every prisoner of 
war to work until his turn for examination is reached in regular 
order with the complement of medical personnel which had previ- 
ously been adequate for  the particular prisoner-of-war camp. Thus 
the act of the prisoners of war themselves in attempting to turn 
a provision intended f a r  their protection into an offensive weapon, 
illegal in its inception, would actually result in their causing harm 
to the v e v  people it was intended to protect-the truly physically 
unfit prisoners of war. 

The suggestion has been made that  the medical examinations to 
determine physical fitness for work should preferably be made by 
the retained medical personnel of the Power upon which the prison- 
ers of war depend.33 This suggestion i s  based upon the fact that  
Article 30, in providing for the medical care and treatment of 
prisoners of war, states that they "shall have the attention, prefer- 
ably, of medical personnel of the Power on which they depend and, 
if possible, of their nationality.'' However, there is considerable 
difference between permitting the medical personnel of the Power 
an which the prisoner of war depends to render medical assistance 
when he is ill or injured, and permitting such personnel to  say 
whether he is physically qualified to work. It i s  not believed 
that  any Detaining Power would, or that  the Convention intended 
that  it should, permit retained medical personnel to make final 
decisions in this regard.84 

In his Instructions, Lieber gave no indication that  the labor of all 
prisoners of war, regardless of rank, was not available to the De- 
taining Power in some capacity. However, Article 25 of the 
Declaration of Brussels and Article 71 of the "Oxford Manual" 
both provided that  prisoners of war could only be employed on 

88 PICTET, COIUESTAEY 28'3. Captured medical service personnel sre not 
prisonera of war and are entitled to be rspstrmted BLI 800" a8 possible. Arts. 28 
and 30, 194'3 Geneva Canvention for the Amdioratian of the Condition of the 
Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field. 6 C.S.T. & O.I.A. 3114, 
T.I.A.S. No. 3362. 75 U.N. T.S. 31 (1:9TO). However,  the Detaimng Power 
temporarily retain some of them individvaia LO provide needed medieal 
sttentian to  pnaoners of war, primarily those belonging to the armed forces 
of the Power to which the medical remice personnel themselves belong ( A r t  
33 ) .  When 80 employed they sre  known as "retained medical personnel." 

84 Similarly, the function of determining whether B priaon~r of war should 
be repatriated for mediesl relions i s  not allocated to the retained medical 
personnel, but la  the responsibility of the medical peraonnel of the Detaining 
Power and of the Mixed Medical Commiisions (Art.  112). 

50 A00 mP,* 
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work which would not be “humiliating t o  their military rank.” 
The Second Hague Convention of 1899 reverted to  Lieber’s rather 
vague phrase, “according to their rank”;  the Fourth Hague 
Convention of 1907 went a step further, adding to the foregoing 
phrase the words “officers excepted,” thereby giving a legislative 
basis to a practice which had, in fact, already been followed.“ 

Both the 1929 Convention and the 1949 Convention are much 
more specific in this regard, the latter amplifying and clarifying 
the already more detailed provisions of its predecessor. While the 
first paragraph of Article 49 of the 1949 Convention authorizes 
the Detaining Power to utilize the labor of “prisoners of war,” the 
second paragraph of that  article specifies that  non-cammiasioned 
officers (NCOs) may only be required to  do supervisory work, and 
the third paragraph states that  officers may not be compelled to 
work. It thus becomes clear that, as used in the first paragraph of 
this  article, the term “prisoners of war’’ is intended to  refer only 
to enlisted men below the non-commissioned officer grade. 

During World War I1 several problems arose with respect to the 
identification of ”an-commissioned officers for labor purposes. In 
the first place, many NCOs had had their identification document8 
taken from them upon capture (probably for  intelligence pur- 
poses) and were thereafter unable to establish their entitlement 
to recognition of their On the other hand, a number of 
individuals apparently claimed NCO grades to which they were 
not actually entitled, probably in  order to avoid hard labor as well 
a s  to be entitled to  the higher advances in pay.37 In a number of 
respects the 1949 Convention attempts to obviate these problems. 
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Thus, Article 21 of the 1929 Convention provided only that, upon 
the outbreak of hostilities, the belligerents would communicate to 
one another the titles and ranks in use in their armies in order to  
assure "equality of treatment between corresponding ranks of 
officers and persons of equivalent status." This was construed a s  
limiting the requirements of this exchange of information to the 
ranks and titles of commissioned officers. Articles 43 of the new 
Convention makes it clear that the information is to be exchanged 
concerning the ranks and titles of all persons who fall within the 
various categories of potential prisoners of war enumerated in the 
C a n ~ e n t i a n . ~ ~  Further, during World War I1 the military person- 
nel of each belligerent carried such identification documents, if 
any, as that  belligerent elected to provide to its personnel. In sddi- 
tion, as just noted, it was not unusual for capturing personnel to 
sene these documents for whatever intelligence value they might 
have, leaving the prisoner of war with no official identificalian 
material. The 1949 Convention attempts to rectify both of these 
defects. In Article 17 it provides for an identification card con- 
taining, as a minimum, certain specified materiai concerning 
identity; prescribes the desirable type of card;  provides that  it be 
issued in duplicate; and states that while the prisoner of war muat 
exhibit it  upon the demand of his captors, under no circumstances 
may it be taken from him. This article, if complied with by the 
belligerents, should do much to eliminate the problem of identify- 
ing non-commissioned officers, which existed during World War I1 
and which undoubtedly resulted in many incorrect decisions. 

Two other problems connected with the labor of non-cammis- 
sioned officers are worthy of comment. On occasions disputes may 
arise as t o  the types of work which can be construed a8 falling 
within the term "supervisory." The drafters of the 1949 Conven- 
tion made no attempt to salve this problem. There is much merit 
in the solution offered by one authority, who says: 

The term "supervmry work" is gene~s l ly  recognized as denoting 
admmirtrstm tasks whleh usually consist of directing the other ranks; 
it obviourly excluder sii manusi labor.80 

I 8  It appeam to the writer that the E. S. Army has crested problems for 
itaeif ~n this remeet by the establishment of B "apeclslirt" classification of 
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The other problem relates to  the right of a non-commissioned 
officer, who has exercised the privilege given him under bath con- 
ventions to request work other than supervisory, thereafter to 
withdraw his request. During World War I1 different practices 
were followed by the belligerents. Thus Germany gave British 
nan-commissioned officers the right to withdraw their requests 
while the policy of the United States was not to grant such requests 
for non-supervisory work in the first place, unless they were for  
the duration of captivity in the United States." I t  has been urged 
that, inasmuch a s  a non-commissioned officer is free to undertake 
non-supervisory work, he should be equally free to discontinue such 
work, subject to the right of the Detaining Power to provide him 
with such employment only if he agrees to work for a fixed term, 
which may be extended upon his request.'P This appears to be a 
logical and practical d u t i o n  to the problem, although it is prob- 
ably one to which not every belligerent will subscribe. 

Officers cannot be required to do even supervisory work unless 
they request it. Once they have done so, the problems relating to  
their labor are very similar to  those relating to the voluntary labor 
of "on-commissioned officers, except that they were apparently 
rather generally permitted to discontinue working whenever they 
decided to  do 80. In  general, the labor of officers has not caused 
any material dissension between belligerents.'8 

Scattered throughout the 1949 Convention are a number of other 
provisions specifically limiting the work which may be required 
of certain categories of enemy personnel, prisoners of war or 
others, held by a Detaining Power. Thue. medically trained wr- 
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sonnel who, when captured, were not assigned to the medical serv- 
ices in the enemy armed farces and who are, therefore, ordinary 
prisoners of war, may be required ta perform medical functions 
f a r  the benefit of their fellow prisoners of war: but if they a re  so 
required, they are entitled to the treatment accorded retained 
medical personnel and are exempted from any other work (Arti- 
cle 32 ) .  The same rule applies to ministers of religion who were 
not serving as such when captured (Article 36). Prisoners of 
war assigned to provide essential services in the camps of officer 
prisoners of war may not be required ta perform any other work 
(Article 443, Prisoners' representatives may likewise not 
be required to perform any other work. but this restriction applies 
only "if the accomplishment of their duties is thereby made more 
difficult" (Article 81), While these various provisions are not 
of very great magnitude in the over-all prisoner-of-war picture, 
they can, of course, be of major importance to the particular indi- 
viduals involved 

IV. TYPES OF WORK WHICH PRISONERS OF WAR 
MAY BE COMPELLED TO PERFORX 

A, PROBLEMS O F  IXTERPRETATIO.?' 

The types of work which prisoners of war may be compelled to 
perform and the industries to which they may be assigned have 
generated much controversy. Long before final agreement was 
reached thereon a t  the 1949 Geneva Diplomatic Conference, the 
article of the Convention concerned with the subject of authorized 
labor was termed "the most disputed article in the nhole Canven- 
tion, and the most difficult of interpretation." Unfortunately, 
i t  appears fairly certain that the agreements ultimately reached in 
this area are destined to magnify, rather than to minimize or 
eliminate, this problem.46 

The early attempts to  draft  rules concerning the categories of 
labor in which prisoners of war could be employed merely author- 

(4  See authorities cited note 33 aupm 
4iStabment of Mr. William H Gardner (U.K.), IIA FINAL RECORD 442. 

In P statement in a s m h r  vein, Bng.  Gen. Joseph V. Diilon, then the Provoat 
Marshal General af the U. S. Air Force, and B member of the U. S. Delegation 
a t  Geneva, later wrote: "Perhapa no aection of the Convention gave rise to 
more dehnta and expressions of differenera of view than that dealing WulUI 
'Labour of Prisoners of War.' At  the outset, it appeared that 811 that could 
be agreed upon was the fact that the 1929 treatment of the aubleet was 
inadequate and ambiguaur." The Geneaw o/ tha Ig4# Cavanl ian  Rsletiva 
lo the Trcatmmt o i  Priaonira of W w .  5 MUMI L. 9. 40, 61 (1960).  

54 

" B u t e r ,  Book Review. 50 A.J.I.L. 979 (1958). 
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k e d  their employment an "public works which have no direct 
connection with the operations in the theater of war,"" or stated 
that  the tasks of prisoners of war "shall have nothing to do with 
the militaly operations." '9 The insufficiency of these provisions 
having been demonstrated by the events of World War I, an 
attempt a t  elaboration was made in drafting the comparable pr& 
visions (Article 31) of the 1929 Convention, in  which were in- 
cluded not only prohibitions against the employment of prisoners 
of war on labor having a "direct relation with war operations," 
but also against their employment on several specified typea of 
work ("manufacturing and transporting arms or munitions of 
any kind, or , . . transporting material intended for  combatant 
units"). 

During World War I1 these latter provisions proved no more 
successful than their predecessors in regulating prisoner-of-war 
labor. The term "direct relation with war operations" once again 
demonstrated itself to be exceedingly difficult to interpret in a 
total war in which practically every economic resource of the 
belligerents is mobilized for  military purposes.so So each bellig- 
erent attempting to comply with the labor provisions of the 1929 
Convention found itself required to  make a specific determination 
in all but the very few obvious cases as to  whether a particular 
occupation fell within the ambit of the prohibitions." As could be 
expected, there were many disputed decisions. 

4 7  Art .  25, Declaration of the Conference of Bmsseis (18741, OP. oil. supru 
note 4: Art .  71, "Oxford Manual" (1880). op.  cit. siipra note 4. 

48 Art .  6, Second Hawe Convention of 1899, op. oit. mpro notes 2 and 6. 
The only changes incorporated in Art .  6. Fourth Hague Convention of 1907, 
op. cit. slrpra note 6, were periphrastic in nature .  

49 "What constituted B direct relation with war operation was B matter  of 
personal opinion or, indeed, BYPBS.~' Dillon, OP. cit. mpm note 4 6 ,  a t  52. 
Similarly, in the I. G. Forlen Case (U. S. Y. Carl K r a u c h ) ,  7 Trials 1, the 
Military Tribunal said (8 id. s t  1189): "To attempt a general statement in 
definition or clarification of the term 'direct relation to WPT operations' would 
be to enter B field tha t  the miteis and students of intern8t iond iaw have 
found highly eontroversial. . . .I' 

60 Fiory, Vera une n o w s l b  mwep t ion  du priaonnirr de iuaneS 68 REWE 
GENERALE DE O R O ~ T  I ~ B R N ~ I O N A L  PUBLIC 58 (1964) ; Janner, La Puissance 
proteetrice en droit international d'aprgr lei  erpirieneea faitea p a r  la Suiase 
pendant la ae=rn.de gyerre mondiale 64 (1948; original in German); Fdiehen-  
feld, a p .  cit. mpro note 29, at 18. 

6 1  The United States found i t  necessary ta eitabiirh B Prisoner of W a r  
Employment Review Board, whieh WVBB d l r d  upon to  make a great  numbor 
a f  decisions in this  area. Mason. C m n  Pmmem of Wa7 in ths United 
Sates. 39 A.J.I.L. 19s (1946) .  Poatmr researchem have collated Hats which 
include literally hundreds of wcup8tiona PI  to whieh specific dmiaiona were 
made. LEWIS. HISTOEY 1 4 6 1 4 7 ,  1 6 6 1 8 7 .  203; Toilefwn. E w m y  Pliaansra o/ 
W w ,  $2 IOWA L. Rsv. 51, note on 62 (1948). 
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In drafting a proposed new convention aimed a t  obviating the 

many difficulties which had arisen during the two world wars, the 
International Committee of the Red Cross attempted a new ap- 
proach to  the prisoner-of-war labar problem. Instead of specifying 
prohibited areas in broad and general terms, as had been the 
previous practice, leaving to the belligerents, the Protecting Pow- 
ers, and the humanitarian organizations the decisions as to 
whether a specific task was or was not prohibited, it decided t o  
list affirmatively and with particularity the categories of labor in 
which Detaining Powers would be permitted to employ prisoners 
of war, a t  least impliedly prohibiting their use in any type of 
work not specifically listed.s* The International Red Cross Con- 
ference held a t  Stockholm in 1948, to  which this new approach was 
proposed, accepted the idea of affirmatively specifying the areas 
in which prisoner8 of war could be required to work; but, instead 
of the enumeration of specifics which the Committee had prepared, 
the Conference substituted general terms.6a The Committee was 
highly critical of this a ~ t i o n . ~ '  At the 1949 Diplomatic Conference 
the United Kingdom proposed the substitution of the original pro- 
posal in place of that  contained in the draf t  adopted at  Stock- 
holm, and it was this original text, with certain amendments which 
will be discussed later, which ultimately became Article 50 of the 
1949 Conventian.65 While there is considerable merit to  the new 

E*D~rait  Revised or New Conventions fa r  the PIotectian of War VIctlma 
82-83 (Art. 4 2 )  (XVIIth Internstmnal Red Crass Conference, Staekhaim, 
1948).  

13 ". . ,work whieh i s  normally required for  the feeding, sheltering, elothing, 
transportation and health of human beings , . .I' I FlXAL RECOm 83. I t  is 
af interest tha t  this was subitantially the policy whieh had been followed by 
the Unlted States m interpreting the prov1s im~ of Art. 31 of the 1929 Con- 
vention. IflacKnight, 00. rif. ~ u p v e  not% 81, a t  64. 

1 4  Remarks and Proposals submitted by the Internationai Committee of the 
Red C ~ S B  (Diplomatic Conference, GeIIIVB, 1949) 60-62. 

UArt .  60 reads: 
"Berides work connected with e rmp administration, inrlsi latian OT mamte- 

nmce ,  prisonera of  war may be campdled to do only such work as is included 
I" the following elsrser: 

( a )  Apicui ture :  
(b) induitriea connected w t h  the produetion or the axtraction of raw 

materiala and mmufac tnr ing  industries, with the exception of 
m e t d l u r ~ i c d ,  machinery and chemical induatriea; public warka and 
building operations which have no military character or purpose; 

( e )  transport  and  handling of stares which LIB not mliitary in character 
or purpose; 

( d )  Commercial buninem and arts and craf t s ;  
( e )  domentie service; 
( f )  public Vtiiity services having no military character or purpose. 

"Should the nbaw provisions be infringed, prisonem of war shall be aila-xed 

A00 m6,B 

to exercise their  r ight of complaint, in conformity p i t h  Article 78." 
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approach, the actual phraseology of the article leaves much to be 
desired.66 

B. THE 1949 GENEVA CONVENTION 

An analysis of the various provisions contained in Article 50 of 
the 1949 Convention and, to the extent possible, a delimitation of 
the areas covered, or probably intended to  be covered, by each 
categoly of work which a prisoner of war may be "compelled" to 
do.67 and the problems inherent in each, is in order. 

1. Camp Administration, Iwtellation or Maintenance. 

This refers to the management and operation of the camps estab- 
lished for the prisoners of war themselves: in other wards, broadly 
speaking, it constitutes their own "housekeeping." Early in World 
War I1 the United States divided all prisoner-of-war labor into 
two classes: class one, that related to their own camps: and class 
two, all other.'a This distinction still appears to be a valid one. I t  

611" i t s  Report  to the Plensry ASiembly of the Diplomatic Conference, 
Committee I1 (Prisoners of War)  characterized this article 8s m e  which 
"clarifies [it] by a Imitative enumeration of the categories of work which 
prisoners may be required to do." IIA FINAL RECORD 5 6 6 .  On the contmry, 
the  e x p r e ~ ~ i o n  "militsry character and purpose" w e d  in subpsrar.  
of Art.  50, is almost indefinable. As to those subparagraphs,  the basic 
problem, which eriated when the words "war operatima" were used, remains 
unchanged. PICTET, COMMENTARY 266. 

5, The difficulties experienced in selecting the appropriate verb to be used 
in the opening sentence of Art. 50 were typical of the overall drafting 
problem. The fo l io r ing  terns were contained in 01 suggested for the vsrious 
texts, beginning with the original ICRC draf t ,  which wan submitted to the 
19:s Stockholm Conference, and continuing ehronoiogiesily through the 
various drafts,  amendments, and discuiions,  until fins1 ~ p p r o v a l  of the article 
by the  Plenary Assembly: "obliged to" lau thonty  cited note 52 8upm) i 
"required to" ( I  FIX- RECORD 8 3 ) ;  "obliged to" (111 id. a t  70) ; "employed 
an'' (IIA id. st 2 7 1 ) :  "engaged in" lid. a t  470): "obliged to" lid s t  344) ;  
"eampeiled to" ( I IB  id. a t  176); and "compelled to" (Ar t .  50. op. <it. mp7a 
note 5 5 ) .  
I* Para.  77, Prieoner of War  Circular No. 1. op. ozt. dupro note 31. 
Pam.  78 of the same Cireulsr contained the following informative 

enumeration: 
"78. Labor m elasi one is p r i m a ~ i l y  fa r  the  benefit of prisoners. I t  need 

not be confined to the prisoner of war camp or to the camp area. Class m e  
labor includes: 

"a. That  which i s  necessary for  the maintenance or repair  of the 
prisoner of war camp compounds ineluding bsrrseks, roads, walks, 
sewe~s, sanitary famlitiea, water piper, and fences. 

"b. Labor incident to improving or providing fa r  the comfort OT health 
of prinonern, including work connected with the kitehens, canteens, 
fuel,  garbage disposal, hospitals and camp dispemariei .  

"c. Work within the m8peetive prisoner companies as cooks, eook'a 
helpera, tailors, cobblers, barbera, clerks and other peraona eonneted  

*oo a1148 57 
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has been estimated that the use of prisoners of war in the United 
States for  the maintenance and operation of their awn camps and 
of other military installations constituted their major utiliza- 
tion.bO While this is believed to be somewhat of an overstatement. 
i t  can be assumed that a very considerable portion of them will 
always be so engaged. However, it  can also be assumed that  in 
any future major conflict demands for prisoner-of-war labor will 
be so great that  shortages will exist, requiring that  the adminis- 
tration of prisoner-of-war camps be conducted on an extremely 
austere basis. 

2. Agriculture. 

This field of prisoner-of-war utilization, with its collateral field 
of food processing, combines with camp administration to account 
f a r  the labor of the great majority of employed prisoners of war.e1 
There are no restrictions imposed by the Convention on the employ- 
ment of prisoners of w m  in the fact that  the product 
of their labor may eventually be used in the manufacture of a 
military item or be supplied to and consumed by combat troops 
beingtoo remote to permit of, or warrant, restrictions. 

with the interior economy of their  c~mpanies  In apportioning work, 
consideration will  be given by the company commander to the  educa- 
tion. occupation, or profession of the prisoner " 

EM The utihzafion of pirmaner-of-war labor for the operarim and mainte- 
nance of miiitary inatallations occupied by the armed forces of the Detaining 
Power does no1 fall within the elannification of camp administration referred 
to in the Convention. While many rvch uses would probably come within the 
category of damestw services (cooks, emk's helpers, waiters, kitehen police, 
ete.) ,  which are authorized, i t  aould  seem tha t  msny others are no longer 
permitted. (Employment m the Prisoner af W a r  information Bureau mam. 
tained by the Detaining Power is specifically authorized by Art.  122.) 

60 FAIRCHILD. op cif supw note 28, a t  190. See a190 MacKnighf, m p 7 0  note 
31. a t  5 7 .  

(1 In the ~ p r i n g  of 1940 more than 9 0 %  of the Polish p r i m n e i ~  of war held 
by the Germans were employed I" apnculture: while thia figure later 
dropped considerably, it alwayr remained extremely high. Anon, The Emr 
pioymrnt a i  PIirvnrrs 0, WY7 m German#. *upra note 24, st 317. In 
the United States. even though more than 60% of the man-months worked 

1946). 
82 P I C T ~ ,  COMMENTARY 266. I t  IS interesting to note tha t  the enumeratmn 

o ~ ~ g i n ~ l l y  prepared by the ICRC (note 62 6 u p m .  which was ultimately 
restored to the Convention a t  rbe beheat of the U. K. Delegation to the 
Conference, did not include agrieultvre as B separate >tern. A member of 
the  U. S. Delegation urged tha t  it be apeeifically hated, and hie p r ~ p o a a l  was 
adopted without dilieus8ion or oppoa~fion. IIA F l N U .  RmOm 470. 
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5. Production or Extraction of Raw Matm'als. 

This category of authorized compulsory employment includes 
activities in such industries a s  mining, logging, quarrying, et 
cetera. I t  is one of the areas in which problems are constantly 
arising and in which there a re  frequent disagreements between 
belligerents a8 well as between Detaining Powers and Protecting 
Powers or humanitarian organizations. Thus, after the conclusion 
of World War I1 the International Committee of the Red Cross 
reported tha t  i t  was called upon to intervene more frequently with 
respect to prisoners of war who worked in mines than with respect 
to any other problem.8s 

Inasmuch as the utilization of prisoners of war in this field has 
been, and continues to be, authorized, the problems which arise 
usually relate to the physical ability of the particular prisoner of 
war to participate in heavy and difficult labor of this nature, and 
to working conditions, including safety precautions and equip- 
ment, rather than to  the fact of the utilization of prisoners of war 
in the specific industry. The first of these problems has already 
been reviewed and the latter will be discussed a t  length in the 
general analysis af that specific problem. 

4. Manufacturing Industries (except MetallurQicol, Machinery, 
and Chemical) .? 

In modern days af total warfare and the total mobilization of 
the economy of belligerent nations, it has become increasingly im- 
possible to state with positiveness that any particular industry does 

81 1 ICRC REPORT 329. For a speeifie exsmple, eee note 30 supra. Unfar- 
tunately, little da ta  is  available concerning the aetiwties of Protecting Powers 
in this regard,  as they rarely publish any details of their  wmtime aeti 
even af te r  the C O I I C I Y S I O ~  of peace. Levie, Pnaanrra of  War and the P i a t  
powe7, 55 A.J.I.L. 374, 378 (1961). ~n unofficial report  of SWISS act 
as a Protecting Power during World War  I1 is contained in Janner, La 
Puissance pro tec tme en droit  international d 'apds  lei  expbriences faites par 
la Smsae pendant is amonde guerre mandiale (1948).  

6 4  The i i o u e e  of some of the wording and punctuation of suhpara. (b) of 
Art.  50 is somewhat obscure. A i  submitted by Committee I1  (Prisoners of 
War) to the Plenary Assembly of the Diplomatic Conference, i t  read: ". . . manufacturing industries, with the exception af iron and ateel, 
machinery and chemical industries and of public works, and building opera. 
tiann which have a military character 01 p u ~ p ~ l e ' '  ( I IA FINAL RECORD 
58x86). Although this portion of Art. 50 %,as approved by the Plenary 
Assembly without amendment, in the Final Act of the Conference (which is ,  
of C O Y T B ~ ,  the  official, signed version of the Convmtianl,  the same provision 
reads: 

('. , , manufscturing industries, with the exception of metallurgical, 
machinery and ehemiesi industries;  public works and building operations 
which have no military eharaeter or pnrpoae" (1 FINAL R E C O R D  2 6 4 ) .  Them 
*oo ea8118 59 
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not have S D ~ E  connection with the war effort. Where the degree 
of such connection is the criterion f a r  determining the permissl- 
bility of the use of prisoners of war in a particular industry, as i t  
was prior to  the 1949 Convention, problems and disputes a re  
inevitable. In this respect, by authorizing compulsory prisoner. 
of-war labor in most manufacturing industries and by specifically 
prohibiting i t  in the three categories of industries which will be 
engaged almost exclusirely in war work, the new Convention rep- 
resents a positive and progressive development in the law of war 
and has probably eliminated many potential disputes. 

During World War I1 the nature of the item manufactured and, 
to some extent, its intended ultimate destination determined 
whether or not the use of prisonera of war in its manufacture was 
permissible. Thus, in the United States i t  was determined tha t  
Prisoners of war could be used in the manufacture of truck parts, 
as these had a civilian, as well 8s a military, application; but t ha t  
they could not be used in the manufacture o f  tank parts, as these 
had only a military Under the 1949 Convention 
neither the nature nor the ultimate destination nor the intended 
use of the item being manufactured is material. All matar ve- 
hicles fall within the category af "machinery" and prisoners of 
war therefore may not be used in their manufacture, On the other 
hand, prisoners of war may be used in a food processing or cioth- 
ing factory, even though some, or perhaps all, of the food proc- 
essed or clothing manufactured may be destined for the armed 
forces of the Detaining Power. 

Two sound bases have been advanced for the decision of the 
Diplomatic Conference to prohibit in its entirety the compelling of 
prisoners of war to work in the metallurgical, machinery, and 
chemical industries: first, that  in any general war these three 
categories of industries will unquestionably be totally mobilized 
and will be used exclusively far the armaments industry: and 
second, that  factoriej engaged in these industries will be key objec- 

their mi& i 
61 LEWIS, HISTORY 77.  After World War I1 one of the U. S. Mil i tary  T n -  

bunala at  Nuremberz held: ". , . a8 a matter of law that I I  is dlegsi to use pnsonern of W I  in mma- 
ment factories and factories engsged in the manufacture of anplanes for use 
m the effort'' The .Milch Case (E. S. V. Erhard Milch), 01). c > /  ~ u p m  
note 21, at 867. The decision would. in Part. probably have bean atherwine 
had the defense been sbie Io show that the airplanes were Intended 
..ciY.iYeiy for CiYiiiS" "le. 
eo A 0 0  ISStB 
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tives of enemy air  (and now of enemy rocket and missile) opera- 
tions and would, therefore, subject the prisoners of war to military 
action from which they are entitled to be isolated." The Diplo- 
matic Conference apparently balanced this total, industry-wide 
prohibition of compulsory labor in the three specified industries 
against the general authorization to use prisoners of war in every 
other type of manufacturing without requiring the application of 
any test to determine its relationship t o  the war effort. 

It should be borne in mind that  the prohibition under discussion 
is directed only against compelling prisoners of war to work in the 
specified industries. (As we shall see, by inverted phraseology, 
subparagraphs b, c, and f of Article 50 also prohibit the Detaining 
Power from compelling them to do certain other types of work 
where such work has "military character or purpose.") The ques- 
tion then arises a8 to whether they may volunteer for  employment 
in those industries. Based upon the discussions at  the Diplomatic 
Conference:' it  clearly appears that the prohibitions contained in 
Article 50 are not absolute in character and that a prisoner of war 
may volunteer to engage in the prohibited employments, just as he 
is  affirmatively authorized by Article 52 to volunteer for labor 
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prohibited field of labor.68 However, the fact  tha t  this particular 
problem is difficult of solution (and tha t  the possibility undoubtedly 
exists tha t  same prisoners of war will be coerced into "volunteer- 
ing") cannot be permitted to justify an incorrect interpretation 
of these provisions of the Convention, a8 to which the indisputable 
intent of the Diplomatic Conference is clearly evidenced by the 
tracauz preparatoires. 

5 .  Pvblzc Works  end Building Operations Which Hew h'o Mil& 
tary  Character o r  Purpose. 

With respect to this partion of the subparagraph, i t  is first 
necessary to determine the meaning ta be ascribed to the phrase 
"military character or purpose." This is no easy task.lQ Because 
the term defies definition in the ordinary sense, i t  will be necessary 
to define by example. Moreover, the discussions a t  the Diplamatie 
Conference, unfortunately, provide little that is helpful an this 
problem. 

A structure such as a fortification clearly has, solely and eaclu. 
sively, a "military character." Conversely, a structure such as a 
bowling alley clearly has, solely and exclusively, a civilian char- 
acter. The fortification is intended far use in military operations; 
hence it has not only a "military character" but also a "military 
purpose." The bowling alley is intended for exercise and enter- 
tainment; hence i t  does not have a "military purpose," w e n  if 
some or all of the individuals using i t  will be members of the 
armed 

These examples have been comparatively black and white. 
Unfortunately, 88 is not unusual, there is also a large gray area. 
This is especially true of the term "military purpose." A struc- 
ture will usually be clearly military or clearly civilian in character; 
bu t  whether its purpose is military or civilian will not always be 
so easy of determination. A sewer is obviously civilian in char- 
acter, and the fact tha t  i t  is ta be constructed between a military 
installation and the sewage disposal plant does not give i t  a mlli- 

61 In  his article (BUPTY note 45,  at  SZ), General Diilan ahowed considerable 
res fmnf  when he said merely that many delegstians believed that the nhrsse 
" ~ 1 1 1  ereate lome difficulty ~n future mterpretatianr.'' He had been much 
more vehement st the Diplamatie Conference! (IIA F ~ A L  RXCURD 312-343 1 

70 The test IS whether i t  18 intended for milttam "ne, and not whether it is 
intended for use by the mditary. A bowling alley or a tennis court or B 
eluhhouse might be Intended, perhaps exclusively, far use by the military, bat 
such structures certainly have no military use per I B  and, therefore, they do 
not have a "military p u r p o d '  

62 *GO lBltB 
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taw purpose. On the other hand, a road is likewise civilian in 
character, but a road leading only from a military airfield to  a 
bomb dump would certainly have a military purpose, And a 
theater is civilian in character, but if i t  is a part  of a militsry 
school installation and is to be used exclusively or primarily fo r  
the showing of military training films, then it, taa, would have a 
military purpose. However, a theater which is intended solely for 
entertainment purposes, like the bowling alley, retains its civilian 
purpose, even though the audience will be largely military. 

To summarize, if the public works or building operations clearly 
have a military character, prisoners of war may not be compelled 
to work thereon; if they do not have a military character, but are 
being undertaken exclusively or primarily for a military use, then 
they will usually have a military purpose and again prisoners of 
war may not be compelled to work thereon; while if they do not 
have a military character and are not being built exclusively or 
primarily for military u8e, then they have neither military char- 
acter nor purpose, and prisoners of war may be compelled to work 
thereon, even though there may be incidental military use." 

Having determined, insofar as is possible, the meaning of the 
phrase "military character or purpose," let us apply i t  to same of 
the problems which have heretofore arisen. Although the use of 
compulsory prisoner-of-war labor in the construction of fortifica- 
tions has long been considered improper,72 after World War  I1 
a United States Military Tribunal a t  Nuremberg found "uncer- 
tainty" in the law, and held such labor not obviously illegal where 
i t  was ordered by superior authority and was not required to be 
performed in dangerous areas.la Under the 1949 Convention such 
B decision would clearly be untenable. A fortification is military 
in character and the use of compulsory prisoner-of-war labor in its 
construction is prohibited, no matter what the circumstances or 
location may be. The same is, of course, true of other construction 
of a uniquely military character such as ammunition dumps, firing 

11 The foregoing pmition eloaely iesembiei the legal interpretation of the 
phrase in question pmpased by the present svthar and approved by The Judge 
Adraeate General of the United Statpa Army in sa unpublished opinion 
written in 1955. JAGW 1955188 (1955) .  It differs from the ICRC position, 
which ia that "everythmg which is commanded and regulated by the military 
autharrty IS of a mibtary character, in contrast to what is commanded and 
regulated by the civil authorities." PICTET, CDMMEKTUll  267. 

11 TIDRY, os. mt. supra note 29, s t  74. 
T J  The X w h  Command Cose (U.  S. V. Wilhelm w n  Leeb).  11 Trmis 634.  

No such uncertainty existed in the minds of the members of the Tribunal with 
reaped to ths use of prisoners of war in the eonlitrvction of combat zone field 
fortificitims. I d .  at 538. 
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ranges, tank obstacles, e t  cetera. On the other hand, bush clear- 
ance and the construction of firebreaks in wooded areas far from 
the battle fronts, the digging of drainage d i t che~ ,~ '  the building 
of local air-raid shelters,Ib and the clearing of bomb rubble from 
city streets i6 a re  typical of the categories of public works and 
building operations which have neither military character or 
purpose. 

If the foregoing discussion has added but little light to the prob- 
lem, i t  is hoped that it has, a t  least, focused attention on an area 
which can be expected to produce considerable controversy; 
here, too, the problem will be further complicated by the question 
of volunteering. 

6. Transpwtetion and Handling of Stores Which Are .?Jot MiLC 
taru In Cheracte.r OT Purpose. 

Article 31 of the 1929 Convention prohibited the use of prisoners 
of war for "transporting arms or munitions of any kind, or far 
transporting material intended for combatant units." The com- 
parable provisions of the 1949 Convention clarify thi8 in some 
respects and obscure i t  in others. 

The former provision created problems in the determination of 
the paint of time a t  which material became "intended" for a com- 
batant unit and of the nature of a "combatant unit." These prob- 
lems have now been eliminated, the ultimate destination of the 
material tranSported or handled no longer being decisive. 

Creating new difficulties is the fact that  the problem of the appli- 
cation af the amorphous term "military in character and purpose" 
is presented once again. Apparently a prisoner of war may now be 
compelled to work in a factory manufacturing military uniforms 
or gas masks or camouflage netting, a8 these items are neither 
made by the three prohibited manufacturing industries nor is their 
military character or purpose material; but once manufactured, a 
prisoner of war may not be compelled to load them on a truck or 
freight car, as they probably have B military character and they 
certainly have a military purpose. Conversely, prisoners of war 
may not be compelled to work in a factory making barbed wire, 

74 LEWIS, HISTORY 89. 
i d  See. 733, German Regulations, Campilation of Orders No. 39 (July 16, 

1 9 4 4 ) .  
71 PICTEII, COMMEXTARY 267.263. where B distinction is  justifiably drawn 

between c l e ~ r i n g  debna from city itreeta and clearing it from an important 
defiie w e d  only for military purpoaea. 
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inasmuch a s  such a factory is in the metallurgical industry; but 
they may be compelled to handle and transport i t  where i t  is 
destined for use on farms or ranches, as i t  would have no military 
character or purpose. Surely, the Diplomatic Conference intended 
no such inconsistent results, but i t  is difficult to justify any other 
conclusions. 

Jus t  as was determined with respect to public works and build- 
ing operations, it is extremely doubtful that  the ultimate destina- 
tion or intended use of the stores is, alone, sufficient to give them 
B military character or purpose. Thus, agriculture and food prac. 
essing are, as has been seen, authorized categories of compulsory 
labor for prisoners af war. The food grown and processed obvi- 
ously has no military character; the fact that  i t  will ultimately 
be consumed by members of the armed forces, even in a battle 
area, does not give i t  a military purpose. Accordingly, prisoners 
of war may be compelled to handle and transport such stores. The 
same reasoning would apply to blankets and sleeping bags, to tents 
and tarpaulins, to socks and soap. 

7. Commercial Bllsiness, and Arts and Crafts. 
I t  is doubtful whether very many prisoners of war will be given 

the opportunity to engage in commercial business. The prisoner- 
of-war barber, tailor, shoemaker, cabinetmaker, e t  cetera, will 
ususually be assigned to ply his trade within the prisoner-of-war 
camp, for the benefit of his fellow prisoners of war as a part  of 
the camp activities and administration. However, it is conceivable 
tha t  in Some locales they might be permitted to set up their awn 
shops or to engage in their trades as employees of civilian shops 
owned by citizens of the Detaining Power. 

That prisoners of war will be permitted to engage in the arts and 
crafts is much more likely. So prisoner-of-war camp has ever 
lacked artists, both professional and amateur, who produce paint- 
ings, wood carvings, metal objects, et cetera, which find 2 ready 
market, through the prisoner-of-war canteen, among the military 
and civilian population af the Detaining Power. However, nor- 
mally this category af work will be done on spare time as a 
remunerative type of hobby, rather than as assigned labor. 

8. Domestic Seruioe. 

The specific inclusion of this category of labor merely permits the 
continuation of a practice which was rather generally followed 
*a0 W t B  55 
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during World War I1 and which has rarely caused any difficulty, 
inasmuch as domestic services have, of course, never been con- 
strued a s  having a "direct relation with operations of war." As 
long as the domestic services a re  not required to be performed 
in an area where the prisoner of war will be exposed to the fire 
of the combat zone, which is specifically prohibited by Article 23 
of the 1949 Convention, the type of establishment in which he is 
compelled to perform the domestic services, and whether military 
or civilian, is not material. 

9. Publio Utility SerGiOEs Having N o  Military Character w 
Purpose. 

This is the third and final usage in Article 50 of the term "mili- 
tary character or purpose," Its use here is particularly inept, 
inasmuch as i t  is difficult to see how public utility services such as 
gas, electricity, water, telephone, telegraph, e t  eetera, can, under 
any circumstances, be deemed to  have a military character." With 
respect to military purpose, conclusions previously reached are 
equally applicable here. If the utility services are intended exclu- 
sively or primarily for military use, they will have a military 
purpose and the Detaining Power is prohibited from compelling 
primners of war to work on them. Normally, however, the same 
public utility services will be used to support both military and 
civilian activities and personnel and will not have a military 
purpose. 

10. Cnkeelthy, Dangerous, or Humiliating Labor. 

Article 62 of the 1949 Convention contains special provisions 
with respect to labor which is unhealthy, dangerous, or humiliat- 
ing. These terms are not defined and it may be anticipated that 
their application will cause some difficulties and controversies. 
Nevertheless, the importance of the provision cannot be gainsaid. 

Employing a prisoner of war on unhealthy or dangerous work is 
prohibited ''unlem he be a volunteer." Assigning a prisoner of war 
to labor which would be considered humiliatina for a member of 

$7 In PICIET, COMMEFTAR). 268, the Statement ib  made that these publx 
utdity ~ervicea have B military character ''in aeetora where they zre under 
mliitary admmatratmn" The present writer finds it mposaible to agree 
that the nature of the adminmtratm of these public aervieen can determme 
their inherent character. lf this were possible, then pubhe utllity e e n m  
administered by the mllltsry avthoritllr in an occupied area, PB ia normalis 
the ease, would be military in character, even though originally constructed 
for end then being used slmocit excivrively by the clyiiim population of the 
occupied territory. 
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the armed forces of the Detaining Power is prohibited. No differ- 
ences can be perceived to have resulted from the use of the verb 
"employed on" in the first instance and "assigned to" in the second. 
Accordingly, i t  is believed that the omission of the clause "unless 
he be a volunteer" in the case of "humiliating" labor would preclude 
a prisoner of war from volunteering for labor which is eonsidered 
to be humiliating. Perhaps the draftsmen believed that there 
would be no volunteers for work of a humiliating nature and that 
such a clause would be mere surplusage. However, this is probably 
not so. 

Article 32 of the 1929 Convention forbade "unhealthful or 
dangerous work." In construing this provision the United States 
applied three separate criteria: first, the inherent nature of the 
job (mining, quarrying, lagging, etcetera) ;second, the conditions 
under which i t  was to be performed (under a tropical run, in a 
tropical rain, in a millpond in freezing weather, et ceteva) ; and 
third, the individual capacity of the prisoner of war.T8 These 
criteria would be equally relevant in applying the substantially 
similar provisions of Article 52 of the 1949 

I t  is quite apparent that  there are criteria available for deter- 
mining whether a particular jab is unhealthy or dangerous and is, 
therefore, one upon which prisoners of war may not be employed. 
Nevertheless, there will undoubtedly be some borderline cases in 
which disputes may well arise as to the utilization of the non- 
volunteer prisoners of war. However, there unquestionably will 
be more jobs in clearly permissible categories than there will be 
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prisoners of war available to fill them. Accordingly, the Detaining 
Power, which is attempting to handle prisoners of war strictly in 
accordance with the provisions of the Convention, can easily avoid 
disputes by not using piisanere of war on labor of a controversial 
character. 

The third paragraph of Article 52 specifies that  "the removal 
of mines or aimilar devices shall be considered ab dangerous labor." 
By this simple statement the Diplomatic Conference, after one of 
its moet heated and lengths discuseions,go made it completely clear 
that the employment of prisoners of war on mine removal is prc- 
hibited unless they are volunteers. The compulsory use of prisoners 
of war on this type of work was one of the most bothersome prob- 
lems of prisoner-of-war iitilizatian of World War 11, particularly 
after the termination of hostilities. 

The application of the prohibition against the assignment of 
prisoners of war to work considered humiliating for members of 
the armed forces of the Detaining Power should cause few difficul- 
ties.%' Certainly the existence or non-existence of a custom or rule 
in this regard in the armed forces of the Detaining Power should 
rarely be a matter of cantroversy.iz It is probable that, in the main, 
problems in this area will arise because the standard adopted i s  
that applied in the armed forces of the Detaining Power rather 
than that applied in the armed forces of the Power upon which the 
prisoners of war depend. While this deeisio:, was indubitably the 
only one which the Diplomatic Conference could logically have 

so Thaee Interested ~n the history and backgravnd of this problem and the 
debate a t  the Diplamatic Conference are referred to the fallowing QDYrees: 
1 I C R C  R m O m  334, I l l  F I V A L  RECORD 7D-71; IIA id 272-273,  345; 443-444, 
LIB id. 290.296, 298-299; PICTET. C O M M E N T M I  277-278. 

The 
reference 1s t o  objective rules enforced by tha t  Power and not the personal 
feelings af any indmidual member of the armed forces. The essential thing 
IS tha t  the p ~ i i o n e r  concerned may not be the laughing-stack of those around 
h im" PICTET. CO1IMEXTMRY 277. 

82 Although Droh>bifians against  the use of p ~ i r o n e r s  of war on humdietlng 
work were contained in Art.  26 of the Deelsrstion af Brusaela and Art.  71  
of the Oxford Mlsnual (OP cit. SUPTCI note 41, there was no 91m111181 PmviJion 
I" the 1929 Convention. Nevertheless, during World War I1 the United States 
reeognmed the prohibition sgsinat the employment of p n s m e r s  of war on 
demadme or m e n d  work sa B "Well settled rule of the customary law of 

__ - 

8l''Thls rule has the advantage of being clear and PSSY to ~ p p l y .  

~- 
n a u o n ~ ' '  (MaeKmght,  a p r a  note 31, a t  54). and even prohibited their  

aa orderlien for other than their  own officers (LEWIS. H I ~ ~ R Y  
113). While fhia latter type of work Is prohibited for  personnel of the U. S. 
Army it IS believed tha t  the prohibition IS baaed upon poiicy rather than  
upon ;he "hymiliating" nature of an orderly's functions. Apparently this i s  
~ ~ t t l e r i  oolicv f a r  the Knifed States.  as the w.me rule i s  found in the draf t  

&w&&ue on the subject of priaoner.of-war labor which IS bang 
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reached. it is not unlikely that  prisoners of war will find this 
difficult to  understand and that  there will be tasks which they con- 
sider to be humiliating, even though the members of the armed 
forces of the Detaining Power do not, particularly where the 
prisoners of war  come from a nation having a high standard of 
living and are  held by a Detaining Power which has a considerably 
lower standard. 

V. CONDITIONS O F  EMPLOYMENT 

We have so far  considered the two aspects of prisoner-of-war 
labor which are  peculiar to that  status: who may be compelled to 
work and the fields of work in which they may be employed. Our 
discussion now enters the area in which mo8t nations have laws 
governing the general conditions of employment of their awn 
civilian citizens-laws which, as we shall see, are often applicable 
to  the employment of prisoners of war. 

A. GENERAL WORKING CONDITIONS 
Article 61 of the Convention constitutes a fairly broad code 

covering working conditions. Its first paragraph provides that :  
Prisonera of war must be eranted rmtable rorkine canditrons. OSDO- 

eially as regards accommodation, food, clothing and equipment: such can- 
ditioni ahall not be inferior M those enjoyed by nationals of the Detaining 
Power employed in similar work; account shall also be taken of climatic 
conditions. 

These provisions, several of which derive directly from adverse 
experiences of World War 11, are, for  the most part, so elementary 
a8 to require little exploratory discussion. However, one major 
change in  basic philosophy is worthy of note. The 1929 Convention 
provided, in Articles 10 and 11, that  the minimum standard f a r  
accommodations and food for  prisoners of war should be provided 
fo r  "troops a t  base camps of the Detaining Power." This standard 
was equally applicable to working prisoners of war. Article 26 of 
the 1949 Convention contains an analogous provision with respect 
to accommodations for  prisoners of war generally-but the quota- 
tion from Article 51 given above makes it abundantly clear that, as 
to the  lodging, food, clothing and equipment of working prisoners 
of war, the minimum standard is no longer that  of base troops of 
the Detaining Power, but is that  of "nationals of the Detaining 
Power employed in similar work." While this represents a con- 
tinuation of adherence to  a national standard, it i s  probable that 
the new national standard will be higher than the one previously 
*oo 1 1 4 8  69 
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used, inasmuch a s  workers are frequently a favored clam under 
wartime conditions.88 

With regard to a somewhat similar provision contained in the 
second paragraph of the same article, less optimism appears to be 
warranted. This paragraph, making applicable to working prison- 
ers of war "the national legislation concerning the protection of 
labor and, more particularly, the regulations for the safety of 
workers," was the result of a proposal made by the U.S.S.R. a t  the 
Diplomatic Conference, which received the immediate support of 
the United States and others.8' This support was undoubtedly 
premised on the assumption that, if adopted, the proposal would 
increase the protection afforded to working prisoners of war, 
Second thoughts indicate that  this provision may constitute a 
basis for  reducing the protection which it was intended to afford 
prisoners of war engaged in dangerous employmente. The Inter- 
national Committee of the Red Cross has found it necessary to 
point out that national standards may not here be applied in such 
a way as to reduce the minimum standards established by the Con- 
vention.66 It now appears unfortunate that the Diplomatic Con- 
ference adopted the U.S.S.R. proposal rather than the suggestion 
of the representative of the International Labor Organization that  
i t  be guided by the internationally accepted standards of safety 
far workers contained in international labor conventions then 
already in being." Moreover, the safety laws and regulations are 
not the only safety measures which are tied to national standards. 
The third paragraph of Article 61 requires that  prisoners of war 
receive training and protective equipment appropriate to the work 
in which they are to be employed "and similar to those accorded 

B9 In addition, Art.  25 prescribes specific minimum standards for  aeeom- 
modatmn:  Art.  26 provide8 for such additional rations as may be neees~ary 
because of the na ture  of the iabor an which the pri80ners of war are 
employed; and Art.  27 provides tha t  prisonera of war rhsii  receive clothing 
appropriate to the work to which they are assigned. I t  has been aaserted tha t  
not Only murt the Iwmg condition9 of  prisoner-of-war inborers not be >nfenor 
to those of l o 4  nationnls, but P I S O  tha t  this pmvlslon may not "prevent the 
rgplicstion of the other pmvi~ions  of the Convention if, for mafanee, the 
standard of iwine of eit imns of the Deramine Power is lower than the 
minimum standard required for the maintenance of priaoners of war." PICTLT, 
COMMENTARY 271. whi le  the draftsmen did intend to estnhiinh two separate 
standards (IIA FINAL RECORD 4011, a t  least as to clothing, It is dh%eult to 
believe tha t  any belligerent will provide pridoneis of war with a. higher 
standard of livinp than tha t  t o  which ita own civilian eitizena have hem 
reduced 8s B resvli of a rigid war economy. 

84 IIA FIX& RECORD 275. 
85 PICTET, COMYENIULI 271-272. 
86 IIA FINAL RECORD 275. 
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t o  the nationals of the Detaining Power." 8' This same paragraph 
likewise provides that  prisoners of war  "may be submitted to  the 
normal risks run by these civilian workers." Inasmuch'as the test 
BB to what a r e  "normal risks" ia based upon the national standards 
of the Detaining Power, this provision, too, would appear to be a 
potential breeding ground for disagreement and dispute, particu- 
larly as the  "normal risks" which civilian nationals of the Detain- 
ing Power may be called upon to undergo under the pressures of a 
wartime economy will probably bear little relationship to the risks 
permitted under normal conditions. 

The reference to the climatic conditions under which the labor is 
performed, contained in the portion of Article 51 quoted above, is 
one of the prox7isions deriving from the experiences of World 
War II.88 The 1929 Convention provided, in Article 9, that  prison- 
ers of war captured "where the climate is injurious for persons 
coming from temperate climates, shall be transported, as soon as 
possible, to a more favorable climate." I t  is well known that  in a 
large number of casea this was not done. The 1949 Convention 
contains a somewhat similar general provision (in Article 22) 
concerning evacuation; but it was recognized that, despite the best 
of intentions, belligerents will not always be in a position to ar- 
range the immediate evacuation of prisoners of war from the areas 
in  which they were captured. Accordingly, the Diplomatic Con- 
ference wrote into the Convention the quoted additional admoni- 
tion with respect to climatic conditions and prisoner-of-war labor. 
I t  follows that, where a Detaining Power cannot, a t  least f a r  the 
time being, evacuate prisoners of war from an unhealthy climate, 
whether tropical or arctic, i t  must, if it desires to utilize the labor 
of the prisoners of war in that  area even temporarily, make due 
allowances for the climate, giving them proper clothing," the 
necessary protection from the elements, appropriate working 
periods, et cetera. 

87lt could bc argued that a proper grammatied construction of this pro- 
vision of the Convention makes only the protective equipment and not the 
training subject to national atandards. Hawuever, this 18 debatable, and, 
even if true, It would merely result in the application of an international 
standard in the very area where the national standard would probably he 
higheat. 

8s The Judgment of the International Miiitsry Tribunal for the Far East 
(41. cit.  SUP^ note 26, at 1002) mentioned "forced labor m tropical heat 
without protection from the sun" as m e  of the atroeitlei,eommitted against 
prisoners Of war by the Jspaneae. The motion picture, The Bridge on the 
River Kwsi." graphically portrayed the problem. 

88 Art. 27 of the 1949 Convention specifically mentions that, in issuing 
eiothmg to prisanera of war (without regard to the work at which they are 
employed), the Detaining Power "ahall make sllowanee far the climate of the 
region where the pr ison~m are detained." 
*oo 6Bl tB  TI 
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Articles 51 of the 1949 Convention concludes with a prohibition 

against rendering working conditions more arduous as a discipli- 
nary measure.*O In other words, the atandards for  working condi- 
tions, be they international or national, established by the Conven- 
tion may not be disregarded in the administration of disciplinary 
punishment to a prisoner of war, and it is immaterial whether the 
act for which he is being punished occurred in connection with, or 
completely apart  from, his work. Thus, a Detaining Power may 
not lower safety standards, avoid requirements for protective 
equipment. lengthen working hours, withhold required extra ra- 
tions, et cetera, as punishment for misbehavior. On the other 
hand, "fatigue details" of not more than two hours a day, or the 
withdrawal of extra privileges, both of which are authorized as 
disciplinary punishment, undoubtedly could be imposed, as they 
obviously do not fail within the terms of the prohibition; the 
extra rations to which prisoners of war are entitled under Article 
26, when they are engaged in heavy manual labor, could undoubt  
edly be withheld from a prisoner of war who refuses to work, inas- 
much-ds he would no longer meet the requirement for  entitlement 
to such extra rations. 

In the usuai arrangement contemplated by the Convention for  
the utilization of the labor of prisoners of war, the prisoners, each 
working day, go from their camp to their place of employment, 
returning to the camp upon the completion of their working period. 
However, another arrangement is authorized by the Convention. 
Thus, where the place a t  which the work to be accomplished is too 
f a r  from any prisoner-of-war camp to permit the dally round trip, 
a so-called "labor detachment" may be established.g1 These labor 
detachments, which were widely used during World War 11, are  
merely miniature prisoner-of-war camps, established in order to 
meet more conveniently a specific labor requirement. Article 56 
of the 1949 Convention required that  it be organized and admin- 
istered in the same manner as, and as a part of, a prisoner-of-war 
camp. Prisoners of war making up a labor detachment are en- 

eo Art. 88 of the 1949 Convention contains an enumeration of the punish. 
mentii which may be administered to B pnaoner of war sa B disciplinary 
mealiure for minor violations of applicable rules and regulations. 

$1 At the Diplomafic Conference, Mr.  E. J. Wilhelm, the representstire of 
the Intemstionnl Committee of the Red Class. stated that experience had 
indicated that the majority of all prismera of w a ~  were maintained in labor 
detachments. IIA FINAL RECORD 276. This is  confirmed by the eeries of 
~rt lc les  which had rppeared in the lntemtionai Labow Remsa during the 
e o u m  of World War 11. See 41 I W L .  LABOUR RFY. 169, at 187 (general); 
48 id. at 316,  318 (Germany); Anon. Thr Employmen: of Prisoners o/  W w  
(n Oleat Bnian,  49 id. at 181 IFeb., 1944) i snd MaeKnight, d u p ~ e  n ~ t e  31, 
a t  49 (United Stnt%s).  
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titled to  all the rights, privileges, and protections which are  avail- 
able under the Convention to prisoners of war assigned to, and 
living in, a regular prisoner-of-war camp.Qa However, the fact that  
local conditions render it impossible to make a labor detachment 
an exact replica of a prisoner-of-war camp does not necessarily 
indicate a violation of the Convention, As long a8 the provisions 
of the Convention are  observed with respect to the particular labor 
detachment, i t  must be considered to be properly constituted and 
operated.'S 

One other point with respect to  labor detachments is worthy of 
note. While Article 39 requires that  prisoner-of-war camps be 
under the "immediate authority of a responsible commissioned 
officer belonging to the regular armed forces of the Detaining 
Power," there is no such requirement as to labor detachments. 
Although each labor detachment is under the authority of the mili- 
tary commander of the prisoner-of-war camp on which it depends, 
who will, of course, be a commissioned officer, there appears to be 
no prohibition against the assignment of a non-commissioned offi- 
cer as the immediate commander. In view of the large number of 
labor detachments which will probably be established by each 
belligerent, it  is safe to assume that  the great majority of them will 
be under the supervision of non-commissioned officers. 

A situation under which the utilization of prisoner-of-war labor 
will usually, although not necessarily, require the establishment of 
labor detachments is  where they are employed by plivate indi- 
viduals or business organizations. This is the method by which 
most of the many prisoners of war engaged in agriculture will 
probably be administered. During World War 11, prisoners of war 
performing labor under these circumstances were frequently de- 
nied the basic living standards guaranteed to them by the 1929 
Convention. Article 57 of the 1949 Convention specifically pro- 
vides, not only that  the treatment of prisoners of war working for  
private employers "shall not be inferior to that  which is provided 
for  by the present Convention," but also that  the Detaining Power, 
its military authorities, and the commander of the prisoner-of-war 

?)*In sdd>tion to the requirementi of Art. 56 for the observance of the 
present Convention m labor detachments, apeeific pmvisiona 8 s  to these 
detachmenta are contained in Arts. 8s imediesl 1~1yice8). 85 iapiritual 

; others. 
far DTlSOnerl Of 

services). and 78 and 81 (prisonere' repm8entatiws), ~rnone 

war must be adequately heated. The fact that the parent pri&r-r 
e m p  has central heating, while the billeta oeeunied by the men of the 
detachment have separate, but adequate, he& 
P violation of the Convention. 

99 For example, Art. 25 provides that the billeta provided 
,i-war 
labor 

ting~fseilitiea, does not eonatitvta 
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camp to which the prisoners belong, all continue to be responsible 
for  their maintenance, care, and treatment, and that  these prison- 
ers of war have the right to  communicate with the prisoners' r e p  
resentative in the prisoner-of-war camp.s4 I t  remains to  be seen 
whether the changes made in the provisions of the applicable 
international legislation will be successful in accomplishing their 
purpose. 

One problem which may arise in the use of prisoner-of-war labor 
by private employers is that  of guarding the prisoners of war. Fre- 
quently, the Detaining Power will provide military personnel t0 
guard such prisonem of war. When it does so, the problems pre- 
sented are  no different from those which arise a t  the prisoner-of- 
war camp itself. If paroles have been given to and accepted by the 
prisoners of war concerned, there are likewise no problems peculiar 
to the ~ i t u a t i o n . ~ ~  But suppose that  civilian guards are used. What 
authority do they have to compel a prisoner of war to work if he 
refuses to  do so? Or ta prevent a prisoner of war  from escaping? 
And to what extent may they use force on prisoners of w a r ?  

If a prisoner of war assigned ta work for a private employer 
refuses to do so, the proper action to take would unquestionably 
be to notify the military commander of the prisoner-of-war camp 
to which he belongs. The latter is in a position to have an inde- 
pendent investigation made and to imvose discivlinarv or judicial 
punishment, if and a s  appropriate. 

If a prisoner of war asaigned to work for a private employer who 
is not provided with military guards attempts to escape, the au- 
thority of the civilian guards is extremely limited. That they may 
use reasonable force, short of firearms, seems fairly clear. That 
the guards may use firearms to prevent the escape is highly qjues- 

Thia istter provision ia  included in order t o  enable them to register P 
complaint concerning their treatment, shovld they believe that it  i s  below 
Convention standards. Of eoume, complaints may also be made ta the repre. 
aentativea of the Proteeling Power, who may wait these detachments when- 
ever they 90 desire (Arts. 56 and 1261, but these latter ape not P I W W S  
immediately available, while the prisonen' repmsentatives m e .  During World 
War 11, both Great Britain and the United Ststea provided for >npeetiona 
by their own military authorities of the treatment of prisonera of war who 
were working for private employers. Anon., The Empioylnent of Prisonsn 
o i  War in Great Bntazn, mpra note 81 at 182, Mason, eupm note 51, at 212. 

91 Members of the U. S. Armed Farces may not aeeept pardo, u e e p t  for 
very limited purpoaes. Code of Conduct, Exec. Order No. 10631, 20 Fed. Reg. 
6057 (1855);  U. S. DEP'T. OF ARMY. FLED MANUAL NO. 27-10, TBE LAW OF 
LAID WULFULE 5 2 (1868). The British rule is substantially ~limilii.  MANUAL 
OF MlLmUIT L A W ,  PART 111, TRB LAW OF WAR ON LAND 5 246. n. 1 (1858). 
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tionable.86 Detaining Powers would be well advised not to  assign 
any prisoner of war to this type of labor, where he is  to be com- 
pletely unguarded or guarded only by civilians, unless the prisoner 
of war has accepted parole, or unless the Detaining Power has 
evaluated the likelihood of attempted escape by the particular 
Prisoner of war and has determined to take a calculated risk in 
his case. 

I t  would not be appropriate to leave the subject of conditions of 
employment without a t  least passing reference to  the possibility of 
special agreements in this field between the opposing belligerents. 
Strangely enough, despite the fact that  prisoner-of-war labor has 
been the subject of special agreements (or of attempts to negotiate 
special agreements) between opposing belligerents an a number of 
occasions during both World War I and World War II,a7 and de- 
spite numerous references elsewhere in the 1949 Convention of the 
Possibility of special agreements, nowhere in the articles of the 
Convention concerned with prisoner-of-war labor is there any ref. 
erence made to this subject. Nevertheless, such agreements, pro- 
vided that  they do not adversely affect the rights of prisoners of 
war, may be negotiated under the provisions of Article 6 of the 
Convention, a8 well a s  under the inherent sovereign rights of the 
belligerents.” 

B. WORKING HOURS, HOLIDAYS, A N D  VACATIONS 
Article 63 of the 1949 Convention cover8 all aspects of the time 

periods of prisoner-of-war labor. As to the duration of daily work, 
i t  provides that (1) this must not be excessive: (2 )  it  must not 
exceed the work hours for civilians in the same district; (3) travel 
time ta and from the job must be included; and (4) a rest of a t  
least one hour (longer, if civilian nationals receive more) must be 
allowed in the middle of the day. 

It thus appears that  the new Conventior. contains the same pro- 
hibition a s  its predecessor against daily labor which is of “ex- 

so In Plcrn, C O M M E W T ~ Y  1’36, the argument IS made, and with eonsider- 
sbie merit, that escape is an act of war and that only mhtary personnel of 
the Detaining Power are authorisad to respond to thin act of war wi th  
another act of war-the use of wuesyrons aminst  a ~r iaoner  of WBP. This 
theory finds support in the safeguards a<rovndine the YIB of weapon8 
against pmonera uf war, eapeeially those involved in escapes, iound m Art. 
42 o i  the 1949 Convention. 

See, e . ~ . .  the World War I q ~ e e m e n t s  liated in note 1’3 eugra, and 
Lauterpacht, The Piab lan  of  the Reviaim of the Laws of War, 2’3 BRIT. YB. 

88 By becoming parties to the Convention they have given up their sovereign 
right to enter into special Pgreementl adversely affecting the righta guar- 
anteed to prisoners of war by the Convention. 

INT’L. L. 360. a i s  (1’362) 
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cessive" duration. Here, again, we have the application of the na- 
tional standard, and in an area in which such standard had proved 
to  be disadvantageous to prisoners of war during World War II.Ss 
The Greek Delegation to the Diplomatic Conference attempted 
to obtain the establishment of an international standard-a maxi- 
mum of eight hours a day far all work except agriculture, where a 
maximum of ten hours would have been authorized. This proposal 
was overwhelmingly rejected.100 As has already been pointed out 
with regard to other problems, where a national rather than an 
international standard has been adopted, very few nations a t  war 
could afford to grant to prisoners of war more favorable working 
conditions than those accorded their own civilian citizens.'o1 With 
respect to hours of daily work, i t  must be noted, too, that  the 
limitations contained in the article cannot be circumvented by the 
adoption af piece work, or some other task system, in lieu of a 
specific number of working hours. The Convention specifically 
prohibits rendering the length of the working day excessive by the 
use of this method.102 

The provision for a midday rest of a minimum of one hour is 
new and is only subject to the national standard if the latter is 
more favorable ta the prisoner of war than the international stand- 
ard established by the Convention. It may be necessary for the 
Detaining Power to increase the midday rest period given to 
prisoners of war, if its own civilian workers receive a rest period 
in excess of one hour, but it may not, under any circumstances, be 
shortened to less than one hour. 

S S  Statement of I r .  R. J. Wilheim, the representative of the International 

100 1IB id. a t  300. 
101 The Conference of Government Experts called by the ICRC I" 1947 had 

originally considered sett ing maximum working haura, but finally decided 
against  It a% being "diaerimmation in favour of PW,  which would not be 
aceeptabk t o  the cwiiian populatlan af the DP " REPORT OK THE WORK OF THE 
CONFUIESCE OF G o n R a M E N r  EXPERTS 176 (19471. As stated in Anan., The 
Conditions a/ Employment 01 Pnaanw8 o/ War: The Geneva Conventtan a/ 
19.W a d  .ita Appbeatwn, 47 INT'L. LABOUR Rm. 169, 194 iFeb. 1943):  "The 
prisoner cannot expeer better treatment than the civilian workers of the 
Detaining P a r e r . .  . . His fate depends upon the extent to which the standards 
of the country where he i s  imprisoned have been lowered through the 
exigencies of the war:' 

102 During World War 11, many e o u n t r i e ~  used the piece or task-work 
method of eontrolhng pririoner-of-war labor. PICTET, COMMENTMY 282; Anon., 
The Employment 0 1  Prisanrri o i  War tn Canada. supra note 61. at  337. In 
the United Ststea the pieee.work system was used, but to control pay rather 
than work hours. LEWIS, H~STORY 120-121. Aa long 8.3 the pay does not drop 
below the minimum prescribed by the Convention, there would appear to be 
no objs t ian  to this procedure. 

76 A00 b W B  
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Article 53 further provides that  prisoners of war  shall be en. 
titled to 8 24-hour holiday every week, preferably on Sunday "or 
the day of rest in their country of origin." Except fo r  the quoted 
material, which was adopted a t  the request of Israel but which 
should be of equal importance to the pious Moslem, B similar pro- 
vision was contained in the 1929 Convention. This provision is not 
subject to national standards, whether or not the national stand- 
ard is more liberal.10~ And finally, this same article grants to every 
prisoner of war who has worked for one year a vacation of eight 
consecutive days with pay. This provision is new and is of a 
nature to create minor problems, as, for  example, whether normal 
days of rest are  excluded from the computation of the eight days, 
what activity is permitted to the prisoner of war during his %a- 
cation," and what he may be required to do during this period. 
However, despite these administrative problems, the provision 
should prove a boon to every person who undergoes a lengthy 
period of detention as a prisoner of war. 

C. COMPENSATION AND OTHER MONETARY BENEFITS 

The 1929 Convention provided, in Article 34, that  prisoners of 
war  would be "entitled to wages to be fixed by agreements between 
belligerents." No such agreements were, in fact, ever con~ luded .~~ '  
The comparable provision of the 1949 Convention (Article 62) 
provides for "working pay"lo6 in an amount to be fixed by the 
Detaining Power, which may not be less than one-fourth of one 
Swiss franc for  a full working day.'Qe The amount so fixed must 

108 Nor was it subject to national atsndarda in the 1828 Convention, but 
the  Germans refused to accord priionera of war B weekly day of rest  on the 
ground tha t  the civilian population did not receive it. danner, 8up70 note 63. 

104 PICTET, COMMENTMY 313; ICRC REPORT 286. 
101 Actually, Art .  62 refers to "working rate of pay'' twice and to "working 

pay" four  times, while A r b .  54 and 64 refer only to "working pay.'' The 
te rm "indemnite de travail" is vied in the French version of all of these 
articles and the difference in English appears to be an error in drafting. 
The report  of the Financial Experts s t  the 1848 Diplomatic Conference (IIA 
FINAL RECORD 557) states: 

"It appeared tha t  the expreaaion 'wages' was inappropriate and might give 
the  impreaaion tha t  prisaners of war while fed and homed a t  the coat of the  
Detainins Power were m addition hem? renumerated for t h e n  work a t  a 
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be "fair" and the prisoners of war must be informed of it, as muet 
the Protecting Power. 

With regard to the establishment by the Detaining Power of a 
"fair working rate of pay," several matters should be noted. First, 
no basis can he seen for attempting to determine what is "fair" by 
endeavoring to compare the "working pay" af prisoners of war 
with the wages of civilian dorkers. There a re  too many diverse 
and unequal factors invclied :lo' the extremely nominal mini- 
mum set by the Convention is clearly indicative of the fact that  
there was no intention on the part  of the Diplomatic Conference 
to establish any such relationship. Second, while there appears 
to be nothing to preclude a Detaining Power from establishing a 
fair  basic "working rate of pay," and then providing for amounts 
in addition thereto for work requiring superior skill or heavier 
exertion or greater expaaure to danger, or as a production incen- 
tive, no authority exists for establishing different working rates 
of pay far prisoners of war of different nationalities who have 
the same competence and are engaged In the same type of work.108 
And finally, the rate established as "fair" may not thereafter be 
administratively reduced by having a part  of it "retained" by the 
camp administration. The authority far this procedure, which was 
contained in Article 34 of the 1929 Convention, has been specifically 
and intentionally deleted from the 1949 Convention. 

There is one provision of the new Convention which could 
render this entire subject maat. An individual account must be 
kept for each prisoner of war. All of the funds to which he be. 
comes entitled during the period of his captivity, including his 
working pay, are credited to this account and all the payment8 
made on his behalf or a t  his request are deducted therefrom (Adi -  
cle 6 4 ) .  Under Article 34 of the 1929 Convention i t  then became 
the obligation of the Detaining Power to  deliver to the prisoner 
of war "the pay remaining to his credit" a t  the end of his captivity. 

emta a day for the unrkdled! LEWIS, HISTORY 39. During World T a r  I1 the 
Umted States paid prlranera of war 80 eenri a day. I d .  at 77.  Under the 
incentive of the pieee.wark system it WBP possible to ine iea~e  this ta S1.20 a 
day. I d  at 120. 

107 For some of these differences. see the quotation in note 106 above, and 
Mgjanny, Thr Labay 0 1  Pitamers 0 1  War 24, 1954 (unpublished thesis, at  
Indiana University). Far B contrary YEW, see PICIEI, COMMENTARY 115. 

108 During World War 11 the Germans habitvnlly paid Soviet prmoners of 
war as little 8 s  one-half of the amount paid to prisoners of war af other 
nationniifiea. DALLIX, GFRMAX RULE LN RUSSIA 423. 426 (1957). Art. 16 of 
the 1848 Convention rpeeiReally prohibita "adverse distinction based on race, 
nstionality. ~oligious belief or political opinions, or any ather distinction 
founded on iimilai criteria." 
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Under Article 66 of the 1949 Convention, upon the termination of 
the captivity of a prisoner of war, it  will be the responsibility of 
the Power in whose armed forces he was serving a t  the time of 
his capture, and wt of the Detaining Power, to settle any balance 
due him. Under these circumstances, there appears to be little rea- 
son why a Detaining Power should not be extremely generoue in 
establishing its"fair working rate of pay." In effect, it  wiil,for the 
most part, merely be creating a future liability on the par t  of its 
enemy! This factor may result in  the negotiation of agreements 
between belligerents fixing mutually acceptable "working rates 
of pay," despite the lack of a specific provision for such agreements 
in  the 1949 Convention-agreements which, as has been noted, 
were not reached under the 1929 Convention where there was 
specific provision for them. 

A number of changes have been embodied in the 1949 Convention 
with regard to the types of work which entitled a prisoner of war 
to working pay. Of major importance is the fact that, while Article 
34 of the 1929 Convention specifically provided that  "prisoners of 
war shall not receive wages for work connected with the adminis- 
tration, management and maintenance of the [prisoner-of-war] 
camps," Article 62 of the present Convention is equally specific that  
prisoners of war "permanently detailed to duties or to a skilled 
or semi-skilled occupation in connection with the administration, 
installation or maintenance of camps" will be entitled to working 
pay. This article also contains a specific provision under which 
"on-medical service medical personnel (Article 32),  and retained 
medical personnel and chaplains (Article 33) are  entitled to wark- 
ing pay. And while the prisoners' representative and his advisers 
are, primarily, paid out of canteen funds, if there are  no such 
funds, these individuals, too, are  entitled t o  working pay from the 
Detaining Power. Finally, because enlisted men assigned as order- 
lies in officers' camps are specifically exempted from performing 
any other work (Article 441, i t  appears that  they should be en- 
titled to working pay from the Detaining Power.loo 

What of the prisoner of war who is the victim of an industrial 
accident or contracts an industrial disease and is thereby inca- 
pacitated, either temporarily or permanently? Does he receive 
any type of compensation, and, if so, what, when, from whom, 
and how? 

The Regulations attached to the Second Hague Convention of 
1899 and the Fourth Hague Convention of 1907 were silent on this 

109 This was the pdicy followed by the United Ststia during World War 
11. Prisoner Of War cirev1ar NO. 1, supra note 31, s 8;. 
*GO 18618 79 
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problem. The multilateral prisoner-of-war agreement negotiated 
a t  Copenhagen in 1917 adapted a Russian proposal which placed 
upon the Detaining Power the same responsibility in this regard 
that it had towards its awn citizens; but the British-German agree- 
ment, which was negotiated a t  The Hague in 1918, provided merely 
that  the Detaining Power should provide the injured prisoner of 
war with a certificate as to his occupational injury.110 The proce- 
dure adopted a t  Copenhagen was subsequently incorporated in 
Article 21 of the 1929 Convention, and in 1940, after some abortive 
negotiations with the British, Germany enacted a law implement- 
ing this procedure."' The United States subsequently established 
this same policy,112 but the United Kingdom considered that  it was 
only required to furnish the injured prisoner of war all required 
medical and other care.118 

Inasmuch as no payments were ever, in fact, made to injured 
prisoners of war by the Detaining Powers after their repatria- 
tion,"' it i8 not surprising that  in drafting the pertinent provi- 
sions of the 1949 Convention the Diplomatic Conference replaced 
the 1929 procedure with one more nearly resembling that  which 
had been adopted by the British and Germans a t  The Hague in 
1918.116 I t  may actually be asserted that there is little difference 
between the previous practice and the present policy. 

The procedure established by the 1949 Convention is contained 
in the somewhat overlapping provisions of Articles 54 and 68. 
When a prisoner of war sustains an injury as a result of an indus- 
trial accident (or incurs an industrial disease), the Detaining 
Power has the obligation of providing him will all required care, 

110 FI(IRI, PRIWNIRS OF WAX 79-80 (1942). The pn8aner.of.war agreement 
concluded between France and Germany in 1916 had atill a different approach: 
It provided that,  upon repstnation, p ~ i ~ o n e m  (if war who had suffered 
indvstrisi  accidents would be treated as wounded combatants. Rosenberg, 
International L a  Concerning AoetdentB to  We7 P~isoliem Employed in 
Private Entrrprissa, 3 3  A.J.I.L. 204, 297 (1942). 

111 Lauterpacht,  8 u p m  note 97. Lauterpacht iabeis the negotiation8 as 
"elabarato" and 8 8  "concerning the relatively trivial guestion of the Inter-  
pretation of Article 27." 

11% Prisoner of War Circular No. 1. note 31 above, $I 91 and 92: PacKnipht,  
The Enrlovmont of Prieonera of W a r m  fhc United Stot.8. 50 IKT'L. LABOUR 
RE". 47.68 ( Ju ly ,  1944).  

l l a  Lauterpacht,  *urn note 07 
114 LEWIS, HISTORY 166. 
l l b I n  the British MANUAL OF MILITARY h w ,  m g r o  note 96, $ 186, n. 

1, the statement is made tha t  during the World War  I1 negotiations the 
United KinEdom "considered tha t  ita domestic workmen's e ~ m ~ e n ~ s t i o n  
legislation was too complex and 10 bound up  with the eonditian; of free 
civilisin workmen 8s to make i t  impracticable to B P P ~ Y  i t  UI prisoners af war." 
That  nosition has beeoms DO less valid with the namin= of the vears since 
the edd of t h a t  WSF 
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medical, hospital, and general maintenance during the period of 
his disability and continuation in the status of a prisoner of war.'l' 
The only other obligation of the Detaining Power is to provide 
the prisoner of war with a statement, properly certified, "showing 
the nature of the injury or disability, the circumstances in which it 
arose and particulars of medical or hospital treatment." Also, a 
copy of this statement must be sent to the Central Prisoners of 
War Agency. This latter action insures its permanent availability. 

If the prisoner of war desires to make B claim for  compensa- 
tion while still in that  status, he may do so, but his claim will be 
addressed, not to the Detaining Power, but to the Power on which 
he depends and will be transmitted to it through the medium of 
the Protecting Power.11' The Convention makes no provision for  
the procedure to be followed beyond this point, probably for  the 
reason that  the problem is a domestic one which would be inappro- 
priate far inclusion in an international convention. Nevertheless. 
it may well be that, in the long run, the present policy, by trans- 
ferring responsibility to the Power upon which he depends, upon 
the repatriation of the prisoner of war, will prove of more value 
to the disabled prisoner of war than the apparently more generous 
policy expressed in the 1929 Convention.11e 

D. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 

In general, any prisoner of war who believes that the rights 
guaranteed to him by the 1949 Convention are, in any manner 
whatsoever, being violated in connection with his utilization a s  a 
source of labor, would have the right to avail himself of any of the 
channels of complaint established by the Convention: to the r e p  
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resentatives of the Protecting Power (Articles 78 and 126) ; to 
the  prisoners' representatives (Articles 78. 79, and 81) ; and, per- 
haps to representatives of the International Committee of the Red 
Cross (Articles 9, 79, 81, and 126).lXQ Nevertheless, the Diplomatic 
Conference felt it  advisable to include in Article 50 (which lists 
the classes of authorized labor) a specific provision permitting 
prisoners af war to exercise their right of complaint, should they 
consider that a particular work assignment is in a prohibited 
industry. It is somewhat difficult to perceive the necessity for this 
provision or that  it adds anything to  the general protection other- 
wise accorded to the prisoner of war by the appropriate provisions 
of the Convention. In fact, the danger always exists that  by this 
specific provision the draftsmen may have unwittingly diluted the 
effect of the general protective provisions in areas where no specific 
provision has been included. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Utilimtion of prisoner-of-war labor means increased availability 
of manpower and a reduction in disciplinary problems for the De- 
taining Power, and an active occupation, better health and morale, 
and, perhaps, additional purchasing power for the prisoners of 
war. I t  is obvious that  both sides will have much to gain if all the 
belligerents comply with the labor provisions of the 1949 Con- 
vent ion . 

On the whale, it  is believed that  these labor provisions represent 
an improvement in the protection to be accorded prisoners of war 
in any future conflict. True, they contain ambiguities and com- 
promises which can serve any beiiigerent which ia so minded a s  a 
basis for justifying the establishment of policies which are  con- 
t rary to  the best interests of the prisoners of war detained by it 
and which are probably contrary to  the intent of the drafters. 
However, it  must be assumed that  nations which have ratified or 
adhered ta the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment 
of Prisoners of War, many of which were likewise involved in 
its drafting, will, to the maximum extent within their capabilities, 
implement it as the humanitarian charter which it was intended 
to be. And, in any event, two factors are always present which 
tend to  call forth his type of implementation: the presence of the 
Protecting Power and the doctrine of Information 

11s The availability of the  latter as a channel of complaint is not closrly 
defined. Levie, o p .  cit. 8uwa note 63, a t  396. 

110 The activities of the International Committee of the Red Cross are like- 
wiio D major deterrent ta the improper spplieation of the Convention. 
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a8 to the  interpretation and implementation of the Convention by 
a belligerent is made known to the other side through the Pro- 
tecting Powers and thus becomes public knowledge with the re- 
sulting effect, good or bad, on world public opinion. Policies 
which, while perhaps complying with a strict interpretation of the 
Convention, are obviously overly restrictive in an era where a more 
humanitarian attitude appears justified and could easily be em- 
ployed, will undoubtedly result in the adoption of an equally or 
even more restrictive policy by the opposing belligerent. Such 
retorsion can easily lead to charges of reprisals, which are out- 
lawed, and thus create a situation which, whether or not justified, 
can only result in harm to all of the prisoners of war held by both 
sides. While there were nations which, during World War 11, 
appeared to be disinterested in the effect that their treatment of 
prisoners of war was having on the treatment received by their 
own personnel detained by the enemy, it is to be hoped that  in any 
future war, even one which represents the "destruction of an 
ideology,"'2' a t  the very least, concern for  the fate  of its own 
personnel will cause each belligerent to apply the doctrine pacta 
a n t  servande scrupulously in establishing policies which imple- 
ment, among others, the labor provisions of the Geneva Prisoner 
of War Convention of 1949. 

IS* Statement of German General Ksitel. quoted in the Opinion and .kudo- 
m a t  a t  the I n t c m t i a d  Mllitory Tribunal. 41  A.J.I.L. 172. 228-229 (1941). 
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COMMENTS 

PERMISSIBLE BOUNDS OF S T A F F  JUDGE ADVOCATE 
PRETRIAL ACTIVITY.* The staff judge advocate in the initial 
stages of a criminal investigation, and subsequently in the initial 
stages of a case that  has been referred to trial by general court- 
martial, often desires or finds himself called upon to render assist- 
ance to the prosecutorial arm of Government. For example, the 
staff judge advocate frequently renders advice and assistance to  
military police investigators in the initial s b g e s  of a criminal 
investigation, and in subsequent stages of the case to the Article 
32 investigating officer and to the trial counsel. The unwary staff 
judge advocate who renders too much "advice and assistance" in 
this regard may find himself so aligned with the prosecution of 
the case that he has become a "prosecution mentor," and hence 
ineligible to serve further in the case as a staff judge advocate. 
While situations of this sort confront staff judge advocates on an 
almost daily basis, the law in the area is none too clear. I t  is the 
purpose of this comment to inquire into the limits of permissible 
conduct in  this area of staff judge advocate activity.% 

I. T H E  SCOPE OF ARTICLE 6 ( c )  

Judge Ferguson of the United States Court of Military Appeals, 
perturbed over what he believes to be partisan advocacy on the 
par t  of staff judge advocates, recently wrote: 

we simply must face up to the fac ts  in the administration of mili tary 
law. Staff Judge advocates act  and behave m ease af te r  case BP if they 
were attorneys for  the United States,  with their  sole objective being the 
production of B legally avstainshle eonvietion and adequate sentenee.2 

The opinions and conclusions presented herein are those of the author 
and do not nece is~r i ly  represent the  mew^ of The Judge Advocate General% 
School or any other governmental agency. 

I Situations involving the improper influencing of court  members by the  
staff judge advocate, mare eommonly referred t o  as "command ~nfluenee" 
eases m e  without the w p e  of this comment and have been diaeuaaed e l m  
where. See c.g., SWVSU a i  the Low-Militwy Juetiar, 8 MIL. L. RFY. 67.116 
(1869); Side. and Fisher,  A Supplement to the Suvvay of Mil t taw Juatke.  
8 MIL. L. REV. lL3-166 (1960) i Craf t  and  Day. A Supplement ta the Saruey 
of M i h b y  Jwt ice ,  16 MIL. L. RFV. 81-186 (1962) ;  Mittelntaodt and Barrett .  
A Supplsmsnt to th. Survey sf Mditaw J u t & +  20 MIL. L. Rm. 1W-166 
(1863). 
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This type of behavior, Judge Ferguson concluded, disqualifies the 
staff judge advocate from further participation in the case, in- 
cluding both pretrial advice and post-trial review functions of 
the case. While Judge Fergusan's observations on the partisan 
advocacy of staff judge advocates may or may not be wide of the 
mark, there is considerable authority to support his conclusion 
pertaining to the disqualification of a staff judge advocate who 
has demonstrated a partisan interest in a particular ease. 

The Article of the Uniform Code of Military Justice3 most di- 
rectly concerned with this situation, Article 6 ( c ) ,  provides: 
No person who has acted a i  . . . trial c~unee l  . . . or investigating offleer 
in any esse ahall subsequently sct as B staff Judge advacste or legal 
officer to any ?eviewing avthority upon the same C B B ~ .  (Emphasis added.) 

Before entering into a discussion of the various pretrial activities 
of the staff judge advocate that  may be in violation of the pravi- 
sions of Article 6(e), supra, it  is pertinent to inquire into the 
scope of the Article. Does the Article apply only to post-trial 
review of the case by the staff judge advocate, as its plain lan- 
guage seems to indicate, or in an appropriate case may it also 
bar  the staff judge advocate from writing the pretrial advice as 
well? The distinction is one of significance. Obviously, if only post- 
trial review functions are barred to a staff judge advocate who 
has over-stepped the bounds of impartiality, corrective action 
would be limited to directing a new past-trial review of the case 
by a different staff judge advocate, a not too bothersome task for 
the administrators of military justice to perform. I f ,  on the other 
hand, pretrial advice functions are also barred a different situa- 
tion is presented. Here the conviction itself may well be reversed 
and a new pretrial advice ordered from a different Staff judge 
advocate. with a direction to the convening authority that he may 
order a rehearing af ter  consideration of the new pretrial advice. 
The queation 88 to the s p p e  of Article 6(c) is thus one of utmost 
importance.' 

The plain language of the Article, as mentioned previously, 
indicates that  it is limited to post-trial review functions af the 
staff judge advocate. Two provisions of the Manual for Courts. 
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M a i t i a l s  indicate a contrary interpretation. Paragraphs 35b and 
85, of the Manual, while almost identical in language to  Article 
6(c) ,  provide essentially that  the scope of the Article's prohibition 
applies equally well to both pretrial advice and post-trial review 
functions of the staff judge advocate.' An Air Force Board of 
Review and the Court of Military Appeals have rendered decisions 
consistent with the Manual interpretation of Article 6(c). The 
Air Force Board of Review stated : 

That  the Article i s  equally spplieabie to pretrial  8s well 88 pos t t r ia l  
proceedings . . , we have no doubt (MCM, 1951, par. 35b).7 

The Court of Military Appeals in United States u. Mallicote.8 
while not as clear cut a8 the Air Force Board of Review decisions, 
supra, supports the Manual interpretation. The Court stated in 
this regard that Article 6(c) "prohibits persons who act in one 
capacity 'in any case,' from thereaftev performing duties in an 
inconsistent capacity 'in the same case.'" (Emphasis added,) 
Judge Kilday, the author judge, continued, quoting from the Legd  
and, Lesislative Basis, Manual for Car t s -Mar t id ,  United States, 
1951. at  page 138 as follows: 

Although not mentioned ~n Article G(e1, i t  follows tha t  any perron who 
has acted in a partisan capacity . . . should not ac t  subsaguxntly 8s the 
staff judge advmate or legal officer in the same ease (Emphasis added.) 

The scope of this language would tend to include bath pretrial 
advice and post-trial review functions of the staff judge advocate 
within the provisions of Article 6 ( c ) .  

Other decisions of the Court of Military Appeals support this 
conclusion generally,Q while still others indicate the Article applies 
only to post-trial review functions.'O The most clear cut pro- 

6 P a r a e r m h  36b orovided in mertinent Dart: "No n e m m  who has  acted as 

gating officer in any caie shall avbaequently ac t  88 B staff indie advocate 
or legal officer to any revieving (convening) authority "pan the same ease 
(Ar t .  Gr) . "  (Parenthetical  comment not added.) 

6 MAW- m~ COURTS.MARTIAL, UP IT^ STATES, 1951 [hereinafter referred 
to as the Manual and cited a i  MCM, 19611. 

7 ACM 13878, Powell, 24 CMR 836, 835 (1867). 
813 USCMA 374, 32 CMR 374 (1861) .  
8 See United States Y .  Albright, 8 USCMA 828, 26 CMR 408 (1958) i United 

States Y. Hightower, 6 USCMA 385, 18 CMR 8 (1866). 
10 Article G ( c )  ''is designed to assure a fa i r  and  impartial  resi"x.." United 

States Y. Ciiamn. 6 USCMA 277, I T  CMR 277 (1964). The purpoie of the  
Article ia to ' ' i n ~ ~ r e  strict  impartiali ty in the Arat level review." United 
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nouncement on the matter, however, is found in United States 2). 
Dodge." decided 15 March 1963, wherein Chief Judge Quinn in a 
footnote defined the scope of the Article as follows: 

While Article 6 ( e )  . . refers to "reviewmg authority." the term is 
generally used interchangeably with the term ''convening authority" 
Manual far Cauns-Martial,  United States, 1961, paragraph 84 [ a e ]  
See Legal and Legislative Basis, Manual for  Courts-Martial, United 
States, 1951, page 121 We assume, therefore, far present purpones that 
the Article prohibits an investigator from aubsequently acting a i  staff 
judge sdvocste for the pretrial aduiee.12 

Chief Judge Quinn and Judge Kilday, who concurred in the Chief 
Judge's opinion without comment, affirmed the conviction in 
Dodge, s u m ,  but Judge Ferguson dissented on the basis that the 
particular pretrial activity of the staff judge advocate concerned 
was impermissible within the bounds of impartiality. Judge 
Fergumn concluded that he would reverse "the board of review, 
set aside the findings and sentence, and order a [new pretrial 
advice], after which the convening authority would be empowered 
to  order a rehearing on the charge and specification." 

I t  would thus appear that  the scope of Article 6(c)  was fairly 
well understood by all three judges of the Court of Military Ap- 
peals to include both the pretrial advice and past-trial review 
fmctions of the staff judge advocate, a8 announced in Dodge, 
supra. This unanimity of understanding, however, was short 
lived. Dodge was handed down by the Court an 15 March 1963, 
Two weeks later, on 29 March 1963, the Court announced i ts  de- 
cision in United States w ,  Smith.lB Here Judge Kilday, writing 
for the Court, gave every indication of not having read Chief 
Judge Quinn's footnote in Dodge. He wrote that it was "pure 
speculation" a s  to whether the framers of the Manual intended 
to apply Article 6(e)'s prohibitions to the pretrial advice as well 
as to the post-trial review. He quoted paragraph 35b of the Manual 
in support of this contention, and concluded that the framers of 
the Manual were "markedly silent" in that paragraph a8 to 
whether or not they intended to interpret Article 6(c ) 's  use of 
the term "reviewing authority" as applying to  anything other 
than post-trial praceedings.1' Chief Judge Quinn, who wrote the 

States V. Hamsan, 5 USCMA 208, 17 CMR 208 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .  The PYTPOBD of  the 
Article is  to msure "the scevaed a thoroughly fair and impartial review." 
United States V. Caulrer, 3 USCMA 657. 14 CMR 75 (1954). 

11 13 USCXA 525, 38 C I R  57 (1963). 
1% I d .  at  527. 
I *  18 USCMA 553, 33 CMR 86 (1963). 
MHnd Judge Kildsy read the aeeond pmvlnion af the Manual which 

pertnini to the scope of Article 6 (e I ,  that is, paragraph 850 he would not 
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majority decision in Dodge, blandly concurred in Judge Kilday's 
opinion in Smith without comment. Judge Ferguson, however, 
remained consistent with his previously announced views as to the 
scope of Article 6(c) .  While he concurred in the result in Smith, 
he noted "it was erroneow for the staff judge advocate to act a s  
he did and thereafter to  advise the convening authority on the 
charges." (Emphasis added.) 

Despite the state of confusion pertaining to the Beope of 
Article 6 ( e )  as brought on by the Dodge and Smith c & ~ e s ,  it  is sub- 
mitted that  Chief Judge Quinn and Judge Ferguson are nanethe- 
less in accord on the meaning and scope of Article 6(c) .  In view 
of their expressed opinion on this matter, and in view of the in- 
herent weakness of Judge Kilday's opinion in Smith, Chief Judge 
Quinn and Judge Ferguson should have no hesitation when con- 
fronted with the issue in an appropriate case (where the partiality 
of the staff judge advocate was demonstrated prior to the writing 
of the pretrial advice) in holding that  the Article applies to both 
pretrial advice and post-trial proceedings. 

The time factor (whether the alleged disqualifying act of the 
staff judge advocate occurred before or after the pretrial advice) 
should be kept in mind in the subsequent discussion of specific 
cases. In many instances in the succeeding cases the disqualify- 
ing act occurred after the pretrial advice had been written. Ac- 
cordingly, the only issue in those cases was whether the staff judge 
advocate was barred from writing the post-trial review. In these 
cases, however, it  should be borne in mind that  had the disquaiify- 
ing act of partiality occurred b e f w e  the  pretrial advice was writ- 
ten, the issue would have (or should have) included the full scope 
of Article 6 ( e ) ,  namely, whether the staff judge advocate was 
barred from writing both the pretrial advice and post-trial review. 

A. ASSISTING THE PROSECUTION 

There is  general support for the proposition that the staff judge 
advocate may give assistance to the trial counsel.1b Actual ca8e 

have observed nveh "marked silence:' The framers of the Manual, in pars- 
graph S6a, very definitely interchanged the term "convening authority" with 
the term "re~iewing authority;' a factor which Chief Judge Quinn expressly 
commented upon ~n his footnote m D o d g e ,  supra, wherein he heid the scape 
of the Article included both pretrial and poettrial rwiew functions of the 
staff judge advoests. 

16 The staff judge advocate "mmt be available to si8i.t thoae who work 
under his direction.'' United State8 Y. Smith, 13 USCMA 663,  83 CMR 86 
(1903).  The a t a f f  Judge advocate'. services "are available to ~ 1 1 . "  In the 

A00 18148 89 
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law on this point, however, deals primarily with situations where 
the staff judge advocate prior to trial had furnished trial counsel 
with a written memorandum for  the trial of B particular case. 
Military appellate agenciea have consistently held such written 
memoranda are  permissible and do not bar the staff judge advocate 
from further participation in the case." A review of these case8 
indicates that  in writing memoranda to  trial counsel, or in other- 
wise furnishing assistance to him, the staff judge advocate should 
give heed to the following pertinent questions: 

(1) Has the staff judge advocate "gone so f a r  in his advice 
or instruction to the trial coumel that  reasonable men would im- 
pute to him such personal feeling or interest in the outcome of the 
case a8 to constitute him the true prosecutor"?" 

(2) Is there a showing or indication that  the staff judge ad- 
vocate's interest in the case was anything other than an official 
interest in the prosecution of the accused?la 

(3) Does the memorandum to trial counsel "establish an 
adversary relationship between (the staff judge advocate) and 
the accused"?" 

(4) Does the memorandum "constitute an outline of trial 
strategy as opposed to an exhortation to effect a full and fair pre- 
sentation of the evidence" W 

preliminary atagen of an investigation he i s  an "unpartial advisor D both 
the Government and the accused." United States V. Malileate, 13 USCMA 
374, 32 CMR 374 (1562).  "He must make certsm tha t  both trml and defenae ~~ ~ 

eoun~el perform their  duties in am appropriate manner and a d v m  and consult 
with them on particular cares.'' Judge Latimer. dment ing  in Unltsd States 
V. Aibripht, 5 USCYA 628.26 C I R  408 (1558). ". . . iHle IS charged wlth the 
technical superumion of the procedures per tnmng to military justice; such 
Bupervi8ion includes, but 13 no t  limited to, the proper instruction a i  less  
experienced ofieari who may be d i e d  ugon t o  prosecute general court-martial 
eases' '  C Y  365145, Hamsan, 14 C M R  268 (1954). 'I.. , iIlt clearly appears 
t h a t  the tr ial  ~ m n a e l ,  as well BP the defense counsel, I" every general court. 
martid haa the benefit of the staff  Judge advocate's sdwee, m l u d i n g  proper 
tr ial  procedures reirt ive to any given ease prior to trisi.'' ACM-S 7080. 
Mumhv. 12 CMR 512 115531 

17 ACM 8779, Boas, 18 CMR 579 (1954). 
IS United States Y. Blau, 5 USCMA 232,li CMR 232 (1854). 
19 United States Y. Haimaon, 5 USCMA 208,17 CMR 208 (1954). 
PO Ibid. 
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( 6 )  Does the memorandurn seek "to describe in detail the 
trial tactics most conducive to securing conviction in B particular 
case regardless of guilt or innocence"? 

( 6 )  Does the memorandum indicate that  the staff judge advo- 
cate had "predetermined the issue of guilt"? 2 z  

( 7 )  Does the memorandum indicate that  the staff iudre advo- . I  
a t e  overstepped the bounds of impartiality and "became a 'mem- 
ber' of the prosecution"? 28 

(8) Was the tenor of the memorandum "instructive and not 
mandatory"? 24 

(9 )  Were both trial and defense counsel given a copy of the 
memorandum? 2% 

(10) Lastly, is there anything in  the pretrial advice or post- 
trial review that would indicate that  either was anything except 
fa i r  and impartial? 

While the principles in the foregoing questions exude fairness 
and impartiality, the Court of Military Appeals has been most 
liberal in approving pretrial memoranda to trial counsel, even in 
cases where the memoranda fairly exclude any reasonable possi- 
bility of basic fairness or impartiality on the par t  of the staff judge 
advocate concerned. Without further belaharing the issue, the 
reader's attention is invited to the detailed scope and content of the 
instructions to the trial counsel in the eases noted in the margin, 
wherein in each case the Court of Military Appeals affirmed the 
conviction.21 

*I I b d .  
21 United States V. BIB", 5 USCMA 232, 17 CMR 232 (19541. 
22 United States V. Mallicote, 1s USCMA 374, 32 CMR 374 (1862). 
84 I b d .  
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B .  DRAFTING CHARGES 
In United States v .  Smith38 the defense alleged upon review that 

the staff judge advocate became a "combination prosecution advo- 
cate and investigating officer" because of his participation in the 
pretrial activities of the case, and hence ineligible under the pro- 
visions of Article 6 ( c )  to write the pretrial advice on the charges. 
The defense alleged the staff judge advocate was barred from 
further participation in the ease because he had personally drafted 
the charges, "based on his personal examination of the record 
prior to investigation under Article 32 of the Code," and by there- 
af ter  directing that  the charges be taken to the accused's command- 
ing officer to sign 8s the accuser. The Court of Military Appeals 
noted that  in carrying out his pretrial duties, the staff judge advo- 
cate "must act in an impartial and independent capacity," but 
stated that  by reason of his "position in the command and under 
the Code," he has other  pretrial functions to perform. "In B gen- 
eral way," the position of the staff judge advocate was "likened 
to that  of a district attorney." The Court observed further that he 
must be "available to assist those that work under his direction." 
The Court affirmed the conviction, holding that  the fact that  the 
''staff judge advocate personally drafted the charges prior to the 
Article 32 investigation does not deter U B  , . . , Someone in the 
command had to furnish [this service1 and only the staff judge 
advocate himself v a s  available." 

The Court, however, reiterated a ward of warning given in prior 
cases. The staff judge advocate, in performing his various pretrial 
functions, "must use his intelligence and experience to keep , , . 
from becoming a t  one stage af the proceedings 80 personally in- 
volved in the outcome as to preclude [his] acting at  B later stage."2s 
Judge Ferguson concurred in the result, but was of the opinion that  
"it was erroneous for the staff judge advocate [to draft the 
charges, etc.1 and thereafter advise the convening authority on 
the charges." 

C .  SECURING WITNESSES FOR THE PROSECUTION 

An "affiliation of advocacy" on the part of the staff judge advo- 
cate does not go hand in hand with the concept of military due 
process, and may bar the staff judge advocate from further acting 
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in the case. Thus, where the staff judge advocate prevailed upon 
B prospective witness to testify for  the prosecution, the Court of 
Military Appeals ruled that  this action had the "ear marks of 
advocacy and zealous prosecution," and accordingly precluded 
the staff judge advoeate from reviewing the case.a0 In a similar 
situation, however. where the staff judge advocate entered into an 
agreement with a prospective witness to plead guilty in return for  
an agreed upon maximum sentence, plus an agreement to testify 
against the accused following the witness' trial, the Court ruled 
the staff judge advocate was not disqualified to write the review 
of the case.81 Judge Ferguson, in what appears to be the better 
reasoned opinion, dissented, stating that  the staff judge advacate 
had secured the witness for the prosecution and should have been 
barred from writing the post-trial review accordingly. But in a 
more recent case, somewhat analogous to the above case, the Court 
of Military Appeals condemned an agreement between a convening 
authority and a prosecution witness wherein the witness' sentence 
was to be reduced one year for  each occasion on which he testified 
against other eo-aceused.Bz The Court held this agreement was 
"repugnant to civilized sensibilities." 

In L'xited Sta te  8 .   turn^,^^ the  staff judge advocate requested 
an accomplice. whose testimony was essential to convict the ac- 
cused. take a lie detector examination prior to  trial. After ascer- 
taining that  the results of the examination showed the accomplice 
was telling the truth, the staff judge advocate then referred him to 
the trial counsel "toarrange" for his testimony. The Court of Jlili- 
tary Appeals ruled this "unusually close connection" with the case 
made it improper for the staff judge advocate to  review the record. 
In a situation, however, where the staff judge advocate advised 
the trial counsel before (or during) the trial of the ca8e of the 
availability of an essential prosecution witness, an Army Board of 
Review ruled such advice did not constitute the staff judge advo- 
cate the ''procurer'' af the witness, nor did it constitute hini a 
member of the prose~ut ion.~ '  

In United State8 9. Cash,ss the  Court of Military Appeals held 
that a staff judge advocate who "procures a grant of immunity 
far a [prosecution] witness is disqualified from participating in 
the  post-trial review." An Army Board of Review, however, re- 

10 See United States v. Albright. 9 USChIA 628, 26 CMR 408 (1858).  
*l  See United Statsev. Giliiland, 10 USCMA 343 ,21  CMR417 (1969). 
81 Seo United States Y .  Seolea, 14 USCMA 14, 3 3  CJlR 226 (1953). 
88 7 USCMA 38. 21 CMR 164 (1966).  
84 See CM 396605. Ortiz-Vergara, 24 CMR 316 (1961) .  
8 6 1 2  USCMA 708, 31 CMR 294 (1962). 

AGO lSUB 83 
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cently refused to extend the rule to a situation where the accused 
pleaded guilty, and the witness for whom the immunity was ob- 
tained was not called upon to testify for the Government.a' I n  
this situation, the Board ruled the staff judge advocate who had 
secured the grant of immunity was not barred from writing the 
~ i e w . 3 7  

D. ASSISTING THE INVESTIGATOR 

In the frequently cited case of United States Y. DeAngelis,38 the 
Court of Military Appeals ruled i t  was proper for a staff judge 
advocate, prior to charges, t o  accompany investigators t o  the locale 
of the crime and to render impartial advice ta them. Chief Judge 
Quinn writing for the majority announced the rule as follows ~ 

Since a staff judge advocate IS the administrator of military justice 
and discipline, i t  would be ineongruovr in the extreme rere  we to assume 
tha t  he is unable to function a t  ail d e a s  and until charges have bean 
preferred and investigated. Because of his position and knowledge of 
i sw he p a ~ ~ e s n e s ,  si1 member? a i  the armed forces consult him r h e n  
vioist>oni of the . . . Nor 
m u ~ t  a staff judge advocate sit idly by r h e n  he percewen a deficiency in 
the pretrisi  report of Investigstmn. Whenever B report  of investigation 
fails  ta disclose an sirential  element of the offense charged, the staff 
judge advocate must direct the attention of the investigating officer to 
the deficiency. If  there is, ~n fact ,  no evidence a i  tha t  demenf available, 

. Cnifarm Code of l l i i i tary Justice OCCYT 

a proper reason fa r  dinmissing the charge mi8ee. If  i t  IS available, It 
should be obtained and made a par t  of  the report.SU 

26 See C Y  408748, Green, decided 22 Mlsreh 1063. For other c8aes of 
Interest ~n the immunity area see United States Y. Maffett. 10 USCMA 160, 
27 CMR 243 i 1950) ,  and United States V. White, 10 USC!tfA 63. 27 
CMR 137 (18681, wherein the Cavrt  of Militsry Appeals strongly inferred 
tha t  ~n an appropriate case a eonvening authority a h a  had granted immunity 
to a prosecution witness prior to the Time charges m e  referred t o  trmi,  may 
well be precluded from referring the  charges to tr ial .  These eases are of 
interest herein primarily ~n tha t  a parallel rule of exclusion could be applied 
to the s t a f  judge advocate who recommends tha t  B grant  of immunity be 
made in such cases. 

87 An apparent distinction has arisen between the eReet of pretrial  activity 
on the referrel of 8. case to tr ial  and the post-trial review of the record 
Camperr rnitrd States Y. Mofett, 10 USCMA 160. 27 CMR 243 (1059) in 
which the cour t  held tha t  the granting of immunity t o  a pmaeeulmn witness 
does not zpm /octo preclude B convening avthority from thereafter referring 
B ease to trial, because the only determination involved at  tha t  point IS 
whether there 11 probable C B Y ~ ~  to bdieve tha t  the accused IS guilty of the 
crime charged, with Unilrd States V. White, 10 USCMA 63, 27 CDIR 137 
(1068) in which the court held tha t  the same activity preeludsd the convening 
avthority from reviewing the record a f te r  tr ial ,  because a t  tha t  point he must 
weigh the  evidence, paas on the credibility of witnesses, and satisfy himself 
from the widenee tha t  the accused is guilty beyond P reasonable doubt. 

583 U S C l A  298. 12 CMR 54 (1063). 
* e I d ,  a t  306, 12 CMR s t  61. 

84 A 0 0  6 8 6 4 8  
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Shortly after DeAngelia was announced by the Court of Military 
Appeals, an Army Board of Review cited i t  but proceeded to hold 
that a staff judge advocate had overstepped the bounds of per- 
missible conduct where he personally continued and completed 
what he felt was an inadequate CID investigation. The Board of 
Review concluded that he violated the provisions of Article 6 ( e ) ,  
The Board stated the officer had so injected himself in a partisan 
capacity into the investigation and preparation of the case for 
trial as to generate a "substantial risk that he would be unable to  
render a full, fair and impartial review of the record of trial."'o 

A year later sn analogous situation was presented to the Court 
of Military Appeals, In L'nited States u .  Schrdber," the staff 
judge advocate directed trial counsel to "prepare for trial" while 
the military police investigation of the case was still in progress. 
Because the investigation was in such a "jumbled-up m a d '  the 
trial counsel interviewed several witnesses and took additional 
statementa. The same trial counsel thereafter prosecuted the case 
when it was referred to  trial by general courts-martial. The de- 
fense argued on review that the trial counsel was barred from 
acting in the case as trial counsel because of hia prior investigation 
of the case, in violation a i  Article 2 l ( a )  of the Code.42 While the 
action of the staff judge advocate in appointing the trial counsel to 
the case in its investigative stages was not directly attacked, the 
Court of Military Appeals tacitly approved his action in the matter 
as i t  found the contention of the defense to be without merit, and 
affirmed the c a m  

In Cnited States e. Y o u ~ 3 , ' ~  the Article 32 investigating officer, 
who was conducting a complicated investigation, asked the staff 
judge advocate to furnish him a legal advisor. The staff judge 
advocate complied, and the officer who was furnished as legal ad- 
visor was subsequently utilized as trial counsel in the same ease. 
The Court  of Military Appeals, noting that the investigating offi- 
cer testified a t  the trial of the case that he had made "independent 
decisions" in the investigation, ruled that "while the Code does not 
authorize the trial counsel to be present ( a t  the Article 32 investi- 
gation),  i t  does not specifically prohibit his presence." The Court 
further held that the presence of the trial counsel so long as he did 

CM 373477, Lea, 17 CMR 381 ( 1 9 5 4 ) .  

Article 2 l ( a )  of the Code provides in pertinent part: ' T o  person who 
has acted 8s investigating offleer . . , in any esse ahall act subnequently as 
tlld m"nSe1." 

13 USCMA 134, 32 CMR 134 (1862). 

(1 6 CSCMA 602, 18 CMR 226 ( 1 9 5 6 ) .  

*oo IBMB 95 
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not encroach upon or displace the inveatigstor in no way perverted 
the impartiality of the pretrial investigation. The Court noted 
tha t  the complexity of the investigation had nothing whatever to 
do with i ts  decision. The Court also announced the fallowing rule: 

[ [ I t  shovll  be remembered tha t  the Investigat,on IS IP the nartire of B 

preliminary hearing and, 8s with all judicial proceedings, its quest IS 

t ru th  Methods which promote tha t  end mag not-%,hen they do not 
interfere with the impartial aeheme Congreas has decreed far pretrial 
investwsians-be seized upon by an accused t o  attack his conrictmn.44 

Judge Ferguson dissented, stating that he would reverse the con- 
viction and order a new pretrial investipation and trial. 

The pretrial actirity of the staff judge adswcate was directly 
attacked in Cnatsd States F. Dodge. '5  Here the defense argued that 
the staff judge advocate was a de facto investigating officer be- 
cause prior ta trial he had (1) made some l l  long distance tele- 
phone calls t o  prospective prosecution witnesses to ascertain the 
availability of a witness for trial and to verify the date an alleged 
offense occurred, and (2) subsequent to trial but prior to the post- 
trial review, he wrote a letter far the convening authority's signa- 
ture addresaed to the military investigating agency that had inres- 
tigated the case, commending the "speedy and effective" action of 
the inrestigatars concerned in the particular case. The defense 
contended that the staff judge advocate was accordingly barred 
by the provisions of Article 6 ( c )  from writing either the pretrial 
advice or the post-trial review of the case. The Court of Military 
Appeals, citing DeAngelis ruled that the actions of the staff judge 
advocate in this regard did not constitute him either an investiga- 
tor or a "prosecution mentor", nor did his actions "impair or de- 
stroy the fairness and impartiality of the proceedings against the 
accused." The Court ruled that he =as not barred from writing 
either the pretrial advice or post-trial review. Judge Ferguson 
dissented, stating that in his opinion the staff judge advocate was 
disqualified to participate in either the pretrial advice or post- 
trial review. 

In the most recent case in this field of law, an Army Board of 
Review was faced with a novel p r ~ b l e m . ' ~  During the initial 
Article 32 investigation of a Lieutenant Colonel charged with nu- 
merous larceny by check offenses, and related dishonorable failure 
to  pay just  debt offenses, the investigating officer, lacking s u b  

4 6  I d .  BT 139. 
( 5  13 USCMA 615, 33 CMR 5 7  ( 1 9 6 3 ) .  
( 0  Chl 408736. Smelley, decided 2 May 196s 
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poena proces8.47 was unable to  secure sworn tesimony from pros- 
pective prosecution witnesses or the banking records of the ac- 
cused. He accordingly submitted his report of investigation with- 
out the necessary testimony or banking records. The initial report 
of investigation nas returned ta the same investigating officer by 
command indorsement, which the Board of Review "assumed" was 
prepared by the staff judge advocate, directing him to reopen the 
investigation. The investigating officer was further advised that  
trial counsel, armed with full subpoena process (pursuant to the 
provisions of Articles 41 and 49 of the Code), hsd been appointed 
t o  the ease for the purpose of taking depositions from reluctant 
witnesses and for the purpose of securing banking records of the 
accused. The investigating officer was also informed that  in each 
instance he was appointed to serve as the officer before whom the 
depositions were to be taken. In the reinvestigation the reluctant 
witnesses and banking records were duly subpoenaed and depasi- 
tions taken over the vigorous objection of defense counsel. At the 
trial of the case the defense moved to suppress all evidence un- 
covered by the depositions, and asked f a r  a new pretrial investiga- 
tion. These objections were overruled, and following the convic- 
tion were again raised before the Board of Review. The Board, 
citing DeAngelis, held that  it waa the  staff judge advocate's duty 
to call attention to deficiencies in the pretrial investigation. The 
Board affirmed the conviction, holding that  "the staff judge advo- 
cate may advise the investigator in the pretrial phases of a case 
without affeding the impartiality of his advice to the convening 
authority." 

11. CONCLUSION 

Under the provisions of Article 6 ( c ) ,  as previously noted, a 
staff judge advocate who oversteps bounds of permissible conduct 
in the pretrial stages of a ease, may be barred from further par- 
ticipation in both the pretrial advice and post-trial review stages 
of the proceedings. This places a heavy burden of impartiality 
upon a staff judge advocate who must fulfill a variety of functions 
in the administration of military justice and discipline within a 
command. While he is looked upon as the person directly responsi- 
ble for the proper trial and, if convicted, proper sentencing of 
persons brought to trial within the command by his commander, 

4 7  Subpoena prmerr "cannot be used for the pu~(pose of compelling a Iuitneii 
to appear at an exsrninatmn before trial." MANUAL FOR COCRTS-MIULTIG. 
DNITED STATES. 1861. mra.  1 1 5 ~ .  Far B further discussion an this matter see 
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he is nonetheless required by law to be impartial in  the administra- 
tion of military justice. The Court of Military Appeals has recog- 
nized the difficulty and inconsistency of his position, and while 
taking a fair  and practical approach to the problem, has pointedly 
advised the staff judge advocate that he m w t  utilize his intelli- 
gence and experience not to jeopardire hzs further participation in 
the ease b y  pwttian adeoceey for the prosecution at any one stage 
o f  the proceedings. 

In keeping with the above admonition, a knowledgeable [Le., an 
intelligent) staff judge advocate may draft  charges against an 
accused without violating the provisions of Article 6 ( c ) .  For ex- 
ample, he may perform this service if no one else in his office is 
nvailable, and if he is called upon by the accuser for this assistance. 
Under no circumstances (in the author’s opinion), however, should 
he prepare charges an his own initiative and forward them un- 
solicited to another member of the command for action. In  render- 
ing assistance to the trial counsel the staff judge advocate must 
also utilize his intelligence and experience to avoid partisan advo- 
cacy. While he may furnish B detailed trial memorandum for the 
use of the trial counsel, his impartiality is demonstrated by furnish- 
ing a copy of the same memorandum to the defense counsel, etc. 
The acts of an  impartial staff judge advocate in rendering assist- 
ance t o  trial counsel may well terminate at  or close to this point, 
however. A knowledgeable staff judge advocate making a con- 
scientious effort to remain impartial will not secure witnesses for 
the proseeution, or grant immunity to prosecution witnesses in 
contested cases. Nor [in the author’a opinion), will he interview 
prosecution witnesses with a view toward assisting the trial 
counsel prepare them for tr ial:  or write trial briefs or instructions 
on the law for the prosecution to be submitted to the law officer 
during the trial of the case: or  intensively coach, drill and rehearse 
the prosecutor on trial techniques and strategy far B particular 
ca.3e,48 

In appropriate situations a staff judge advocate may advise pre- 
trial investigators, both criminal investigators and Article 32 
investigators, without overstepping the bounds of propriety, pro- 
vided his assistance is designed to “further the truth of the in- 
quiry” and not merely ta secure evidence of guilt. But  here again 

48 A similar argument could be directed at the staff judge advocate who 
orders his Chief of Military Justice to perform these same functions, unless 
he also has directed am equally knowledgeable member of  his office to perform 
the exact serwees for the defense. A related question mark could silo,  under 
lioms cireumstsneea, be directed at the impartiality of a staff judge advocate 
who refuses to obtain a grant of immunity far B d r f m e  witnnesi. 
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he is called upon to  utilize his intelligence and experience to avoid 
advocacy for the prosecution. He must not override or force con- 
clusions upon the investigator, or use his position improperly to 
influence a recommendation for  prosecution. He may furnish im- 
partial assistance himself, o r  he may aDpaint a member of his 
office, including the future  trial counsel, to assist the investigator 
without overstepping the bounds of impartiality proscribed by 
Article 6 ( c ) .  He may not, however, personally interview wit- 
nesses, or take statements or otherwise complete a pretrial investi- 
gation himself, although i t  has been held unobjectionable far  him 
to appoint a trial counsel for this p~rpose . '~  

While complete impartiality, from a practical viewpoint, on the 
part of a staff judge advocate may well be the  
principles of intelligent reasoning and basic fairness &re not unab- 
tainable. The decisions of the Court of Military Appeals require 
primarily an inteliigent, practical and fair  approach to this prab- 
lem by the staff judge advocate. The staff judge advocate who falls 
short through ignorance or otherwise and engages in partisan 
advocacy far the prosecution must be, and deserves to be, routinely 
exposed by alert trial defense counsel. On the other hand, the 
legal oflcer who makes a reasonably conscientious and intelligent 
effort to avoid partisan advocacy in the pretrial stages of a case, 
should find Article 6 ( c )  no barrier to his further participation in 
the proceedings. 

LUTHER C. WEST * 

(9 Umted Statea Y. Sehieiber. 6 USCMA 602,18 CMR 226 i10551. 
Lo''If, however. 'biaa' and 'pmtidity' be defined to mean the total absence 

of pmcmceptiom in the mmd of the judge, then no m e  has ever had a fair 
trial and no m e  ever w i l l . .  . . Only death yaids complete dispasmnateness, 
and such dispaarionatenesr rigniAis utter indifference." Judge Frank, writing 
for the Court in In Re Lmahan, 133 F2d. 650 (2d Cir. 1943) .  as quoted nn 
United States V. Thomas, a USCMA 708, 14 CMR 216 (1054). 

*Majar, JAGC, U. S. Army; Office of the Staff Judge Advocate, 24th 
Infantry Division, Germany; LL.B., 1950. George Washington University; 
Member of the Bars of Maryland and the U. 6. Court of Military Appeals. 
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Section 4(d)(3)  of the Act has been amended to omit one 
sentence regarded as surplusage and to establish an eight-year 
service obligation for persons affiliating with the Armed Forces 
after June 19,1951 and prior to August 10,1959,' 

Public Law 88-2 which gained the present four-year extension 
of the Act until 1967 also extends far a like four years, a suspen- 
sion of law limiting the numerical strength of the Armed Farces: 
and continues the 1950 Dependents Assistance Act,8 and the law 
permitting additional special pay to physicians, dentists and 
veterinarian6 on active duty with the Armed Forces.' 

11. SELECTIVE SERVICE NUXERICAL STRENGTH 

The followins table reflects the total numbers of registrants in 
each Selective Service classification in a nation-wide basis and 
also shows the various manpower classifications used in the Selec- 
tive Service System as of June 1. 1963:" 

ciaas Number 
Total Classified ............................. 24,849,841 
I-A and I-A-0: 

Nonfathers:  1,717,809 
Examined and Found Qualified ...... 82.023 
Not Examined ~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1,499,625 
Not Available fa r  Induction 01 Exami- 

nation ........................... 133,562 
Examinsfion or Induction Postponed . 2,789 

Fathers 19 throueh 25 .................. 118,288 

26 and Older with Liability Extended . 83,468 
Under18  Yearsaf  Age .............. 151,545 

Qualified Only in an Emergency ..... 862,010 

Inducted ........................... 204,276 
Eniiated or Commissioned ........... 1,461,708 

Nonfathers: 

Registrants:  

I-Y 

I-c 

1-0 

Examined and Found Qualified ~~ 965 
F a t  Examined ................. 7.176 

Fathers  ........................... 1.466 

d 76 Stat .  506, 524-5 (1862),  50 U.S.C. 6 454(d) (3)  (Supp. IV 1962). 
7 These ere achieved in 60 Stat. 82, (1946). (imposing reStTictlonl On per- 

sonnel strength of the Regular Navy and Marine Corps) ;  62 Stat.  606, See. 2, 
Titie 1 of the Selective Service Act of 184%. as amended; and 64 Stet. 321 

8 64 Stat.  784 (19501, 5 0  U.S.C. App. $ 8  2201-18 (185%). 
063 Stat.  809 (18491, 37 U.S.C. S 234 (185%).  
10 "Selective Service," YOI. XIII,  No. 8, AugYat 1963, p, 3, the Monthly 

Bulletin of N ~ m n s l  Headquarters of the Selective Service System, Washing- 
ton 25. D. C. 

( m n ) .  
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States.18 The defendant, a member of Jehovah's Witnesses was 
convicted of failing t o  submit to induction into the Armed Forces 
in violation of Section 12(2 )  of the Act. At  trial, the defendant 
urged that he was exempt as an alleged conscientious objector. The 
court declared: 

The prmar)- guestion here is rhether, under the facts of this case, the 
nariow scope af review given thig Court permits us to overturn the 
Selective S e w i e e  System's refma1 ta grant petitioner conscientious ob- 
pctur status. it is well t o  remember that i t  is not far the courts to sit 
8s super draft boards. nvbatiluting their iudmenta on the weight of the 
es-ldence for those af the designated agencies. llor should they look far 
rvbrtantiai evidence to support such determmatmns. The elarnihcetion 
ran be overturned only rf i t  ha3 "no baais ~n fact.'' Esrsp 1 .  Cmtrii 
Slates. 327 US 114,  122, 90 L e d  SG7. 613.  66 S Ct 423 (1946).1' 

I t  has been declared that  in a Selective Service court case, the 
scope of judicial review into the administrative proceedings i s  
"very limited'' and the "range of review is the narrowest known 
to the law''.16 

The "clearly erroneoud' rule applied in equity appeals has no 
place in review of a local board classification, nor has the "sub- 
stantial evidence" rule of administrative review. Congress has 
not seen fit to give to the courts any general authority of revision 
of local board proceedings.16 

The language of Mr. Justice Clark is indeed expressive in cau- 
tioning reviewing courts to aroid decisions which might be termed 
those of "super-draft boards". The difficulty arises where the 
reviewing court does not affirm the local board, but, rather, 
achieves a different result without, of course, regarding itself a s  
B super-draft board. 

The so-caned "Witmer" rule has been applied in recent deci- 
sions. In Cnited States 9. Tettenburn.17 the court convicted a 
registrant under the Act for knowingly failing to obey an order of 
his local board to report to the Crownsville State Hospital, Mary- 
land, for an assignment to civil work in lieu of military service. 
The defendant claimed that  he was an ordained miniater since the 
age of eight years. The board classified the registrant as I-A and 
subsequently as 1-0. The difficulty facing the local board as to 

186 F. Supp. 203 ID. 3 
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the alleged miniterial status (IV-S) was that  the defendant was 
regularly employed in secular work and had earned the sum of 
$S,SOO,OO within the past twelve months. The court quoted and 
relied upon Blelock.ls 

The principle inherent in Witmerl0 has been applied in  numer- 
ous decisions. In 1959, the rule was discussed and fallowed in 
United States T. Tomarkin.lo 

IV. CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS 

In  United Stotes v. Beal;er,l' the defendant-registrant was con- 
victed of refusing to be inducted into the military forces, The 
registrant tendered a Selective Service Conscientious Objector 
Questionnaire Form to the local board after he had been ordered 
to  report for  induction. The court held that  a Conscientious 
Objector must claim exemption in  accord with selective service 
regulations, and the local board need not reopen his case although 
a t  a late date he claims a Conscientious Objector exemption after 
preyioudy remaining silent. Under the facts, the man registered 
September, 1954, and was classified I-A in April, 1957. On August 
25, 1959, he was ordered to report for induction on September 9, 
1959. On September 2, 1959, he requested that  his case be re- 
opened by the board in order that  he might achieve an exemption. 

In Beaver, a dissenting judge stated what is generally the 
minority weight of authority in this type of case: 

The statute give8 this man exemption, the Army does not want h m ,  the 
Jsil will not change his relielous beliefs, nor w1II the will of the people 
to fight for their country be sapped by B genemu% adherenee to the 
philosophy behind this law*.  Cnztrd Stales D Cnderwaod, 151 F. Supp. 
874 ( E  D. Pa 1955).22 

A like decision with Benvev was arrived a t  in United States 
v .  Porter.ZB A conviction was affirmed against an alleged Con- 
scientious Objector who, being registered in  1954 and ordered on 
August 1, 1960 to report for  induction on August 9, first claimed 
to be a Conscientious Objector on August 8, 1960. The defendant 

United States V. Blaioek, 247 F. 2d 615 (4th Cir. 1957).  
10 Witmer 7.  United States, 348 U. S. 376 (1955).  
10260 F. 2d 436 (5th Clr. 1958).  w7-t dented,  359 U s .  925 (1959).  ve.  

2 1  a09 F. 2d 273 (4th Cir. 1962).  c w t .  dmW, 371 U.S. 961 (1963).  
Slid. at 279. 
lS 314 F. 2d 833 (7th Clr. 1963) i ocoord, United States Y. Zanadni, 206 F. 

105 

hrarini denied 359 U.S. 976 (1959).  

SUPP. 318 (W. D. Pa. 1962). 
A 0 0  18648 
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urged unsuccessfully a t  trial that  his declared conscientious objec- 
tions had formed in January, 1960. 

In United States e. Keefer,*4 the court was concerned with a 
Conscientious Objector who had worked with an aircraft company 
on military contracts. The court perceived that  this factor, while 
not in itself decisive, cast doubt upon the sincerity of the registrant 
and may be considered by the local board as inconsistent with the 
registrant's claim to be opposed to  participation in war in any 
form. In determining whether there is a basis in fact for  the 
local board's classification, the court is confined to a review of the 
contents of the Selective Service file or cover sheet and may not 
go into alleged new evidence. A basis in fact may be found in 
the facts set forth in the Department of Justice recommendation 
and the FBI resume since these are a part of the file. A can- 
seientious abjection classification is based upon all religious beliefs 
of the particular individd and not merely upon the tenets of the 
organization of which he is a member. 

In United States 21. C o r l i s ~ , ~ ~  three registrants were convicted 
for  refusing to submit to induction. The conviction was affirmed 
an the ground that  the evidence supported the Selective Service 
Appeal Board's denial of exemption as Conscientious Objectors. 
Any fact which casts doubt on the veracity of the registrant is 
relevant. Where personal sincerity is in issue, the Court of Ap- 
peals will accord weight to conclusions drawn by the local board 
af ter  per8onaI observance of the registrant. 

In Corlias, one of the registrants, Herold, sought to  enlist in 
the Naval Reserve in 1962. His Selective Service questionnaire 
form filed in 1952 did not assert that  he was a Conscientious 
Objector. He applied for enrollment in military college in 1953. 
In May, 1964, he filed a Conscientious Objector farm after receiv- 
ing an induction notice. The court saw that the evidence supported 
the local board's rejection of exemption. 

A prosecution for  failure to report for  civilian work in the 
national interest was before the court in United States II. Moham- 

2 4  313 F. Id 773 (8th Cir. 1 8 8 3 ) :  ooewd, United States V. Parker 307 F. 686 
(7th Cir. 1962) (regatrant employed in the manufacture of munitions), rsu'd. 
on other grauda, 371 U. S. 938 (1963); United State8 Y. puerenganaer. 185 
F, Supp. i l l  (M.D. Pa. 1960). 

IC 173 F. SUPD. 677 (18681. a5'd. 280 F. Id. 808 l2d Civ.1, c m  denied. 864 
U.S. 884 (1860) ( 3  judges would have granted writ) .  Compare United State* 
Y .  Kretchel, 284 F. Id 661 (8th Clr. 19601. where the defendant stated that 
he would heht in a heavenly war on the ordera o f  Jehovah and was silorued 
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med." The court held that  the local board properly refused to  
reopen the registrant's classification three days before he waa to  
report fo r  work and based upon his bare assertion that  he had 
become entitled to a ministerial exemption, Class IV-D. The court 
stated: "The fact that  defendant's predisposition to devote his 
time to his sect might be disturbed by the duties imposed by the 
selective service laws merely epitomizes the harsh reality of the 
age in which we live when military conscription is necessary to  
the national defense." 8' 

In Mohammed, the defendant was a Muslim giving his services 
full time in a restaurant operated in Chicago by his Beet. The reg- 
istrant claimed to be a student for the Ministry a t  the University 
of Islam and an Assistant Minister in  a Temple. The Temple of 
Islam exists apparently for Negroes. 

In  many registrations, the local board may allow a Conscientious 
Objector classification although the registrant insists that  he is 
entitled to a ministerial exemption, IV-D. In most instances, 
a Jehovah's Witness will reject a Conscientious Objector classi- 
fication and risk imprisonment if he is not accorded classifica- 
tion as a minister, This leads to considerable litigation under the 
Act. 

V. MINISTERS O F  RELIGION 

Section 6(g)  of the Act sets forth the following bases of ex- 
emption : 

Regular or duly ordained miniatera of religion, as defined in this title. 
and atudente preparing for  the ministry under the direction of recognized 
churches or religious organizations. who are satisfactorily p u r s u i n ~  full- 

~~ 

time eoursei of instruction in recognized theological or dwinity schools, 
or who are aatisfaetorily pursuing full-time courses of i n n t r u e t m  lead- 
ing to t h w  entrance into recognized theological OF divinity schools in 
whieh they have been pre-enrolled, shall be exempt f rom training and 
service (but  not from registration) under this tdle.  

Sections 16(c) (2)  and (3) of the Act by way of definition state: 
The term "regular minister of religion" meane one who sli hie emtarnary 
Yoeation preaehei and teaches the principles of religion of a ehruch, a 
Feligioua met, or orgsnirstion of whieh he is B member, withavt having 
been formally ordained 8s a minister af religion, and who is recognized 
by rueh church, sect, or organization BLI a regulai  minister. 
The term "regyl~r  DI duly-ordained minister of religion" does not include 
B person who irregularly or ineidentally preacheri and teaches the p i n -  

1 6 2 3 8  F. 2d 236 (7th Cir . ) ,  c ~ 1 1 .  deniad. 368 U. s. 320. ?shaming denied, 

17 Id.  at 244. 
368 U.S. 822 (13S11. 
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eipiea of religion of a church, ie1igi.u~ sect. or organization and does not 
include m y  pemon who may have been duly ordained L rniniste? m BC. 

eardance with the eerernamai, rite, or diacipline of a ehureh, religion8 
sect or mgsnization, but who does not regularly, 88 B uoestion, teach and 
preach the principles of religion and administer the ordinances of public 
wuorahip, as embodied in the creed of prineiple8 of his ehureh, reet. or 
0L.pa"iZatio". 

Little difficulty has resulted in the application of exemption to 
an "ordained minister". Several seete, including the Jehovah's 
Witnesses, regard an active, male practitioner of the sect princi- 
ples to be a minister. I t  would seem that  the legislative intent was 
to apply the exemption mare narrowly to the l 6 a d 6 ~ ~  of a faith.28 

I n  United States 11. Kutn,zQ a Jehovah's Witness was allowed 
exemption as a Conscientious Objector rather than as a minister. 
He had secular employment forty hours weekly 8s a woad cutter, 
and devoted 26 hours weekly in house-to-house calls for  his sect 
plus 76 hours monthly in personal study, The court held that  the 
evidence supported the Conscientious Objector classification, and 
that  the local board did not act arbitrarily in refusing a IV-D as 
a minister. 

In another case, the registrant sought classification either as a 
minister of Jehovah's Witnesses or a 111-A deferment for family 
dependency on the basis of supporting his mother with whom he 
lived in a house trailer. He preached and taught 29 hours monthly 
and worked secularly from 41 to 70 hours weekly as a truck driver. 
The registrant rejected a Conscientious Objector classification 
(1-0) and refused to report for civilian work in a Grand Rapids 
hospital. The defendant was convicted and the appellate Court 
upheld the trial court's determination that  the 1-0 classification 
and the denial of IV-D or 111-A "was predicated upon a basis 
in fact."30 

Indicative of the practicality of a local board's classification is 
United States 9. The court held that  classification a s  
Conscientious Objector rather than a s  a Jehovah's Witnesses 
minister had a basis of fact in the record. The defendant was 
neither the presiding minister nor a first assistant minister. He 
had been ordained a t  the age of ten years, and 66 members of his 
B e d  was the largest group with which he was identified. The grmp 

18s. REP. No. 1268, 80th Conz.. Id Seas. 13 119481. it re as in^ that the 
exemption granted IS a narrow one. 

P S l W  F. SUPP. 206 (ED. Wis. 1961). 
80 United States V. Clark, 307 F. 2d 1 (6th Cir. 1962). 
11 312 F. Id 606 (6th Cir. 1962).  ocrt. denied, 372 U. 8.960 (1863). 
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of 65 membevs olaimed 3even ministem plua various aa3istents. 
Under the facts, a "Book Study Conductor" of Jehovah's Wit- 
nesses was not regarded as a minister. 

In L'nited States u. Gallegos.8S three Jehovah's Witnesses were 
convicted of knowingly failing to  perform a duty under the Act. 
The defendants refused to report for  civilian work a t  the Los 
Angeles County Department of Charities. The court held that  
employment by a political subdivision of a state is proper and 
suitable for  a registrant required to perform work in the national 
interest. 

Presently, an appeal in the 4th Circuit is United States Y. 
Steuravt.8a The trial court convicted a defendant for failing to 
report for assignment to  civilian work and held that  there was a 
"basis in  fact" for  the denial of ministerial exemption by the 
local board and the refusal of Conscientious Objector classifiea- 
tion. The defendant was employed in secular work a t  a laundry on 
an eight-hour day basis a t  $1.00 hourly and had earned $2,200.00 
in the past twelve months. He held titles in Jehovah's Witnesses 
as "Book Study Conductor", "Magazine Territory Servant," 
"Bible Study Servant," etc. The trial court in effect recognized 
that  full-time secular work conflicts with an alleged full-time de- 
votion to the practicing ministry. 

The outcome a t  trial in Stewart is contrary to  that  arrived at  by 
the court in United States ZI. Wiggins,B4 where the 5th Circuit 
Court allowed a "Book Study Conductor" of Jehovah's Witnesses 
to be classed as a minister in IV-D despite the circumstance that 
he was employed full time in secular work. Wiggins spent 40 
hours weekly in secular employment and devoted 39 hours monthly 
to  religious work. The court in Wiggius wa3 misled apparently 
with respect to the opinion of the Supreme Court in Dickimon 0. 
United States.86 The court in Wiggins quoted language from 
Diokinaon to the effect that  a local board loses jurisdiction if there 
are insufficient facts in the record to support its conclusion. 

This poses the weight of the evidence test. The quoted 
language was not in the majority opinion in Dickinson. but. 
rather. is to  be found in Mr. Justice Jackson's dissent. 

82235 F. 2d 700 (8th C i p . ) ,  matian io? new lrini denzed. W6 F. Zd 879 (8th 
Cir. 1961). c w t .  denird, 368 U.S. 983 (1962); ocomd, United State8 v, 
LaParte, 300 F. Zd 378 (8th Cir. 1962). 

3 8  213 F. Supp. 437 (D. Md. 1863). 
84 261 F. 2d 113 (5th Cir. 1958), cart. denied, 368 U.S. 942 (1858), rehear- 

ing denied, 358 U.S. 876 (1859). 
86346 U.S. 388 (1853). 
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Contrary to Wiggins,  in the other Circuit Courts there is a un- 
animity of decision that fvlGtime semhr employment PTecludes 
a miniatedal elosaifioation.a6 

Perhaps the Stewart case now on appeal may resolve the issue 
of whether or not full-time secular employment precludes minis- 
terial exemption from military duty under the Act. 

VI. THE EFFECT O F  TORCASO v. WATKINS 

In Toreaso v .  Watkzns?' the court struck down a provision in 
the Maryland Constitution which had required a declaration of 
belief in the existence of God in order to qualify far  the office of 
notary public. The court reasoned that  there was impeded the 
plaintiff's freedom of belief and religion. The court stated: 

We repest and again reaffirm that neither a State nor the Federal Gav- 
Omment can consfitvtionslly force a person "to profess a heiief or dis- 
belief in religion." Neither can eonrtitutionaliy paaa isws no? impose 
mquirementi v h x h  aid all religions 88 against nanbehevers, and neither 
can aid those religions bared on P belief in the exiatence of Gad  PI^ ngamat 
those reliqians founded on different beliefr.88 

The Selective Service System has a significant interest in 
Torcoso as the case stands for the principle that a government 
cannot define the term "religion" with regard to the First Amend- 
ment if a definition omits any sociological, philosophical, humani- 
tarian or political belief which a minority might designate 8s a 
religious belief. The Supreme Court rejected its own prior de- 
finitions af religian.*s 

Section 6 ( j )  of the Act in allowing exemption to Conscientious 
Objectors expressly provides that :  

Reirgmus training and belief in this connection means an mdividual'r 
belief in a ?elation to P Supreme Being . . , but does no t  include elsen- 
tm.lly polltmi,  noelalagical, or philoaophieal v iers  or merely peraonal 
eade. 

86 See United States V. Bradnhaw, 242 F. 2d 180 (10th Cir. 1967) : United 
Stater V. Cnpehsrt. 237 F. 2d 338 (4th Cir.), cert. d e z e d ,  362 U.S. 363 
(1967)' United Stater Y. Dlereks 223 F. 2d 12 (7th Cir.) c e ~ t .  dmmd 350 
0.S. 8; (1966):  United Stat- Y. Hill. 221 F. 2d 437 (7th &.), crrt .  d&nisd, 
are us. 897 (1966). 
87367 U.S 488 (1961). 
9 8  Id.  a t  495, 

457 (1892).  
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In a recent case.0 under the present Act, the court held that  limit- 
ing the conscientious objection exemption to those asserting a 
belief in a Supreme Being is constitutional. 

The issue which may eventually confront the Supreme Court is 
the conflict between the Torcoso decision which rejects a test or 
belief in a Supreme Being and the Conscientious Objector exemp- 
tion under the Act which restricts exemption to one who can prove 
a belief in a Supreme Being. 

An interesting sideline ia that  Torcoso was perhaps correctly 
decided by the Court, but upon the wrong grounds. The State of 
Maryland had required the oath of belief in God only from a very 
few office holders, including notaries, and had not exacted the oath 
from the vast majority of government officials including the Go". 
ernor of the State. On its face, the classification was unreason. 
able and discriminatory against notaries and the court might haw 
so concluded without a gratuitous determination a s  to a test linkec 
to a belief in God. 

VII. EXHAUSTION O F  ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 

A Selective Service registrant must exhaust all remedies allowed 
in  the local board procedures including appeal to the higher 
Appeal Board of which there is a t  least one in each judicial dis- 
trict, A failure to  appeal from his last Classification by the Board 
will preclude the registrant from claiming that the laat classi- 
fication was improper.'1 

In Piekens 2). COZ,'~ there was habeas carpus by a petitioner 
serving a general court-martial sentence following conviction of 
disobedience of a superior officer and absence without leave. The 
petitioner urged that  as he was entitled to exemption under Sec- 
tion 6(0) of the Act a s  a sole surviving son (Class IV-A), the 
court-martial lacked jurisdiction over him. The court resolved 
that  any applicable basis of exemption was waived by the peti- 
tioner who had failed to  assert his claim to the Selective Service 
agencies and also omitted to  invoke procedures available within 
the Army to obtain release after an erroneow induction.48 The 
local board had full authority to cause the petitioner to  be in- 
ducted into the military in the absence of his assertion of any 

.. . . . . , , 
636 (October 16, 1953) 
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special exemption to which he might be entitled, and thereafter 
the general court-martial had the necessary jurisdiction to t ry  him 
for  a military offense. 

Where a defendant sought IV-D classiflcation as a minister, but 
did not appeal from his 1-0 classification, the failure to appeal 
prevented him from raising the correctness of his classification 
as a defense in criminal prosecution." 

A local board is not required to examine a new claim far ex. 
emption by a Jehovah's Witness first advanced after he has re- 
fused induction into the military. Any possible basis a i  ex- 
emption was deemed abandoned by the registrant.': 

VIII. ATTEMPTED DIVESTITURE OF CITIZENSHIP 

In recent years, there has been an increasing number of cases 
concerned with the issue whether an alien who declines military 
service is thereafter excluded from citizenship and wbether a 
citizen of the United States who flees the country to escape mili- 
tary service loses his citizenship. 

Citizenship w,ill be permanently denied to an alien who has re- 
ceived an exemption from military service in response to  his ap- 
plication to be relieved from the military obligation under the 
provisions of the Naturalization 

Where the alien is first allowed exemption by virtue of a treaty, 
and subsequently the treaty is abrogated and he performs mili- 
tary service, he is entitled to naturalization." Where it is subse- 
quently shown that the alien understood only elementary English 
a t  the time he signed the military exemption application, he is 
not excluded from natural i~at ian. '~  If the alien was actually 
physically disqualified from military service, his exemption ap- 
plication will be disregarded and he may became naturalized." 

A registrant of Selective Service who requests and is granted 
classification IV-C as an alien exempt by treaty from military 
service, is thereafter ineligible to become a citizen with regard to 

46 United States V. Osborn, 319 F. 2d 915 ( 4 t h  Cir.  19631 
45 Umtod Starer v, Bangs, 201 F. Supp. 908 (EL. Mieh 1962); accord, 

United Statesu. Cole, 205 F. SUPP. 588 (W.D. N. Car. 19621.  
(8 Umred Srstes Y. K e ~ l ,  291 F. Zd 268 (9th C r  19611 ; In ?e Rodriquea, 

193 F. Svpp 150 ( N D .  Calif. 19611. 
47 Umted Stales Y Laehcr, 229 F. 2d 919 (9th Cir. 19621;  United States V. 

Hoeligei. 273 F.2d 760 126 Clr. 19601 
4s I n n  Kaplm, 204 F. SUPP. 3 3  (D. Cola. 1962). 
49In hlmzoeff, 196 F Supp. 230 (S.D. N.Y. 19611. 
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the provisions of Section 6(a)  of the Act.w Section 6 (a )  restricts 
such exemption to the nationals of a country which grants re- 
ciprocal privileges to citizens of the United States. 

Where the exempted alien withdraws his military exemption 
application and voluntarily serves for two years in the Army, he 
is  eligible for eitizenship.6' 

Even though the alien asserts that 88 a minor he was unduly in- 
fluenced by his mother to claim military exemption, he is debarred 
from naturalization. There is no obligation on the local board to 
inform the alien that  he might also have qualified for  a student 
deferment under the Act.6e 

An alia registered with Selective Service is deportable where 
previously he left the United States to avoid aervice with the 
Armed Forces after being ordered to report for induction." 

A fa r  reaching Supreme Court decision was achieved in Ken- 
nedy 21. .Mendo~a-.Martinez.~' The court determined in a 5 4  deci- 
sion pronounced by Mr. Justice Goldberg that  a statute divesting 
a United States citizen of his citizenship because he left or remained 
outside af the country in time of war in order to evade military 
service is unconstitutional as not affording the procedural safe- 
guards guaranteed by the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. Mendoza 
in 1947 had been convicted following a plea of guilty to evasion of 
his military service obligations under Section 11 of the Selective 
Training and Service Act of 1940.'6 He served one year and a 
day. Subsequently, the present deportation proceeding began 
under Section 401(j)  of the Nationality Act of 1940.66 Mendoza 
had dual nationality as hie parenta were natives of Mexico. 

A companion case with Mendora-Martinez, consolidated on ap- 
appeal,was Rusk v .  Court.6' Court had no dual nationalityand had __ 

10 Unga Y. Beechie, 311 F .  2d 905 (9th Cir. 1963) ; Cahook V. Johnson, 273 
F. 2d 413 (5th Cir. 1 9 6 0 ) :  In ye Hariape, 200 F. Supp. 267 (D.  P d .  1961); 
In IO Estevez, 169 F. Supp. 105 (ED. Pa. 19601 

6 1  Cnited Stater Y. Cannon. 283 F. 2d 269 12d Cir. 1961) : In ,e Reso. 289 
F. 2d 174 (3d Cir. 19611: In ?e Krummenaeher. 202 F .  Supp. i s 1  (N.D-Calif .  
1962). 
&*In i e  Prieto, 289 F. Zd 12 (6th Cir. 1961).  
69 Ramanauakan V. Flagg, 309 F. 2d 890 (7th Cir. 1962). 
6 6 3 7 2  U S  144 (19631. 
16 54 Stat. 894 (1940),  a& amended. 50 U.S.C. App. 0 311 (19461, 
$6 66 Stat. 267 (19521, 8 C.S C I1481(a)  (10 )  1958).  
67372 C.S. 144 11963). Compare Perel 7.  Brownell, 356 U.S. 44 (1958) 

which by s 5-4 decision haid that Section 4011~) of the Nstmnality Act of 
1940 providing for IOSB of nstmnsiity by voting in P foreign dection was 
eonstitutmnal. Far a 5d holding that B deserter during wartime was no t  
expatriated as the atatvte of expatriation was unconstiutianai, see Trap V. 
Dulielr, 365 U.S. 88 (19581. 
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registered under the Doctor's Draf t  Act of 1951.'* He had been a 
member of the Communist Party a t  Yale University from 1 9 4 6  
1951. In 1953, Court was directed by his local board t o  report 
either in Massachusetts o r  in Franldurt, Germany for  physical 
examination in connection with military service. Court did not 
appeal and was indicted in 1954 for  violation of Section 12 (a )  
of the Act of 1948.60 Court remained abroad and, upon being 
denied a passport in 1959, brought the present proceeding f a r  a 
declaration of his status as a citizen. The Supreme Court upheld 
his citizenship against divestiture by statute 

IX. MISCELLANEOUS DECISIONS 

An injunction will not lie to  restrain local board members and 
the State Director of Selective Service from denying a Con- 
scientious Objector exemption.eo Neither can declaratory relief 
in an action for  damages be brought against the local b a r d  mem- 
bers and employees for an alleged ten years of conspiracy to  deny 
the plaintiff's rights. The board members are protected by the 
doctrine of sovereign immunity?' 

A doetor of medicine inducted into the military a s  an enlisted 
man, asaigned t o  medical work, is entitled to the pay of a medical 
OffiCeK'Z 

In a prosecution for  an offense under the Act, the Selective 
Service file of a registrant is admissible in evidence a s  a public 
doe~men t .8~  In a prosecution for  unlawful possession af Selective 
Service registration certificatea, the indictment was dismissed 
where the cards were in blank and bore no writing.*' 

A significant ease is In re Brooke." This was an original pro- 
ceeding before the Washington Supreme Court on application to 
take the bar examination. Permission waB denied to the applicant 
who had been convicted of a violation of the Act in that  he refused 
to report to war-time labor or a work camp fa r  Conscientious Ob- 
jectors and had served 22 months of a three year8 prison term. 

5 8  64 Stat. 326 (1950).  50 U.S.C. App. 5 454 (1853).  
Se 62 Stat. 622 (1943),  50 U.S.C. App. P 426(a )  (1963).  

Sarenren V.  Selective Service System, 209 F. Supp. 786 (S.D. Pa. 1962). 
Coeh V. Zuiebsck, 184 F. Supp. 651 (S.D. Calif. 1961). 

61Bslnky V. United Statea, 290 F. 2d 693 (Ct. Ci. 1861) ( the doctor was 
both B general registrant end a a p n s i  registrant under the so-called Doetar'a 
Draft, 64 Stat.  826 (1950).  PI amended, 50 U.S.C. APP. 5 454(a+ (1858) ) .  

83 Ysich V. United States, 283 F. 2d 613 (9th Cir. 1860). 
(4 United States Y. Naughten, 195 F. Supp. 157 (N.D. Calif. 1961). 
as57 Wash. 2d 834, 366 P. 2d 840 (19601, csvt. dsnisd 395 U.S. 813 (1961).  
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The State Supreme Court concluded that  the applicant was not 
of "good moral character" and was not impressed that  a matter 
of alleged conscience was involved in the Selective Service infrac- 
tion. 

X. CONCLUSION 

The litigation under the Universal Military Training and Serv- 
ice Act in time of peace and involving alleged Conscientious Ob- 
jectors and ministers of religion has been very extensive and 
costly. At first glance one might conclude that  the result is not 
worth the effort and expense of resisting ill-founded claims to 
exemption under the Act in these classifications. For  the very 
reason that  we now are  in a period of comparative peace, however, 
i t  becomes necessary to scan closely all claims for  exemption from 
military service. Otherwise, in time of war or great national 
emergency, the machinery of Selective Service might not adjust 
quickly to increased numbers of exemption claims a s  military 
service comes closer to the ordinary man. I t  should be borne in 
mind that  from the earliest colonial beginnings of America, i t  has 
been the practice over the years to allow an exemption from the 
military obligation to  men whose consciences are  obstructed by 
the necessity to  undertake military service. In an Act of 1684, 
the General Assembly of New York in providing for  compulsory 
military s e n i c e  excused those persons "pretending tender Con- 
sciences" who were required to furnish a man to  serve in their 
stead or to pay fines." 

An indication of the successful operation of the Act is the a r e -  
ful  consideration extended to all claimants fo r  exemption even 
where the purpose to avoid military service may seem unreaeon- 
able. 

WILLJAM LAWRENCE SHAW' 

a~V'oilmer, Mdibry Obligation: The American Tiadition, New Ymk En- 

*Lieutenant Colonel, CAL ARNG; Deputy Attorney General of Caldarnia: 
member of the Bar of the State of California; LL.B., 1933, Stanford Uni- 
VerBity Law School: Chairman. California Civil War Centennial Cammiarion. 
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AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING AND T H E  JUDGE AD- 
VOCATE GENERAL'S CORPS.* Programmed utilization of 
automatic data processing systems by the U. S. Army will even- 
tually extend to all levels of command and management. The in- 
tegration of certain judge advocate requirementa within these 
systems stand to benefit the Corps. At  the snme time, widespread 
use of ADPs throughout the Army establishment will affect judge 
advocate responsibilities and operations. The Judge Advocate 
General's Corps must be ready to respond to and, where appro- 
priate, take advantage of the introduction of electronic equipment. 

I. UTILIZATION O F  ADPS BY T H E  ARMY 

A. FIELD ARMY 
By 1910, the Army plans to  employ ADPS extensively a t  the 

field army level. This program is known as  "Command and Con- 
trol Information System-1970 (CCIS-lO)."l I ts  objective is to 
develop appropriate systems to provide automatic data process- 
ing of functions in operational areas of interest to the tactical 
commander. Five sub-systems are  proposed to cover the following 
operational areas: operation centers, fire support, intelligence, 
logistics, and personnel and administration. Each of these systems 
wlll include a suitable number of inter-connected computers, with 
remote input-output and display devices as necessary, located a t  
various echelons throughout the field army. Input devices will be 
provided at  the lowest feasible echelon. Controlling tactical and 
administrative support facilities h a t e d  a t  field army, corps, and 
division are the focal points of the integrated CCI%lO. 

Of direct concern to the Judge Advocate General's Corps is 
the personnel and administration data system proposed far  the 
field army. Development of this system has been the responsibility 
of The Adjutant General's Board, U. S. Army.' Preliminary 

* Thia article was adaded from a renort armsred far The Sudm Adweate 
General while the autho; was assigned'to tce i tan  m d  laeults o i T h e  Jvdm 
Advocate Gener~l'a School. The opinion% and eonelvaions presented herein 
ala those of the author and do not n e c e i i s n l ~  remeaent the view8 01 The 
Judge Advo&te~Geneiai'8 Soh& or any other &&mental agency. 

1 Dep't of A m y  late., AGAM-P 413.61 ( 4  Dec 61) DCSOPS, subject: 
Command and Control Information Syatem-1810 (Jan. a, 1982). 

2 This responsibility has now been aaaumed by The Adiutant Oeneral'a 
Combat Developments Agenes. 
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studies prepared by this Boards indicate that  the goal of the 
system is to eliminate or greatly reduce all manual record keeping 
in the field army and substitute record manitenance by electronic 
means. "Hard copy" records, such as morning reporta, will be 
eliminated. The Board recognizes that  the system "envisions 
certain techniques and procedures that are contrary to existing 
law," but "it is assumed that  enabling legislation will be en- 
acted."' 

I t  i s  anticipated that the system will be designed to provide 
the following information in support of the administration of mili- 
tary justice:' 

(1) Notification to the Staff Judge Advocate of personnel 
held in arrest or confinement for  more than a predetermined num- 
ber of days. 

(2) Information as to the status of all charges preferred 
to satisfy the requirement that  pending court-martial cases be re- 
ported weekly to the  convening authority. 

(3) Statistical data required for  periodic personnel reports, 
such as numbers and types of court-martial cases on hand, etc. 

(4) A computer print-aut of the individual's military record. 
a s  maintained in the field army, when required. 

It is not contemplated that  the field army data system will be 
concerned with the judicial process of courts-martial, 0' with non- 
judicial punishment, legal assistance, claims or war crimes.' 

With regard to the development of automatic data systems for 
the field army, the Judge Advocate General's Corps must be con- 
cerned with the following matters :' 

(1) The elimination of certain hard copy records, thus affect- 
ing the area of documentary evidence. 

(2) The maintenance of sufficient information relative to 
the individual to enable commanders and staff judge advocates 

8 ADPS Study AGCCD 59-1, Periannsl Rsemd Keepzng ~n the Fwld A m y ,  
The Adjutant General's Board (Dec. 31, 1959); ADPS Study AGCCD 61-14 
Penonnri Management in Suppart o t  the Field A m y - P ~ m m m i  1nfm.m~. 
tron Requhemants tor ail A m 8  and Servicsr,  pta 1, IV, The Adjutant 
General's Board (Aug. 5, 1961).  There studies are an the proee~s of republi- 
eation but will be essent~nlly unchanged. 

4Forawo7d to ADPS Study AGCCD 59-1 (Change No. 1, 25 March 6 0 ) ,  
'P. L i l .  mpra note 4. 

6 ADPs Study AGCCD 61-10, PP. 18-22, OP cil. mpra note 4. 
6 I d .  st 2. 
1 Letter from The Judge Advocate General's School, U.S. A m y .  to Cam. 

manding Oflcer, U.S. Army Combat Service Support Group. May 24, 1853, 
subject: Fkwew of Commsnd Control Information Syakms 1970 (CCIS-70). 
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to make informed decisions when administrative or disciplinary 
action with respect to  an individual is required. 

(5) The maintenance of adequate information to  enable trial 
and defense counsel to prepare court-martial cases. 

(4) Utilization of appropriate data systems by the Staff 
Judge Advocate to maintain essential statistics and prepare re- 
quired reports in his own areas of interest. 

B. CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES 

1. Headquarters. 

Utilization of ADPS by The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel 
and The Adjutant General, for  the management of officer person- 
nel and the maintenance of their records, is well known.8 Based 
upon the evaluation of a prototype ADP personnel system installed 
at  Headquarters, Fourth United States Army, the Secretary of 
Defense approved the installatian of computers a t  all CONUS 
Army Headquarters to support the Army personnel and manpower 
management system.* Although the prototype was proposed and 
approved primarily to support the personnel system, the aver-all 
concept provides far  the computers to be used in support of data 
processing requirements for  other areas of application when not 
required for personnel data processing. The installation of a new 
"Automatic Digital Network" (AUTODIN) for  communications, 
in place of the current transceiver network, will increase the 
system's capabilities. The record on each o0icer now contains 500 
items of information. This will be expanded to approximately 
2,000 items on each officer's magnetic tape record.lo 

2. Posts. 
Adoption of ADPS a t  the post level also is under consideration. 

A Department of the Army team stuEededaata processing activities 
a t  Fort  Meade, Maryland, and Fort  Jackson, South Carolina, and 
concluded that  integration of ADPS a t  Class I installations is both 
feasible and desirable." Computer service would be extended to 
smaller posts where the workload does not justify location of a 
computer. ADPS would then be accessible a t  almost every level 
of the Army. 
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C. HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT O F  THE ARMY 
In  December 1961, the Chief of Staff approved the AUTO- 

PROBE concept and, in January 1962, established the AUTO- 
PROBE Committee for the purpose of expediting the project.12 
AUTOPROBE is the designation given to the automatic data 
processing system serving Headquarters, Department of the 
Army. I ts  objective is to provide the Army staff with infarma- 
tion and data required for  planning, programming, budgeting, 
resource management, and command and control.'s The facilities 
serving AUTOPROBE are  those of the U S  Army Data Services 
and Administrative Systems Command. 

Because of the need for controlled and orderly development of 
integrated information systems, the Chief of Staff established the 
Office of the Special Assistant for  Army Information and Data 
Systems." This office will be initially responsible to, and located 
under, the Vice Chief of Staff. I ts  mission was to develop, by 
15 October 1963, a concept and organization for  centralized direc- 
tion and control over integrated A m y  information and data sys- 
tems procedures and eventually provide centralized policy develap- 
ment, supervision over systems design and equipment selection, 
and allocation of resources. 

11. I!dPLICATIONS FOR JUDGE ADVOCATES 
The foregoing discussion was intended not only as a brief 

summary of the development and application of ADPS within 
the Army, but also to  indicate areas of interest to the Judge Ad- 
vocate General's Corps. These new systems of record keeping 
have numerous legal implications. Many hard copy records, such 
as morning reports, pay records, property issue slips, etc., will be 
eliminated. The effect upon the best evidence, official record and 
business entry rules requires continuous examination.'s Prc- 
curement regulations may require modification to  allow use of 
computers by contractors. A determination must be made as to 
what type of record is desired in response to a subpoena duces 

Ischief of Staff Regs. No. 16-15 (Jan. 22. 1962).  
18Dep'r of Army Letter, AGAY-P(Mj (26 Feb 6 3 )  COMPT-X (DPSj ,  

Hq DA. subject: AUTOPROBE Annual Report (March 8, 1963). 
11 Chief of Staff Memorandum No. 63-58, file CS 320, subject: Army In- 

farmatian and Data Systems (July 15, 1963). 
I I  It IS anderabod that the X h t s r y  Juitrce Divbion, Office of the J u d e  

Advocate General, Department of the Army, has prepared proposed changes 
to the PANU& FOR COURIB-MARTIAL, UN~TED STATWI, 1951, t o  provide for tho 
admmlhllity of ADPs records and printoute. 
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tecum. Who is the actual custodian of information stored in a 
computer is subject to question, a8 well as who should certify the 
correctness of information produced by a computer system. Many 
other problems will be created when fully integrated ADPS 
throughout the Army becomes a reality. Not only must adjust- 
ments be made to accommodate the elimination of certain records, 
but action must be taken to insure that  required documentation 
is  maintained. I t  is essential that the judge advocate be knowledge- 
able of data processing systems in order to respond to the needs 
of command, and that  military law keep abreast of new develop- 
ments. 

The Judge Advocate General's Carps also should prepare to 
utilize and benefit from automatic data prwessing. The Per- 
sonnel Division Office of the Judge Advocate General, now parti- 
cipates in  the use of ADPS in the field of personnel management 
and record keeping. Such use might be extended to include, for 
example, workload studies to better determine the allmatian of 
personnel ta various activities. Required reports now prepared 
manually might well be prepared through data processing. Even 
more important, certain reports and analyses not previously avail- 
able because of the time and effort which would be required can 
now be made available. A study, through ADP, of types of af- 
fenses, results of trials, sentences, etc., in  comparison with in- 
formation concerning the accused, could be quite revealing. Ap- 
plication to the field of claims appears desirable. A well designed 
r,: o g m c  coa!d provide current data concerning claims, processed 
and paid by types, a t  all echelons of command.'8 I t  appears that  
ADPS could be used by the Lands Division to maintain records on 
land under the jurisdiction of the Government. I t  is understood 
that  the records of these land transactions now fill some 900 file 
cabinets. ADPS is an effective tool for  compiling and correlating 
information in large scale investigations and in "big" cases, in- 
volving large numbers of documents or depoeitions. In this regard, 
a program should be devised for the compilation of data and main- 
tenance of records on war crimes, and individuals suspected of 
war crimes, when required by conditions existing within a parti- 
cular theater of operations. Other applications of benefit to the 
Corps would undoubtedly he found by fully exploring the field. 
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Perhaps the chief benefit which the Corps may realize from 
computers, however, lies in  the a re s  of legal research. In view 
thereof, the balance of this discussion concentrates on that  Possi- 
bility. 

111. LEGAL RESEARCH BY COMPUTER 

A. THE NEED 

1. Volume of Materials. 

Numerous articles have been written and speeches given con- 
cerning the mounting Rood of legal reference material, the inade- 
quacy of our present indexing methods, and the resulting dif- 
ficulties attendant to legal research which face the legal profes- 
sion.17 

I t  has been determined that there are  approximately two and 
one-third million reported ca8es and one and one-half million 
statutes,'B together with an untold number of administrative 
agency regulations." Each year about 26,000 new opinions are 
published, along with 29,000 new statutes.20 

2. Uncertainty of Manuel Research. 

The enormous increases in legal reference material have atser- 
taxed the traditional indexing systems, which are being stretched 

11 The ~ v e r . d l  problem IP well stated by Robert A. Wilson of the South- 
western Legal Foundation. See Wilson, Computer Retrieval a i  Cos8 Law, 
16 S.W.L.J. 409 (1962).  

18 I b i d ,  quoting Vincent F iorddid ,  Law Librarian,  Rutgars Kmverslty 
School of Law. 

1s In thia regard,  John Lyons points out tha t  the Fedeiol Regzster has pub- 
i i i e d  about 300,000 pager containing many hundreds of thaursnda of entries: 
about two million subject index entrier and more than m e  and one-half 
million numerical index entries have been published to assist ~n the nae af 
the Dady  Regrster: as far :he Code of Federal Rwulaliom. more than m e  

[M.U.L.L. (.Modern Caea of Logic ~n Law1 le the newsletter of the ABA 
Speeial Committee an Electronic Data Ret r iws l ,  published quarterly (Iflarch, 
June, September and December) ~n eoliaboratlan u i th  Yale h w  School.] 

10 Wilson, 8uwa note 18. A manoqrsph entitled "Aufomatw Retrrwal of 
Legal Literature: Why and Haw? prepared in 1962 by All-n, Brooks and 
Jamra far the Walter E. Meyer Research Inatltvte of Law, iliustratDn in 
graph form the growth of legs1 l i terature of ail types. Far  example, the 
number of i tems in the Law Library of the K .  S. Llbrsry of C ~ n g l e ~ s  in- 
eressed from approximately 100,000 in 1900 to 960.000 by 1958. 
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to cover factual situations and new fields of law unthought of ten 
years ago. Complicating the situation are  the relatively infiexible, 
hierarchical indexes used in most digests. Once a classification 
system has been established and numbers have been assigned to 
subtopics, the system tends to become stratified. The fact that  
each new decision must be boiled down to fit into a predetermined 
pigeonhole requires the digester either to leave aut those portions 
of the case for  which no pigeonhole exists, o r  to  squeeze them into 
a preconceived mold. This inevitably results in a distortion of the 
source material. Different indexing systems are used for  separate 
digests or compilations, requiring the researcher to adjust his 
terms of reference as his search takes him from one source to  
another. And if he does not think in the same terms as the in- 
dexer or classifier, B formidable barrier exists between him and 
the basic material. Further complicating the lawyer's research 
efforts is the fact in most conventional index-digeats the head- 
notes state only the legal principles involved in the case, The 
factual background which makes the ease relevant to a particular 
problem is usually omitted.21 

3 .  Advantages of Automatic Research. 
Many advantages are anticipated from the automation of legal 

research. Provided all relevant documents have been stored, the 
lawyer need go to only one source for  his research. All materials 
of interest can be searched simultaneously, rather than through 
a series of indices and digests. The lawyer need be familiar with 
only one indexing or search system. Searches can be made much 
faster, relieving the lawyer of much drudgery and non-profes- 
sional activity. A wider range of materials can be examined for  
pertinency and no materials will be overlooked, resulting in a 
better quality of professional work. Automation also can provide 
an opportunity to retrieve cases according to their fact similarities, 
as well as on the similarities of their legal issues. 

I t  may be argued that  the problem facing the civilian attorney 
does not apply to the judge advocate; that the military lawyer's 
work is more stereotyped; that  he knows rather specifically what 
precedents and authorities are applicable in his particular field. 
But such arguments are  mare specious than true. Today the 

11 Current Drablema in lezsl research have x ~ o w n  to tho mint  that it has 
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interests and responsibilities of the judge advocate cover ail fields 
of law, almost without exception. And, in addition, he has other 
responsibilities not ordinarily faced by the civilian lawyer, e.g., 
the field of military justice. The following comment by Vincent 
P. Biunna may apply as well to the judge advocate as to his civilian 
counterpart: 

With each passing year we pile up deeiaion on statute on rule an regu- 
lation and then construct large and evmbersome digests, campendiuma, 
indexes and other areheoloeicsi devices which we hope will help us find 
what we want in the ever.growing mound . . . . Ask any judge writ ing 
an opinion, or B lawyer writ ing B brief, whether he can redly say he 
had the time to look for, find. andyze  and apply every precedent relevant 
to B point n t  issue. There i i  B strong suipieion tha t  the mountain of 
precedents has mown to such size tha t  legal ieaesreh ordinarily eonaista 
of no mare than snatching the firat bit of relevant material  tha t  can he 
found and then fiying by the seat of the pants.= 

Even if the computer should serve only to reduce the amount of 
time spent in legal research, i t  would be of benefit to the Judge 
Advocate General's Corps. The Air Force recently conducted a 
survey to  determine the present workload and cos& of manual 
research within that service.p8 An annual legal research workload 
of 175,000 cases a t  a total cost of $693,000 waB established. In 
addition to research costs, man-hour costs to establish and main- 
tain existing subject matter indexing for  legal research materials 
amount to approximately $70,000 annually. On this basis, total 
present annual costs for  legal research in the Air Force amount 
to  $763,000. It is assumed that the legal research workload and 
corresponding cost in the Army would exceed that  experienced 
in the Air Force. 

I t  is not anticipated that  institution of computerized legal re- 
search would result in a dollar savings as indicated above. Even 
though the computer can more quickly locate legal materials ap- 
plicable to a given legal problem than can be accomplished mmual- 
ly, i t  cannot replace the lawyer who must still analyze the mate- 
rial and apply it to the problem a t  hand. It would relieve him 
of much of the time consuming, tedious work of legal research, as 
now performed, giving him additional time for the more important 
aspects of his responsibilities. 

E* Extracted from an address entitled "Pioqress and New Developments 
in Eleetiomc Research for  the Lawyer" presented a t  the 1252 annual meeting 
of the American Bar Association. 

l a  RCS. AF-D64 (OT). Reavlti reported in an undated pamphlet "LITE 
--Sup~iemental Information," prepared by the Air Force Aeeounting and 
Finance Center, Denver, Colorado. 
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I t  is considered that  automated legal research, in Some form, 

is required by the judge advocate as well as by the legal profes- 
sion as a whole, and that  a t  some time in the future it will be used 
in most areas of legal research. I t  is generally conceded that  the 
equipment or "hardware" to  do the job is currently available. 
Although improvements in some areas undoubtedly will be made, 
legal research a n  be accomplished with computer systems now in 
operation. The problem lies in determining the best approach; 
that  is, what we should ask the computer to do f a r  "8 .  

B. THE EXPERIMENTS 

A great amount of effort is being directed toward possible 
uses of computers by the legal profe8sion.a' In general, experi- 
mentation in the field of electronic legal research has followed 
two main approaches: automated searching of material which was 
manually indexed or abstracted prior to entry into the computer 
"library," and automated searching of the full natural text of 
source material which had not been indexed prior to storing in 
the computer.zK Examples of the application of computers to  
legal research are noted briefly in the following paragraphs.*B 

1. Searching Indesed 07 Abstracted Legal Material. 

"Point o f  Law" approach. Perhaps the simplest concept is the 
"Point of Law" approach, developed a t  Oklahoma State University 
by the late Robert T. Morgan.2' In essence, this technique is a 

e4  Amiricsn Bar A w c i a t , o n  ReccmmeiiCatian KO. 27, Augosr 1563,  far the 
e~nr inua l lon  of the ABA Special Crmmittee on Electronic Data R 
indieales thaL lax, schaala of !he fo l rowmg ni imrsdles  aic eo 
rrszarLh -11 th.r held: Denver, George Wsrhngton ,  CCLA. Illmom, Sou ern 
3lsthadmt, Texas, Vnwerii ty of Califorma a t  Berkeley, Inoiana. Lh o State,  
Nebraska, Yale and Pittsburgh. 

95 Far discussions of the expcrimenla ilj lcgsl research b:i earnpuler, ~ e i  
generally Loevinger, Jurimelrm The M e t h o d o l o g y  oi Legal Inquiry,  28 
LIW & CONTEMP. PROB. 5 (1063): Eldndge and Dennin. T i 8  Crrnpuirr os a 

28 LAW & C U I I F I I P .  FHOE. 't8 ( 1 9 6 0 , ) .  
not attempt to ois.r.te ~n detail h3t  the varmns 

a8Proachea to avroinmtid leeal reszarrh a ? i u a ~ ~ i .  u m k .  10 do 30 a.equnlely 
u a d d  require s e v e i i l  hunsred psr rgrapnr  I t  is mienled t o  B , Y ~  m y  am 
r J  cation as to the dmer ion  taken by diff 

27 Morgan, The P o d  or La*& Approooh, 
f e m w  01 business law, had previounly bee 
In October 19% he unsuccersful ly propose 

recorda and orhcr mili tary lax, materials. d to ue the firm 
derailed Statement of a system far computer  orag age and retr80i.d of a cam- 
ylete body of law." 6 2 0  hl C L L. a t  268. 
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mechanization of the conventional indexing method, with same 
added advantages in searching. Each case or legal document is 
analyzed to determine the legal issues decided or covered. Code 
numbers a re  assigned to each point of law or concept, and the 
legal materials are recorded an magnetic tape under the appro- 
priate code number or numbers. When a field of law has been 
analyzed, a directory is prepared listing all points of law in 
alphabetical sequence and indicating the code numbers correspand- 
ing to  each legal concept. Ta obtain material under this system, 
the attorney muat analyze his problem to determine the paints of 
law involved. These points or concepts are then checked against 
the alphabetical listing to determine the corresponding code num- 
bers. The computer then conducts a search for stored legal mate- 
rials based on these code numbers. 

This approach is essentially an automated West Key Number 
type system. In addition to its speed in locating stared mste- 
rials, i t  has one other major advantage over conventional manual 
methods of legal research. I t  is capable of searching for numerous 
concepts a t  one time, whereas in manual searching each aspect of a 
problem must be researched individually. Also i t  has an ad- 
vantage over some of the other computerized systems in that it 
uses concepts and terms with which lawyers are already familiar. 
However, i t  has the limitations and disadvantages of all Systems 
that rely on manual indexing or abstracting. 

“Concepts of Decision” approach. An apparent adaptation 
of the “Point of Law” approach has been instituted a t  the Federal 
Trade Commissian.26 Commission, Circuit Court, and Supreme 
Court case8 are briefed into their main “Concepts of Decision.” 
Each concept is given a number and is followed by a Itst of cita- 
tions to decisions in which i t  is the law of the case. The searcher 
analyzes the facts of his ease and requests the law by Concept 
Number. Machines search out the numbers and print out the case 
citations. In addition, each commodity is numbered and followed 
by citations to cases ruling on violations involving that commodity. 
Thus the searcher can sl80 obtain citations to cases with facts 
similar to his case by requesting a machine search af Cammodit>- 
Numbers. 

“Descriptor System” approach. Another system based on 
prior manual indexing or abstracting was developed by John C. 
Lyons, a t  the Graduate School of Public Law, George Washington 

~~~ 

1 0  s e e  .L L. 43 
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University.29 Documents in the file are indexed manually in more 
depth than in the "Point of Law" approach, by what i8 termed 
a "descriptor system." That is, all information which may have 
a search value is extracted from the document. This may include 
facts, points of law, commodities, authors or judges, etc. The com- 
puter is programmed to apply an association factor to each term 
used in a search of the file. In this manner other terms found to 
have some relevancy are  automatically employed in the search af 
the file. As a result, the system has the capability of finding perti- 
nent documents even though they were not indexed by the terms 
of the search request and, in addition, can list such documents in 
a probable order of relevancy to the search request.30 

"Semantic Coded Abstract" approach. One of the mast com- 
plicated approaches to computerized legal research was under- 
taken a t  the Western Reserve University Center f a r  Documenta- 
tion and Communication. A "Semantic Coded Abstract" system 
was first developed in preparing metallurgical literature for elec- 
tronic search. This Bystem was then adapted to legal documents 
on an experimental basis. 

Searching is carried out  by computer, using an index prepared 
from the original text by analysts; however, the indexing method 
is not conventional in that  an artificial language i B  employed. In 
general, predetermined codes representing various generic aspects 
are  substituted for  the original words abstracted from the text. 
The methods used would be difficult toexplain in a few paragraphs 
and no attempt is made to do so I t  is noted, however, that  

21 Thm system was described in B paper entitled "A Search Strategy for 
Legal Retrieval," dintrlbuted a t  the Amencan Bar Arsoclatlon Annual Meet. 
mg, August 1962. See slio. Lyons, New Frontwrs 01  the Legal Teohnzque. 
62D 11 u.L L 2 5 6 ,  and articles by Loevmger and Eldridge, ~ v p r a  note 26. 

80 In addltmn to this pwleet a t  George Washlngton University. Mr. Lyons 
1s In charge of the Legal Reference and Data Retrieval Unit eatablinhed ~n 
the h t l t r u s t  Dwmon of the Department of Jusriee. I h m  umt  publishes a 
legal index named "LEX" for  use ui th in  the Antitrust  Division. LEX is a 
Semi-automated Index of documents originating within the Dwinion, but IS 
designed 80 tha t  It may be fnlly camputerired and extended to mciude ather 
legal materials. A descriptor index system 1s employed and the  full t ex t  of 
the documents IP malntalned on microfilm. This system is deieribed in articles 
by Lyons (m'pro note 301 and Loevinger (8uva note 26). Mr. Lsanr SIP0 
Is an asroemtaladv~sar to the American Bar Ameiatmn Special Committee 
on Eleerrome Data Retnevsi. 

In B memorandum dated 20 December 1962, subject: "Preliminary Re- 
port ,  Automatic Data Praeeaaing and the Judge Advocate,'. Lyons outlined 
poarible "80s of  ADPS by the Judge Advocate General's Corps. 

8 1  For detailed descriptions of  the WRU approach, see Melton and  BPnsing, 
Searohing Legal Lite7atuye Eleof7anioally: R e a i t a  of @ Teat Progmm, 46 
MINN. L. REV. 228 (1960); Melton, The Semantio Coded Abstract  Ammach. 
B2M M.U.L.L. 48. See dl0 Loevinger and Eldridge. B%va note 26. 
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because of technical nature of the system and the requirement far 
highly skilled analysts, i t  casts approximately $6.50 to prepare tne 
abstract of one document.82 This approach, therefore, is con- 
sidered impractical when applied to a large body of documents, a8 
would be involved in just  one field of the law. 

2. Searching Full 'Vatural T e x t .  

"Keg Words in Combination" approach. John F. Horty de- 
veloped what he termed the "Key Wards in Combination" ap- 
proach a t  the University of Pittsburgh Health Law Center.83 This 
SyStem evolved from an attempt to overcome specific research 
problems in statutory law, rather than experimentation in cam- 
puterized legal research as such. 

In contrast to previously described systems, source materials 
are not manually indexed, abstracted, or pre-coded. The full text 
of each document is placed on magnetic tape. The computer then 
creates an alphabetical list of erery ward used in each doeument, 
eliminating Some 112 common words such a8 "the," "and," etc., 
which halw no intrinsic search value. The exact location of each 
word in each document is identified by the computer. This alpha- 
betical list is then used to frame search requests. The researcher 
determines what key wards, or combinations of words, would 
likely be used in documents which would have relevancy to his 
problem. The search of the document file is then conducted by 
the computer, based on these words, and citations to or f u l l  text 
of relevant documents are printed out upon 

It might be noted that this system apparently is the only one 
which has been tested against manual research to determine i ts  

82 Hsyden, How Electraric Computers IVarh.  A Lawyer Looks Inside The 
.Vem Woch2nra. 625 X U  L.L. 112. 

33 Ilr. Horty i s  director of the Health Law Center and also chairman of  the 
Amer~ean  Bar Asaaeiatian Special Committee on Electronic Data Retrieval. 

a 4  A complete detailed description of  this system, how it was prepared, and 
hou ~t works 1s contained ~n the following reports. entitled "Searchmg Sfatu- 
torr Law by Computer," submitted by the Health Law Center to the Council 
on Library Resources pursuant ta grant CLR-142; Interim Report 80. 1 
(undated]: Interim Repart Yo 2 ( Y a y  1, 1962); Final Repart ( T a u  12, 
1Y62). 

For P O ~ O  technical aspeeta of this approach, see Feln and Jacobs, "Lin- 
guistic Statistics of Indexing'' (mimeo report), 31 July 1862: Kehi, Horty, 
Bacon and Mitchell, An Infomat ian  R e t n e u a l  Longnege for Legol Studzea, 
4 cox. OF AYOC. m~ COMPUTING nm". 380. 

See generally Horty, The Key Words in Comkznation Appmooh, 62M 
M.U.L.L. 6 4 :  Univeraitv of Pittsburnh Health Law Center. Scarches of Lmw 
ky Computer (August i962); article; by Laevinger and Eldridge, Buwa note 
26. 
iza A00 686tB 
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conparative efficiency. In one instance, research of six legal prob- 
lems was conducted by the computer and separately by law pro- 
fessors. The computer searches produced more than twice as 
many references deemed relevant by the researchers 88 the manual 
searches (171 to IZ) ,  and the manual searches produced only two 
references missed by the machine.as 

Since under the Pittsburgh system documents a re  recorded in 
full text, i t  lends itaelf to other practical applications. For exam- 
ple, i t  was used to prepare a collation of the Welfare Laws of 
Pennsylvania.36 In another instance, i t  assisted in the drafting of 
legislation. Pennsylvania statutes variously prescribe that the 
fiscal year begins on "1 July" and "the first Monday in July." 
Legislation was being drafted to change the fiscal year in all in- 
stances to 1 July. By having the computer search f a r  all statutes 
using the wards "first," "Ifonday," and "July," in that order, all 
statutory sections ta be amended were retrieved.87 Either of these 
actions would have posed considerable problems in time and cost if 
performed manually. 

One of the computer programs enables the printout of selected 
wards in the context in which they are used. For example, a study 
was to  be made of the use of the phrase "good faith" in Pennsyl- 
vania statutes. Each occurrence of the phrase was printed out by 
the computer, with several words appearing on either side of the 
phrase and the citation of the document in which the phrase oc- 
curred.as This computer program could be particularly useful in 
drafting legislation, to be certain that words are used consistently. 

The Pittsburgh project is probably the most extensive one yet 
undertaken. They now have on tape, available for research by 
computer, the complete laws of the United States, the complete 
statutes of Kew York and Pennsylvania and the statutes dealing 
with health in eleven ather states, the Pennsylvania Attorney 
General's opinions dealing with education, and the New Jersey 
court rules, rules of evidence and constitution. To date, however, 
they have not tried automated legal research of judicial d e c i ~ i o n s . ~ ~  

2: Horty, supra note 36. For a more eam~lete  analym of this and other 

36 Sprmper and Hortp, Searching and Collating the Welfare Laws Of 

8:  Barfy, supra note 36. 
8 8  For B law review note prepared on the baais of this printout, aee Hatch, 

Good Fatth Cnder the Unijomr Cornmereid Coda. 23 PlTTSBUROR L. RN. 
(1962). 

8) In a recent conversation with the writer of thin report, Mr. Harty indi- 
cated that research of c a ~ ~  law would be tested at the Health Law Center ~n 
the near future. 

eomp~ia t ive  teats, see In tenm Report Xo. 2, mpra note 36. 

Pennsylvania by Computer (Health Law Canter, September 1862). 
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"Root lndez File" apvoach .  An approach to research in the 

case law field, similar to the "Key Wards in Combination" ap- 
proach to Statutory retrieval, has been undertaken by the South- 
western Legal Foundation under the direction of Robert A. Wilson, 
Vice President and Director of Research.'o Source material, con- 
sisting of approximately 260 Federal court decisions dealing with 
taxation of oil and gas transactions and 200 State and Federal 
appellate court decisions in the field of arbitration, have been 
placed an tape in ful l  text. Certain modifications of the "Key 
Wards in Combination" system were made, the principal one 
being the preparation of a "Root Index File." A11 words occurring 
in the natural text are given a root index number and various 
forms of a given word are collected under a given root term. Thus, 
the wards "appeal," "appeals," and "appealed" would be assigned 
a single numerical code. Searching is done on the basis of root 
index numbers, rather than by words, as in "Key Words in Cam- 
bination" system. This serves to shorten the concordance of search 
na rds  and reduces computer search time. There is no indication, 
however, as to how well this system works in actual practice in 
comparison with manual research. 

Project LITE, The Air Force Accounting and Finance Center a t  
Denver, Colorado, has proposed that a pilot test be conducted to 
determine the feasibility of performing legal research by com- 
puter within the military establi8hment.'l This project, known as 
LITE (Legal Znformation Thru Electronics), is pstterned after 
the system developed a t  the Health L a w  Center, University of 
Pittsburgh. 

The scope af the project will be limited primarily to legal re- 
search in the field of financial management, As source data far 
conduct of the test, the ful l  text of the following materials will 
be placed on magnetic tape: the Cnited States Code, pertinent 
Executive Orders, and Comptroller General Decisions applicable 
to the financial management of military funds. 

I t  is anticipated that the project will be completed within ap- 
proximately one year after it Is initiated. The first six months 
will be utilized in preparing the data base, systems design and 
initial programming. During the second six months the system 
will be tested and programs refined. 

The system will be designed to provide citations, full text, and 
words or phrases-in-context in response to a search request. To 
-~ 

40 Wilron, Computer Retrieval o i  Case Law, 16 S.W.L.J. 409 (1962). 
(1 Letter, Headquarters Air Farce Accounting and Finance Center, subject. 

LITE (20 Aug. 1962).  and attached pamphlet. 
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evaluate the system, it is planned to  conduct three word or phrase- 
in-context searches and fifteen subject matter searches per week 
during the six-month test period. In addition, five citation searches 
per week will be conducted during the first three months of the 
test period. Thus a total of 633 searches will be conducted for  
test purposes. The results of these computer searches will be 
compared against manual searches of the same research problems 
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the automated research 
system. 

3. Eliminating Manual Indezing and Abstracting. 

There are differences of opinion as to  the best approach in 
adapting the computer to legal research, Le., whether or not docu- 
ments should be manually indexed or abstracted prior to entry 
into the reference file. The strongest arguments appear to be 
against such procedures.'z Automated systems of legal research 
which rely on prior abstracting or indexing of documents seem 
to perpetuate, in many respects, the difficulties and shortcomings 
inherent in our present methods of organizing and storing legal 
reference material. In essence, the researcher must think in the 
same terms as the indexer if he is to find references pertaining 
to the problem a t  hand. 

Abstracting o r  indexing of documents requires an inordinate 
amount of time and a high level of talent. The digest necessarily 
depends upon the ability and insight of the person doing the ab- 
stracting. Even so, no two human minds a n  be reliably counted 
upon to consistently make the same decisions as to what material 
is to be included or what words are to be selected for the abstract 
or index. Inevitably there is a lass of information in going from 
the document to the condensation or classification of the document. 

On the other hand, search of complete natural text, without 
prior manual indexing, requires much more complicated com- 
puter programs and more computer time. The researcher must 
determine the language or words that  would probably be used in  
documents which pertain to his problem, And, although a high 
level of talent is not required in preparing documents for  research, 

48 For diaeusaiona of thia problem, roe Eldridge and Dennis, Ths Computer 
a8 a Tool  io7 Leg01 Remamh, 28 LAW & COATEMP. PROB. 78 (19631 ; Wilson, 
Compulev Retricud of C u e  Low, 16 S.W.L.J. 409 (1962) ; Hoffman, Law- 
tomahon m Legal Rmsamh: Same Indroznc Pmblema, 63M M.U.L.L. 16; 
Horty, The K e y  War& in Combinolian Appvaaoh, S2M M.U.L.L. 54: Lyons, 
New Fvonmn, of the Lagal Technique, 62D M.U.L.L. 25s;  Allen, Brooks and 
James, Automatic Retrieval o j  Legal Lzterotura: Why and How, Meye? Re- 
search Institute of  Law (1962).  
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a great amount of time is required in entering the full text of 
reference material in the computer library. 

Recognizing that problems connected with the utilization of 
computers for legal research have not been solved, further experi- 
mentation is being conducted. Kotably, attempts a re  being made 
tc, circumvent manual abstracting or indexing by devising eom- 
puter programs to accomplish this taek electronically. 

A study af machine indexing of court decisions has been under- 
taken by the Systems Development C~rpora t ion . '~  The whale text 
of California Supreme Court decisions in labor law and arbitration 
will be analyzed by computers and several types of indexes will 
be prepared--a straight index, a concordance, a digest, and an 
encyclopedia. These indexes will then be compared and evaluated. 

An even more ambitious program, and one which may well be 
decisive in the field, has been instituted by the American Bar 
Foundation. 

4. Joint American Bar Foundation-1BM Study. 

In  1961 the American Bar Foundation approved a research 
project entitled "Legal Research Methods and Xaterials."" An 
offer from IBM to contribute technical assistance WBB accepted 
and the Foundation formed a siudy team composed of representa- 
tives from bath organizations. Rilliam B. Eldridge of the Founda- 
tion was designated project director. 

One aim of the project Is to develop and improve methods of 
legal research as they apply to state statutes,'< and another is to 
examine electronic methods of information retrieval and indexing, 
wherever they might apply to legal research problems 

The team decided that the major uninvesiigated technical 
hurdle to handling large volumes of legal material automatically 
is indexing and file organization. In May of 1962 it  was determined 
that an eighteen-month technical study should be conducted in an 

6 *  Adama and Csmhiila, Dola Praeessing and Low, 6 SDC Yagaiine 1 
(18621 j see 6 2 0  M.U L.L. 238 

"See 62J M.U.L.L. 103: 63M E.U.L.L. 27. 
(6 Bared on recommendations af the ABF.IBM team, the ABF approved 

two applications of IBMs Keyword-kcontext system. One application wa8 
the indexing, on a current baaia, of state legiaiation. Commereiii pvhiicstian 
of this index, hy the ABF and the Bobbs-Yerriil Co., began in 1963. The 
other appiicstion was to the ABF publicstion, Indez f n  Legal Theara and 
Rmewoh PiojectP. The ninth znnnai edition WBLI published in Juiy 1962, 
using the KWIC indexing method and photo.affnet printing fmm the computer 
OYtPYt. 
iaz  AGO 6 8 6 4 8  
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attempt to  solve these problems and to  determine the feasibility 
of establishing a central electronic information service for the 
legal profession. 

The legal material utilized for the experiment consists of the 
last 5,000 cases, taken chronologically, from the Northeastern 
Reporter. To determine the best system for  the retrieval of legal 
literature, the follouing four different methods of file arganiza- 
tian and manipulation are to be tested : 

(a) Indexing via the key numbers assigned by West Publishing 
Company. 

(b)  Indexing by means of a "statement of the issue," to be pre- 
pared for each case by human editors. 

(c)  Indexing by "fact words" taken directly from the text. 
(d) Indexing by machine from natural text in a fully automatic 

system. 

To test the four different components of the experiment, a 8et 
of about 200 questions will be solicited from practicing attorneys. 
The questions will be in narrative form, ranging in length from 
50 to 250 words. Far  the first three systems, B member of the 
study team staff will prepare a search question in the system lan- 
guage from the written narrative. For the fourth system, the 
computer program will diagnose the original question itself and 
proceed with the automatic search. The attorneys who submitted 
the questions also will have their questions searched manually 
and the results of the various types of searches will be compared. 
Initial results of the ABF-IMB study team'a experiments should 
be available in the spring of 1964.48 

During its preliminary study, the joint ABF-IBM team can. 
cluded that  an automatic searching system should meet the fol- 
lowing general requirements." The first category represents the 
demands that  will be made upon an information sy3tem by its 
lawyer users, and the second, the functional requirements of the 
system that  will make it adequate, responsive, and economical. 

(1) Fact aearches. The system should provide the ability to 
search via factual elements. Facts can he utilized in a number 
of ways to increase search effectiveness and the pertinency of a 
result. For  example: 

a. Goals of the system in. terms of legal wage,  

((Letter from William Eldridge, Project Director, ta the author. dated 1 

4, 63M M.U.L.L. 21, 29. 
August 1863. 
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(a) A fact search may sometimes be an end in itself. If 
a machine search can disclose those cases in which facts are iden- 
tical to  those of the searcher's problem, the result may be dis- 
positive of the issue. 

(b) Facts can be used to analyze problems. The output af 
search for  factually identical cases may yield cases that  discuss 
issues not previously recognized by the searcher. 

(c)  Comparative studies of the treatment of particular 
problems could be facilitated by fact searches since it would not 
be necessary to  anticipate all the possible grounds upon which 
courts might have resolved a problem. 

(d)  Facts can be used ta narrow a taa large yield from 
other types of searches. For example, where a researcher is seek- 
ing wses under a particular paint of law, such as elements in the 
distinction between employee and independent contractor, and 
the number of cases revealed i s  burdensome, facts can be used 
to  rank the cases according to probable pertinency. 

(e) Facts can be used as a tool f a r  scholarly research. 
(2) Searches f o r  legally m d o g o w  materials. The researcher 

needs access ta legal reasoning and the factors that  produce it, 
He needs to be able to discover threads of reasoning and policy 
which permeate decisions of the courts across factual situations 
and even across many large areas of the law. He needs to be able 
to gauge his own hypothesis against the written opinions of judges. 
He needs to be able to a8sem the weight that will be given to par. 
ticular aspects of problems. He needs to be able to search by 
analogy and generically. The team considers this requirement 
the mast important as well as the most challenging part of devel- 
oping a satisfactory system. 

(3) Znfomative output. One of the deficiencies in the present 
conventional methods of indexing is that  the yield of citations does 
not contain sufficient information 80 that the researcher can make 
intelligent choices about which of the original materials to ean- 
sult. A satisfactory system should have the capability of answer. 
ing B question with such information as to enable the researcher 
to  make logical choices among citations. Such an answer might 
include mme factual wards, an indication of the main issues or 
concepts, and the determination of the issue. 

b. Goak of the system in terms of frnctionol beheviw. 
(1) A guarantee of 100% (or very nearly 100%) return of 

the citations relevant to a question. 
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(2) The greatest selectivity that  can be realized, once the 

guarantee of 100% return of relevant documents is met. 
(3) No interposition of a human buffer between the user 

and the system. 
(4 )  No obligation on the par t  of the user to know the answer 

to  a question in order t o  ask it, or to know the words in which 
the answers are couched in order to  phrase his question. 

( 5 )  Organization (indexing or analysis) of the file executed 
a t  minimum cast. This implies minimum human labor, and may 
imply organization accomplished entirely by machine. 

( 6 )  Searching of the file achieved at  minimum east. This 
implies machine searching. 

(7)  A growth mechanism built into the system SO that  as 
vocabulary and subject matter change with time, the organization 
and search system automatically adapt themselves to the changes. 

(8) Minimum editing of search questions by the system 
operator. 

(9)  Citations resulting from searches ranked in order of 
probable relevancy and supplemented with abstracts of some kind. 

The above goals expressed by the American Bar Foundation 
are not realized by the automated legal search systems in existence 
today, and perhaps they never will be fully attained. In spite of 
the apparent success of the programs developed 8t the University 
of Pittsburgh, i t  is believed that large-scale legal research by 
computer is still in  the experimental stage. The additional work 
in the field, such as that  undertaken by the American Bar Founda- 
tion, together with new advances in equipment and technology, 
may provide solutions ta many of the current problems. 

5.  Psychological Factors. 

One aspect of applying the computer to  legal research is psycho- 
logical and rarely mentioned. A large part of the formal profes. 
sional education of the lawyer consists of training and exercise 
in the analysis of problems, the use of a legal vocabulary, and the 
use of legal index systems. Some of these skills will be of benefit 
in the use of automated research systems while others may ac- 
tually be a handicap, psychologically a t  least. While engaged in 
research the lawyer gets a "feel" for  his case. In browsing 
through legal reference2 he gradually develops the parameters 
of the problem at  hand. New approaches or concepts may be dis- 
covered and pursued. This is  not the ease with computer research, 
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where the search process itself is  hidden from view.IB Of COUrSe 
the product of the search may lead to new lines of inquiry upon 
which t o  base a subsequent computer search. But, a t  least among 
the present breed of lawyers, there will probably always be some 
doubt as to the adequacy of mechanized search, a feeling, perhaps, 
that  all was not done that  should have been done. And of course 
there will be those who will contend that  legal research simply 
cannot be performed by a 

IV. RELATED COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
Other uses of computers which might be of interest to the judge 

advocate should be mentioned. 
At the University of Oklahoma, work is in progress on an 

adaptation of the Key-Word-in-Context program to catalog the 
Space Law Collection maintained in the Law Library.l' 

The University of Denver School of Law is compiling a "data 
bank" of oil and gas law. The first step is to store ail Department 
of Interior decisions affecting land leasing. Eventually all recorded 
cases in the field of oil and gas law wiii be stored in the data bank 
and available for research. 

The UCLA Committee far  Interdisciplinary Studies of the Law 
and the Administration af Justice has undertaken, in association 
with the Systems Deveiapment Corporation, an exploratory study 
of the Superior Court of Las Angeies County to determine the 
feasibility of data processing support to bath the administrative 
and judicial activities of the Superior Court system.s1 

Several experiments have been conducted in the use of cam- 
puters to analyze cases and predict judicial decisians.52 

t*  John Lyons reports this experience with his work in automation a t  the 
Antitrust Diulrron. Some of the attorneys with the Divlrlan indicated tha t  
they were no longer gett ing a "feel" for  the ease 81 they did wlth manusi 
research 

t l  A t  the Second h'stmnal Law end Electronics Conference a t  Lake Arrow. 
head, Professor Rasenberg, pmfeseor of law a t  Columbia, replied to argu- 
ments concerning the fesslbdity of spplyme computers M the law with the 
following: "What would have happened," Rosenberg asked, "d Neanderthal 
man, when he first 8aw fire, had said to h s  companion, ' h o k  a t  tha t !  That'a 
fire! Now what do we need fire for! Let's stomp it out! '"  Roaenberg eon- 
eluded, "we'd still be eating naber.tooth t iger stoaks raze:' 

60 See 62D M U.J. L. 241. 
6 1  See 620 M.U.L.L. 23s. 
61 Lawler, Wha t  Computers Can D o :  Analyiir and Prrdrction o/ Jvdiciol 

Deoiaions, 49 A.E.A.J. 337 (1963) ; Sehubert, Psvohomslrio Raararch m 
Judzoiol Behavior, 62M M.U.L.L. 9; Kort, A Quantitative Ristaiemmt o/ 
Legal Rulra, 636 M.U.L.L. 87; Lawlor, Fvundationa a i  Logical Legal Drewion 
Muking, 631 M.U.L.L. 83. See d m  ar tx les  ~n the Winter 1963 imue of LAW 
*ND CDNTEMPI)RUI* PROBLEMS. 
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Computers are  being used by the U. S. Patent Office for  two 
types of information searches.63 Patent case law is indexed and 
searched by the use of key words. In addition, machine Bystems 
are  being developed for  making novelty searches when processing 
patent applications. As has been noted: "Whatever can be done 
in the field of patents can also be done in the field of law." 6 4  The 
workload is comparable; there are  about 2,600,000 published de. 
cisions, and there are  approximately 3,000,000 patents. Systems 
developed for  the search of patents may also be applicable to case 
law research. 

One of the largest document retrieval systems is that  developed 
and operated by the Defense Document Center far Scientific Tech- 
nical Information." Requests for  documents from the Center 
average 3,000 per day and approximately 40 computer searches 
for stored information are conducted each day. Documents are 
reviewed and abstracted by analysts, and are identified and re- 
trieved through the use of descriptors. Documents are stored on 
microfilm and reproduced automatically for  dispatch. Many of 
the programs and procedures developed for  this Center might be 
of value in the establishment of a legal research center. 

Automatic data processing is being installed by the Internal 
Revenue Service and will be fully operational in 1969.56 Instead 
of processing each return as a separate item, under ADP the 
Revenue Service is aetting UP a separate account for each tax- 
payer, identified primarily by number rather than by name. A 
consolidated record is prepared for each taxpayer for different 
hinds of taxes covering three consecutive years. The computers 
enable the IRS to conduct extensive cross-checking for  the pur- 
posing of determining that  a reported payment is properly re- 
ported by the recipient on his income tax return. In addition the 
computer will prepare statistical norms for different types of 
taxpayers and for different items of income and deductions. By 
programming these norms into the computers, tax returns that  
vary from the norms can be sorted for detailed auditing." 

13Andrewa, Ezprrrencr with Eleotianlc Searohing of  U. S. Patents, 60D 
M.U.L.L. 168: Newman. I n i o m a h o n  Rrtrrevol Rrarmrch in t h r  Li. S. Patent 
OBoi, 60J Y.U.L.L. 45. 

La From B chapter by Reed C. Lawlor, Infomarion Teohnologg and the 
Law, in the book ADVANCES m C a ~ ? u r m s ,  vel. 3 (1962).  

16 Formerly ASTIA-Armed Services Technical Information Agency. 
66 Freed, Autamafion, the Tazpayer and the Revenue Servioe, 2 P-H TAX 

IDUS REPORT 19.001 (1963). 
61 Freed, a u r a  note 56, was reviewed by Profellaor Jlorriron, University 

of Texas Sehml of Law, ~n 63.7 M.U.L.L. 71. In his review, Morrison pointed 
out that the detail of information which i8  now practicable with A D P - o f  the 
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Computers also are being used to check state income t a x  re- 

turns. In South Carolina an electronic system keepa a magnetic 
file on every taxpayer. The system computes the tax due for 
every individual, then compares that amount with the figure on 
each return. If both figures are the same, the computer prints out 
the refund due or the balance left to pay. If the figures a re  not 
the same, the computer prints out a special report. The arithmetic 
on the face of an individual return can be verified in 47/10,000 
of a second.'8 

V. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

With the Army-wide integrated computer system planned for 
the future, i t  would be feasible to  have a central computerized 
legal library. The judge advocate in the field could relay his re- 
search query through the nearest computer service center and 
receive a reply in the same manner. A similar system far the 
civilian lawyer is envisioned by writers in the field.S8 

No one can predict what may be posslble in the future in re- 
cording, manipulating, and retrieving data by electronic devices. 
Judging from the progress in machine technology t o  date, the in- 
formation retrieval system of three years from now may be en- 
tirely different from the systems in use today. 

Progress is being made in the development of "page-readers," 
which will be able to scan a printed page electronically and con- 
vert i t  to Storage on magnetic tape in something on the order of 
six seconds a page. This will eliminate the laborious and costly 
process of typing each word by keypunch or fleuawriter, as is now 
done when total text is placed on tape. 

However, a study of legal storage and research should not be 
limited to the feasibility of automatic data processing. Compari- 
son studies should be made of other available methods, such as 
the "Peek-a-Boo" Byatema known as Termatrex and Keydex. Utili- 
zation of microfilm also should be considered. As has been sug- 

mdwduai,  hia history, hia family, hi8 business, his ownernhip and manage. 
ment of property, and his trannaetions with other pernons-far exceeds m y -  
thing which has been available ta the tax collector and the government. 
"Traditional liberties and conatitutianai Drateetmni are iemardired whme 
comprehensive parsannei informstion and ieeorda are perrnaneitiy on file and 
immediately available for Y S ~  by government offielais who have been granted 
broad discretionary powera under the taxing statute." 

I S  Loevinger, Jur tmetnrs~  Sormoe and Pmdiotion in the Field of Law, 46 
M I N P .  L. REV. 255 (1961); Satterfield. Leu Praet!ee 1 9 7 1 .  Some Fo7tseeoble 
Efecte of Electronic Ley01 Saarch. 82 O B U  BAR. ASSK. J. 1452 (1961). 

6s see 635 n.u.L.L. 82. 
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gested, the compact nature of microfilm would allow judge advo- 
cate officers in the field to carry their entire library in a small 
container approximately the size of a shoe box.‘Q This could well 
answer the problem of transporting the “combat” library. 

A reported technique fo r  the storage and dissemination of 
micro-documents has made high density document storage feasi- 
ble.“ Using this technique, i t  is possible to record a 300-page 
book within one square inch of film. A three by five inch photo- 
chromic plate can contain 2,625 micro-images and, by reprodue- 
tion on a micro-image card, the entire contents of eight to ten 
average size bwks can be recorded on a three by five inch card. 
At this rate, all reported judicial decisions and all statutes can 
be recorded in full text on three by five inch cards in a file ap- 
proximately 24 inches in depth. Another system can store 30,000,. 
000 documents in micro-image in the space of an ordinary file 
cabinet. Within one minute, these systems can locate and produce 
a full size COPY of any page in the file. This manner of storage, 
however, precludes any direct searching of the text and therefore 
requires an indexing system.62 

Perhaps a computer generated abstract combined with a photo- 
graphic negative of the complete document on the same tape may 
be the ultimate answer. Whatever the form it seems certain that  
automated legal research will be available, based upon aome com- 
puter application. 

GERALD W. DAVTS. 

60 Lyons memo, mpra note so. 
6 1  Known 88 the phatochromx micro-image technique. See Loevmger, The 

Mrthodoiogy o/ LBBoi Inquiry, 28 LAW & COWTEMP. h l o ~ .  at 27 (1963). 
62 llationsl Bvreau of Standard8 Techmeal Note 157, Iniamotmn Seiertian 

System Retrieving Replica Copies: A State-at-the-Art Report (December 
31, 1961).  contains a survey of this type equipment. 
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